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Rura l road maintenance has received little or no attention in Zambia for a long time, 
result ing in an adverse impact on the economy. Meanwhi le Road Autho ri t ies have 
continued to use tradit ional capita l-intensive periodic and routine main tenance at the 
expensc of scarce foreign exchange. The systcm has not performed wcll, hence the current 
state of roads. 
Labour-based methods for routine maintenance under the Lengthmen System used in 
Kenya, Lesotho and other developing countries in the Sub-Saharan Africa have proved to 
be technically and economically viable. 
In this report the author examines the desirability of using the Labour-Based Lengthmen 
System as an alternative to the existing capital -intensive methods in Zambia. Thi s is done 
through rev iewing rural road maintenance in Zambia and then carrying out a comparative 
analysis of the same bctween Zambia, Kenya and Lesotho 
The comparativc analysis shows that Zambia is not performing well when compared to 
Kenya and Lesotho. Meanwhile, the Lengthmen System is more desirable compared to 
other methods under the current economic conditions. Recommendations, based on the 
comparative analysis, have been given to improve rural road maintenance in Zamb ia. 
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In the last two decades, there has been a shift in road planning away from major road 
networks towards secondary and feeder roads, in a number of developing countries. 
There is justi fied concern of governments and donors to invest the limited funds in the 
most effective way or manner. This has led to useful developments in which planners view 
and analyse rural roads (Edmonds, 1983). 
In economic terms, rural roads are important elements of a road network. Without them 
any idea of improving a country's economy through the exploitation of agriculture is of 
little hope. Edmonds fUl1her acknowledges that rural roads have sometimes been perceived 
only in terms of their economic or strategic and political role, rarely in their potential for 
social development. 
Given the various financial, technical and administrative restraints of governments in the 
Sub-Saharan Africa (HaITal et ai, 1983; Heggie, 1994) and in particular Zambia, it is clear 
that the best one can hope for as far as rural road maintenance is concerned is a minimum 
level of maintenance service. 
There is no doubt whatever that, as far as section improvement and routine maintenance of 
rural roads are concerned. labour-based methods, in general, provide the least cost 
alternative (Howe and Bantje, 1995). 
With equipment-intensive maintenance, it is usually fuel, spare parts and foreign exchange 
constraints, which restrict operations whereas in labour-based programmes, it is the timely 
payment and close supervision which ensure proper maintenance. The system is· therefore 
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ideal for implementation by local authorities, which lack sophisticated support services 
required for equipment-based maintenance (Beenhakker et a\, 1987). 
Through a blend of research, experimental work and pilot projects, doubts especially 
among engineers and planners as to the feasibility of labour·based methods have been 
gradually resolved and the conditions under which labour-based methods represent the 
most appropriate choice of technique can now be specified (Ragen and Relf, 1988). 
Moreover, labour-based methods have gained additional importance owing to the 
international debt crisis, the stagnation in capital aid flows, the dismantling of policies, 
which previously had over-valued developing country currencies and the process of 
structural adjustment. These developments have tended to strengthen the comparative 
advantage of local resources, including labour, in relation to evermore-expensive imported 
equipment. 
In Zambia, rural road routine maintenance has received little or no attention for a long 
time. While urban roads continue to be rehabilitated and maintained using equipment-
intensive methods, rural roads have remained unattended to and have detel;orated over the 
years to the extent were they are impassable during the wet season. Rural roads play a 
major role in facilitating agriculture in Zambia. It is therefore important that they are given 
due attention in order to reduce the current adverse effects, which have fallen on the 
fanning community and the rural population at large. These include inadequate and high 
cost of road transport seIVices, and lack of affordable means of transport, which seriously 
constrains rural economic and social development. 
Zambia's Provincial and District Road Authorities have been relying on the traditional 
capital-intensive methods for periodic and routine maintenance operations. This kind of 
system has not worked well as it is difficult and expensive to maintain as alluded to earlier 
on. Meanwhile, weak institutional arrangements and ineffective weak methods are negative 
factors which also contribute to poor performance of rural road agencies (Thagesen, 1996). 
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Considering the lack of income opportunities in many rural areas and the intractable 
problems inherent in the deployment and operation of mechanical equipment for small-
scattered work, labour-based methods should be considered as the normal choice for rural 
road maintenance works. However. the development of a labour-based capability for road 
works is a long-tenn undertaking requiring considerable up-front inputs in technical 
assistance and training. The future development of labour-based capability would also 
benefit greatly from the transfer of expertise among SSA countries (Riverson et ai, 1991; 
Riverson and Carapetis, 1991; Tarnbatarnba, 1999). Problems of supervision, the poor 
motivation of workers and the inherent lack of flexibility of public sector operations, have 
proven very difficult to overcome in force account work. Contract operation although not 
without any problems, is a preferred alternative. The wea1mess of domestic contracting 
capability in Zambia, is a major obstacle. Therefore, a long-tenn rural programme would 
provide the opportunity to build up the capability of the domestic construction industry. 
Policy decisions to favour the use of a labour-based lengthmen system for rural road 
maintenance are therefore necessary. 
Given the severe lack of resources at local level , rural road development in Zambia will 
continue to require central funding, a large proportion of which will be provided from 
external sources. 
1.2. Aim of the Study 
The aim of the study was to review the Rural Road Maintenance System in Zambia and 
compare it with those of other Sub-Saharan African countries, in particular Lesotho and 
Kenya. 
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1.3. Specific Objectives of the Study 
The specific objectives of the study were; 
a) To examine the desirability of using a Labour-Based Lengthmen System as an 
alternative to the existing capital-intensive methods for rural road maintenance in 
Zambia. 
b) To produce recommendations for improving rural road maintenance in Zambia. 
1.4. Scope, Definitions and Limitations of the Study 
The author discusses the suitability of USlOg labour-based methods in rural road 
maintenance. Although other types of maintenance are mentioned, emphasis is on routine 
maintenance being the most neglected in Zambia. 
Rural roads in this thesis refer to the public roads functionally classified below primary, 
trunk or secondary roads in most countries. They include roads often described as rural 
access, feeder, agricultural and unclassified roads. They may include tertiary roads if these 
are functionally grouped as rural roads as here defined. 
Limitations .of the study were mainly due to the prohibitively long distances between the 
place of study (South Africa) and the countries studied in th is thesis (Zambia, Kenya and 
Lesotho). In fact , only written material was consulted in the case of Kenya. Other 
limitat ions included financial and time constraints. lnformation in this report is valid for 
the time of study ( 1999). 
1.5. Study Approach 
The fo llowing methods were adopted and used for carrying out investigations in this thesis ; 
Study of literature, government and World Bank documents. journals, manuals, reports 
and magazines. 
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Collection of information on rural road maintenance systems for Zambia, Lesotho and 
Kenya. 
Visiting labour-intensive sites in Zambia and Lesotho. 
Interviewing officers in charge of rural roads in Zambia and Lesotho. 
1.6. Structure of the Report 
The report starts with an introduction in chapter onc which gives an overview of the state 
of rural roads in the SSA and Zambia in particular, and how labour-based methods are 
regarded for rural road maintenance in the current economic conditions. 
The literature rev iew in chapter two gives a general view of road maintenance and labour-
based methods. The suitability of labour-based methods for rural road maintenance is 
outlined. The chapter also discusses the origin and various lengthmen systems pracliced in 
SSA. 
To examine the suitability of labour-based methods and the lengthmen system in 
particular, for rural road maintenance in Zambia, a review of Zambia's rural road 
maintenance (chapter three) was carried out. Since cross-poll ination and horizontal transfer 
of expertise is also vital among SSA countries, case studies of rural road maintenance on 
two countries advanced in the application oflabour-based techniques were also carried out. 
The countries are Kenya and Lesotho, discussed in chapters four and five respectively. A 
comparison of the three countries appears in chapter six. An analysis of the situation 
follows in chapter seven. 
Finally, the mam findings and conclusions are outlined in chapter eight, which also 
includes recommendations for improving rural road maintenance in Zambia. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Road Maintenance-General Review 
Highway maintenance is a problem affecting both rich and poor nations but the situation is 
worse in developing countries in Sub-Saharan Africa (World Bank, 1988). 
Another World Bank Paper (Cook et ai, 1985) stated that low-volume rural road 
maintenance typically suffers most from the institutional, financial and human resource 
constraints hampering the maintenance of national highway systems. It further goes on to 
say that the failure to maintain highways is tantamount to an act of disinvestment, for it 
implies the sacrifice of past investment in roads. The loss of physical infrastructure is only 
part of the picture. Not only do bad roads deter users or curb the volume of traffic, but also 
raise the cost of road transport which is the dominant mode for both people and freight in 
most countries. One unit of currency reduction in road maintenance expenditure can 
increase the cost of vehicle operation by more than one unit of the respective currency. 
Insufficient spending for maintenance thus exacts hidden costs several times the cost of 
maintain ing and restoring roads. Road users bear the brunt of these additional costs, which 
dwarf the savings to a road agency from deferring or ncglecting maintenancc. 
In his book, Thagesen (1996) writes that the main causes of the road maintenance problem 
in most developing countries are; insufficient funds, lack of foreign exchange, shortage of 
qualified staff, absence of machines and spare parts, deficient institutional arrangements 
and poor management capability. 
The situation is serious since developing countries have lost precious infrastructure worth 
billions of dollars through the deterioration of their roads. They are likely to los~ billions 
more if they do not immediately begin to do much more to preserve their roads (World 
8ank, 1988). Large road networks, built at great expense, have been undermaintaincd or 
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received no maintenance at all, as is the case with most rural roads. Most rural roads now 
need complete reconstruction and restoration to maintainable standard before any fann of 
meaningful routine maintenance can be established. 
The urgency of the situation has not always been fully appreciated by most donors and 
lending agencies, some having been readier to provide funds for new construction than 
maintenance and restoration. New construction has sharp political visibility while 
maintenance little glamour. 
2.2 Rural Road Maintenance and Labour-Based Methods 
As mentioned earlier. rural road maintenance typically suffers most as priority is given to 
maintenance of national, urban and other paved roads. Maintenance responsibilities require 
the development of community capabilities complemented by effective technical and 
financial support from the central government. Lack of investment in rural road 
maintenance has had adverse effects on the transport sector and on agriculture, forestry, 
irrigation and overall rural development (Dhir, 1995; lLO, 1996). 
Many maintenance activities are carried out by labour using many technologies. Due to the 
dispersed nature of most maintenance activities on rural access infrastructure, these 
activities are best carried out by small local contractors, force account groups or self- help 
efforts (Beenhakker et ai, 1987). Since routine maintenance of all access road 
infrastructure requires a small but continuous flow of resources over a large number of 
separate points, labour-based is particularly cost effective where population is high. 
Labour-based routine maintenance should be able to provide minimum level of 
maintenance services to maximum number of kilometres of road as well as depending to 
the minimum extent possible on external financial and material resources (Beenhakker et 
ai, 1987). 
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The main advantages of using labour-based methods in rural road maintenance are: 
low overall cost 
low capital costs 
less foreign exchange requirements 
more local employment 
improved income distribution 
flexibility to operate on many sites 
development of local skills 
appropriate use of local resources 
local participation 
large percentage of maintenance cost flows into the hands of the community; and 
multiplier effect on other social and economic factors 
(Beenhakker et ai, 1987; Anderson et ai, 1996; Thagesen, 1996). 
However. there are other potential sources of problems that need to be carefully examined 
with respect to the environment. These are: 
motivated labour not available everywhere in sufficient numbers 
labour-based works are management and supervision intensive 
labour availability may vary according to season in tenns of costs and sensitivity 
competes with other rural development and agricultural activities 
(University of Natal, 1999). 
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2.3 Labour-Based Routine Maintenance 
2.3.1 Need for Rural Road Maintenance 
The main reasons and need for rural road maintenance are; 
increasing the life of the road and therefore postponing the day of renewal 
reducing the vehicle operating costs and hence promoting public mobility 
reducing travel times, safety, regular movement and opeIUless 
(TRL, I 994; Anderson et ai, 1996) 
2.3.2 Basic Causes of Deterioration of Rural Roads 
Deterioration is the worsening of the road over a long time due to various causes leading to 
defects. The three most important deterioration types are; 
degradation of the carriageway 
eros ion of the drainage system 
silting of the drainage system 
The major causes causes of deterioration are rainfa ll , steep gradients, flat gradients, traffic 
and vegetation. 
2.3.3 Basic Maintenance Operations for Rural Roads 
The basic maintenance operations for rural roads are routine maintenance, periodic and 
emergency maintenance. These distinctions are important in setting priorities and planning, 
organising, quantifying of maintenance work, est imations for funding purposes and 
allocat ion to maintenance personnel (TRL, 1994; Anderson et aI, 1996). 
2.3.3.1 Routine Maintenance 
Nonnally small-scale operations with little or limited requirements are usually done over a 
year. They mainly consist of unskilled activities , with the exception of grading. Most road 
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agencies usually contract out routine maintenance, as it IS difficult to do the work 
economically using direct labour or force account. Centralisation of road authorities makes 
it difficult for them to control dispersed maintenance activities effectively. Small 
contractors near the locations are likely to offer cheaper, reliable service and continuous, 
steady workload (Beenhakker et ai, 1987) 
2.3.3.2 Periodic Maintenance 
Under periodic maintenance, activities are carried out on a road or section after a number 
ar years (3-5 years) and require resources from the client to implement. Activities include 
reshaping, installation, reconstruction of small structures, rehabi litation of major structures 
and provision of gravel stocks. 
2.3.3.3 Emergency Maintenance 
Emergency maintenance involves sudden or unforeseen damages, e.g. washouts, senous 
erosion, landslides, rock falls etc. 
Out of these ro utine maintenance can be shown to be the most cost·effect ive activ ity in the 
road sector, along with emergency maintenance (Anderson et aI, 1996). Its cost-benefit 
ratio is normally far higher than for new construction or periodic maintenance roads (about 
I % of the asset value per year). Failure to carry out proper routine maintenance can lead to 
earth or gravel roads becoming unserviceable in a period as li ttle as five years. The 
consequence would then be total rehabilitation requirement at substantial additional costs 
representing a rate of asset depreciation of up to 20% per annum. This cost-benefit 
relationship in terms of the road asset alone is significant, w ithout considering di rect user 
costs and consequences of delays and so on. 
From the above, it is therefore imperative to give higher priority to routine maint~nance in 
terms of financial and physical resources, and management effort. Rehabili tation and 
periodic maintenance can be adjusted within the balance of available funds. 
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2.3.4 Rural Road Routine Maintenance Activities 
Rural road routine maintenance activities (in order of priority) are; 
inspection and removal of obstructions and debris 
cleaning of culverts, including inlets and outlets 
cleaning and repairing of drifts ang splashes, including inlets and outlets 
repairing of culvert walls and wingwalls 
cleaning of side drains and excavating to original size 
repairing and constructing of scour checks 
cleaning and repairing of mitre drains and excavating to original size 
filling of potholes and ruts along the carriageway 
repairing of shoulders and slopes 
grubbing of edge and reshaping of carriageway 
cutting of grass 
clearing of bushes 
(Anderson et al . \996). 
2.3.5 Routine Maintenance Planning and Monitoring 
Since routine maintenance has to be carried out along the entire road network (widely 
scattered activities) , it is not easy to controL Therefore it is important that the organisation 
structure for the road agency is in line with the particular needs of routine maintenance so 
that work can be carried out anywhere on the entire network at anytime. Also the priorities 
must be established at particular times. 
2.3.5. 1 Priorities for Maintenance Activities 
Drainage should always be considered first, since neglected drainage can quickly lead to 
the deterioration of the road. The main objective is to ensure that rain water runs off the 
road as quickly as possible while causing as little damage as possible. The condition of the 
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road surface depends on the function of the drainage system. T he workload on the 
carriageway is therefore greatly reduced if the drainage system is in good shape. 
The ROMAR Handbook (Anderson et ai, 1996) suggests the following act ivities in their 
priorities as fo llows: 
a) Before the rains; 
clean culvertslsplasheslbridges/drifts 
clean mitre drains 
clean side drains 
repair side drains erosion and scour checks 
b) During the rains; 
inspect and remove obstructions 
clean culverts 
clean side drains 
repair side drain erosion and scour checks 
c) End of Ta ins; 
fill potholes and ruts on carriageway 
reshape carriageway 
repair erosion on shoulders, on backslopes and in drains 
reinstate scour checks 
cut grass 
d) Dry season; 
clear bush 
repair structures 
repair carrI ageway 
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2.3.5.2 Work planning, supervision and monitoring 
The following data or requirements (Anderson et ai, 1996) are needed to develop a good 
work plan: 
the quantity of work to be carried out over a specified period of time 
the work standards to be achieved 
the resources (of the contractor) available 
the productivity rates for each activity 
supervisors and gang leaders (contractor only) 
labourers (contractor only) 
hand tools and measuring aids for gang leaders 
simple equipment if necessary, e.g. tractor, towed grader etc 
transport, bicycle, pickup for material and supervision 
Research has shown that supervision and monitoring labour-based routine maintenance is 
more important than any technical aspects (Taylar, 1992). Thus supervision and 
monitoring is very important and has the following purposes: 
to ensure that work is carried out in accordance with the contract specificat ion and 
standards 
to control the productivity at the site 
to correct and instruct where and when necessary 
to be able to arrange for the operational inputs 
to control costs 
to receive sufficient feedback in order to prepare further bids 
It is also recommended (Anderson et ai, 1996) that the site be visited weekly in order to: 
collect reports from gang leaders 
check the quality of work and discuss problems arising 
carry out job training on site 
issue instructions and work plans for subsequent week. 
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2.3 .6 Type of Contracts involving Labour-Based Rural Road Routine Maintenance 
The type of contracts involving labour-based rural road routine maintenance includes; 
single length-person contracts for a road ( 1-2 kms ) 
petty contract ( or labour group ) where a contract IS gIven to a very small-scale 
contractor who in turn employs a small team (5 to 10 kms ) 
small-scale contract for a particular road (20 to 100 krns) 
small-scale contract for a specified road network ( lOO to 300 kms) 
These contracts can be specified in different ways, i.e. standard, quantity-based and lump-
snm (Anderson et ai, 1996). 
a) Standard-based 
The contract defilles the standards of the specified road features that have to be maintained 
over a certain period. The contractor has the responsibility of continuously assessing the 
road conditions and maintenance work that needs to be done. 
b) Quantity-based 
The contract defines the exact quantity of work for each feature of the road to be 
maintained over a specified period of time. 
c) Lump-swn-based 
The contract defines the standards of the specified road features that have to be maintained 
and the total amount of money (lump-sum) the contract covers over a specified period of 
time. This kind of contract is based on cost assumptions made by the client. 
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2.4 Labour-Based Routine Maintenance of Rural Roads under the Lengtbmen 
System 
2.4.1 The Lenglhmen System 
The Lengthrnen System can be described as a form of road maintenance that involves the 
allocation of various portions of the roads to specific individuals or small-scale contractors 
for regular maintenance (Tay tar, 1993). 
The Lengthmen System is on contract basis between a government agency responsible for 
rural roads and a local individual or small-scale contractor (normally residing close to the 
infrastructure) to cany out all routine maintenance over a fixed length of the road using 
hand tools. Hand tools may either be furnished by government or the contractor depending 
on the agreement. Payment is contingent on satisfactory performance. The system operates 
well in populated areas where the lengthmen contractors are close the road. Further, the 
system is suitable for rural roads of low traffic volumes «50 vpd), above which it needs 
some help of light equipment. Lengthmen are motivated because of the income they earn. 
Contracts of up to 2 km (for single-person contractors, as is the case in Kenya) and up to 
40 km (for small-scale contractors, as is the case in Lesotho) are given. The agency 
responsible normally appoints supervisors who monitor the condition of the road, direct 
operations, make reports and authorise payment upon satisfactory perfonnance (Anderson 
el ai, 1996). 
The advantage of the Lengthmen System is that a continuous maintenance of the entire 
road can be guaranteed at all times. It is cheap, requires little training of workers and 
requires no equipment (Howe and Bantje, 1995). About 85% of the costs are local, so the 
money remains in the country. 
The length of the section to be maintained by each lengthman contractor depends on the 
terrain, rainfall , traffic, vegetation, number of drains, quality of construction, type and size 
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of road and gradients. Maintenance tasks (see section 2.3.4) vary according to the factors 
above. 





rake or spreader; 




spirit level (may be shared); and 
strings and pegs. 
Transport is only required by supervisors (bicycles or pick-up depending on the distance 
from the supervisor' s office or home). 
However, the iengthmen system, like any other systems of maintenance has limitations. It 
needs a lot of commitment in tenns of supervision and timely payment. It may also be 
subject to nepotism. Despite these drawbacks, it remains one of the most popular methods 
of rural road maintenance using labour-based methods in some developing countries like 
Kenya and Lesotho. The programmes in these two countries will therefore be discussed in 
depth in the chapters four and five respectively. 
The Kenyan system involves single-person contractors who are employed on a contract 
basis to carry out maintenance on specific sections of the road (Agingu, 1990). [n Lesotho 
contracts are given to small-scale contractors to maintain specific sections of the .road. The 
lengtlunen system used depends largely on the country's capabilities and environmental 
fac tors. 
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However, uncertainty still exists over its effectiveness despite the fact that it has been in 
use for almost two decades. The Kenyan Rural Access Programme (RARP/MRP) has a 
total of over twenty years experience with the system and it is currently used on a network 
of over 9,000 km of gravel roads throughout the country. 
2.4.2 The Original Concept of the Lengthrnen System 
The original concept was that the iengthrnen should; 
be recruited from the original construction gang 
be responsible for a fixed section of the road 
reside adjacent or close to the road 
work three days of their choice per week 
choose what work to do themselves 
be paid if the standard of the work of the section were satisfactory 
Taylor (1993) notes that due to experience over time these fundamental principles have 
changed. The need for close supervision and monitoring have been identified to be 
important and crit ical. The lengtlunen (RARP Project in Kenya) were working in 
uncoordinated ways and concentrating on less important work. There was no prioritisation 
of activities. Drainage activities were especially neglected. This has led to the introduction 
of headmen and overseers. Also working alone made the lengthmen complacent in their 
work and hence needed further training. Correct scheduling of activities throughout the 
year has been seen to be important. For instance, it is vital that lengthmen concentrate on 
the cleaning of the drainage system in advance of the rain season. Lengtlunen also needed 
specific train ing and supervision for different activities. The original asswnption that 
lengthrnen recruited locally would receive pressure from the comnuUlity has not worked in 
practice as the community only gets aroused by major defects which implies that the road 
is not undergoing maintenance (University of Natal, 1999). 
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2.4.3 Different Lengthmen Systems in Operation in the Sub-Saharan Africa 
A number of Sub-Saharan Africa have had experience with labour-based maintenance with 
most programmes starting as pilot projects and have since grown into sustained national 
programmes (ILO, 1990; ILO AS 1ST, 1999). 
a) Kenya 
The programme started in 1978 when the Technology Unit of Rural Access Road 
Programme (RARP) devised the system, whereby labourers living near the road (often 
former construction workers on RARP projects) would be contracted to maintain a specific 
stretch of the road on a semi-continuous basis. The iengthmen system was found to 
compare well to the traditional equipment-based system in terms of physical output 
because of its continuous nature. 
Currently. there are more 6000 lengthmen covering more than 9,000 km of roads for 
routine maintenance. Maintenance units involve maintenance inspectors, overseers, 
headmen and lengtlunen. About 100 lengthmen cover a length of about 150 km. The cost is 
about US$3001km per year. Studies carried out in Kenya (Taylor, 1992, 1993) show that 
overseers spent more of their time travelling than supervising. The lengthmen were also 
not utilised properly. These notions have however changed for the better through research 
(Pells and Jones, 1989). 
b) Botswana 
Between 1980 and 1992 a district pilot project of labour-intensive road construction and 
maintenance was run, modelled on the Kenya RARP. This was later developed into a 
national programme including maintenance. Problems experienced were not exactly the 
same as that of Kenya. Nevertheless, the lengthmen system maintained roads at an average 
standard that was higher than that of roads maintained by the Roads Department with 
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equipment (Howe and Bantje. 1995). Various alternative routine maintenance 
organisations were' tried out such as lengthmen supervised by technical assistants and gang 
leaders on bicycles. Most of the districts in Botswana now operate in groups of 
maintenance workers and a few on the single.person lengthmen system. People prefer to 
work in groups of five under a team leader. These groups are called gangs. The tearn leader 
would have attended a training course. Tasks are assigned and arranged to ensure good 
productivity. Each group covers about 7 km of road at an annual cost orUS$ 4831km. 
The major problems are: weak and inconsistent management of trained staff, leading to 
strong negative effect on productivity and problematic disbursement of funds from district 
bank accounts (Howe and Bantje, 1995). 
c) Lesotho 
Lesotho started the system in 1984 under rorce account (Howe and Bantje, 1995). A 
length-person was appointed to maintain 1-2 km of road, depending on the terrain. The 
Regional Engineer's supervisor, who visited the site on a weekly basis, depending on 
transport availability, supervised mm. The planning and allocation of work was done as the 
supervisor travelled along the road. The length-person was a full-time employee and paid 
on a monthly basis. The cost (including supervision and overheads) was about US$ 
14501km per annum of which labour accounted for US$ 8001km (based on the average of 
1.5 km per worker per year). 
[n 1994, the single-person system under force account was abandoned in preference to the 
small-scale contractor system. A contractor is given 30 to 40 km of road to maintain on an 
annual contract. The work is scheduled on a monthly basis by the contracts supervisor, 
who also monitors the progress on a fortnightly or monthly basis. This programme is based 
on task rates which are set by the client (Government of Lesotho-Labour Construction 
Unit) and the number of worker-days per month. Suppose a contractor maintains.40 km of 
road, the average number of worker-days he has available per month is based on 26.6 
workers (40/1.5) working 22 days, or 587 worker days per month. Payment or the 
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contractor is done on the basis of the actual work performed. The contract supervisor 
measures the work at the end of the month and pays the contractor for the tasks covered 
only. The annual cost is around US$ 13001km. 
d) Malawi 
Malawi became aware of the district councils inability to maintain rural roads in the mid 
1970's. Road Improvement and Maintenance Units ( DRIMP units) were thus established 
at a number of district councils in the early 1980·s. The roads were selected on fairly strict 
economic criteria and were main1y village roads carrying 5-50 vehicles per day. The 
methods and techniques used were similar to those used in Kenya. Each maintenance unit 
has an officer-in-charge and a number of foremen based at suh-depots (Hagen and Retf, 
1988). 
The lengthmen system has been adopted, routine and periodic maintenance being carried 
out by gangs of 5-6 labourers under a foreman. Employed as maintenance contractors they 
are st ill casual labourers, usually living adjacent to the road they are working on. 
The main divergence from the Kenyan system is the prominence given to gangs. Each 
labourer theoretically maintains 2 km. An overseer who keeps records and transmits 
instructions is responsible for· supervising each gang. 
e) Mozambique 
Labour-based road construction and maintenance started in 1981 with the assistance of 
NORAD and ILO. As construction work progressed, men were detached from the main 
labour force and put to regular maintenance on the completed section as lengthmen. They 
were employed on a full-time basis and each was responsible for the maintenance of a 1.6 
km stretch of road. The system operated well on some sections such as the Lugela-Limbue 
section, until withdrawal in August 1982. The major problems experienced were the heavy 
rains in the wet season, which made work difficult for the lengthmen (Geddes, 1987). 
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Political instability greatly contributed to the lack of consistency in the programme. By 
1990, Lengthmen were working for five days every week covering a length of 2.5 km each 
for the maintenance of gravelled roads. 
f) Tanzania 
Tanzania uses both the single-person and the gang systems. The gangs of 7 to 8 people are 
assisted by headmen. The foremen or overseers visit the site twice a week. Tanzania and in 
particular Mbeya have had better results from single-person contractors (MOW, 1987; 
[LO, 1990). 
The major obstacles to most of the maintenance programmes are the high costs involved in 
sustainability. Developing countries in the Sub-Saharan Africa are still struggling to 
finance maintenance progranunes even when using the economic lengthmen system and 
are mostly donor aided. Supervision is also hampered by lack of vehicles in most district 
councils. In this kind of scenario it is sti ll imperative for governments to maintain or look 
for maintenance systems, which are best and affordable (University of Natal , 1999). 
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CH A PTER T HREE 
3 RURAL ROAD MAINTENANCE IN ZAMBIA 
3.1 Country Background 
Zambia is a landlocked southern African country. It has a surface area of 752,614 
square kilometres (see figure 3.1) and a relatively small population of about 9.5 million 
people (1999). Zambia is highly urbanised with about 40% of its population living in 
urban areas. It has an average population density of about 13 people per square 
kilometre. The country is endowed with abundant land for agricultural expansion, a 
resource base which includes minerals, abundant wildlife and a high tourism potential 
(Europa, 1999a, 1 999b ). 
The present state and future development of its economy is supported by a multi-modal 
transportation system operated through various infrastructure including roads, rai Iways, 
airways, inland waterways and pipelines. However, the road infrastructure is the most 
signi ficant in tenns of network extent and dispersion across the country. 
The total length of the road network was estimated at about 66,000 km, made up of 
36,761 km of roads gazetted and designed under various functional classes and about 
30,000 km ofungazetted roads (MCT, 1997). 
The original infrastructure was developed during the first half of the century to access 
mineral resources on the Copperbelt Province along what is locally known as the " line 
of ra il" between Livingstone in the Southern Province and Chingola on the Copperbelt 
Prov ince. Later, road and rail systems were ex tended to open up other parts of the 
country and establish better communication links with Zambia's neighbours, notably in 
the north and east. 
As the population has grown and new areas opened up to agriculture, the road network 
has generally been extended. Currently. Zambia has one of the highest lengths of the 
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3.2 Past and Current Performance 
The Zambian economy has depended mainly on the mining industry and copper exports 
in particular. About a third of the GDP and over two thirds of annual foreign exchange 
earning in the 1970's and 1980's originated from the mining sector. During this period. 
the National Development plans focussed on the construction of the road links to 
neighbouring countries and from provinces to the capital, Lusaka. The length of the 
road network increased but there was little money for road maintenance (MeT, 1997). 
According to the Road Sector Investment Programme Document (MCT. 1997). the 
production and price of copper declined gradually resulting in overall economic 
decline. Over the 2S years since 1970, Zambia's GDP per capita dropped from one of 
the middle-income to one of the lowest in the World. The current account of the 
balance of payments continued to. deteriorate due to the shortfalls in export revenues, 
delays in adjustment of imports, and mounting debt service requirements. Zambi a is 
now one of the most highly indebted countries in the World today. 
Despite a significant portion of the ruIUling surplus being invested locally, the choice of 
investment projects or programmes did not reflect the long term comparative advantage 
of Zambia, nor were the alternatives to copper (agriculture, tourism) adequately 
considered. Copper revenue started dwindling, leaving the country with no alternative 
foreign exchange generating activities nor sufficient foreign exchange to import raw 
materials, equipment and spare parts to keep its import and capital-intensive sectors 
ruIUling. The economic decline caused the deterioration of social and physical 
infrastructure especially transport infrastructure. 
The country recognised the precanous macro-economic situation and made several 
efforts at reforming policies and formulating programmes to address the deteriorating 
physical infrastructure. For example. in the Fourth National Development Plan (1989-
1993) (MCT. 1997). recognised the deterioration of the existing network as' a major 
constraint to economic recovery. Until recently, either the implementation of these 
policies and programmes was weak. or they were completely abandoned immediately. 
However, since 1992 a more consistent and serious effort has been underway. Under 
the Structural Adjustment Programme, the transport sector like the rest of the Zambian 
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economy has had to operate within the context of the economic liberalisation founded 
on the tripod of three key inter-related economic policy thrusts, i.e. deregulation, 
commercialisation and privatisation. 
The dilapidated state of Zamb ia ' s transport infrastructu re (see figure 3.2) is a serious 
obstacle both economically in terms of growth, because of the country ' s distance from 
the export markets, and to poverty reduction, because of its widely dispersed rural 
population . 
• 
Figure 3.2 : A typical stale or onc or Z'Hllbia "s mml roads in Cenlral Provi nce . 
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3.3. The Transport Sector 
3.3.1 Transport Sector and the Economy 
In 1994, the Economic Report for Zambia indicated that the contribution of the 
transport sector to the GDP had fluctuated around 5% in recent years with the road 
sector leading in 1990. Zambia's economy seems to have impinged on the growth of 
the transport sector as reflected in the stagnation of the sector's contribution to GDP 
(around 5%) (MCT,1997). 
The transport and communication sector further provides about 25,000 to 30,000 
fannal sector jobs which is about 6% of the total fannal sector employment, of which 
67% is accounted for by the transport sector alone. 
There has been a general deterioration in road and railway infrastructure, making 
certain parts of the country impassable especially during the rainy season. The situation 
is worse in the rural areas whose roads have received very little or no maintenance at all 
since they were constructed (MCT, 1997, 1998). 
3.3.2 Transport Policy 
3.3.2.1. Past Policy 
Prior to 1992 Zambia's transport policy was based on the belief that the transport sector 
should be viewed as a public utility, basic, essential and necessary to meeting essential 
needs, and generating social benefits rather than profit. Ownership and funding were in 
governments hands or at least subject to govenunent control (MeT, 1997) 
3.3 .2.2 Current Policy Framework 
The major thrust in the current transport policy is to promote and facilitate the 
development of a more efficient transport· network and transport selVices, based on two 
principal elements - privatisation and deregulation. 
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The primary objectives (MCT, 1997) are to: 
ensure the availability of sufficient resources from the private and public sectors 
conunensurate with the requirements of the economy 
allocate available resources among modes to meet requirements at minimum cost to 
society and 
establish a system of pricing that will ensure a reasonable return on the transport 
investment. 
3.3.2.3 Rural Travel and Transport 
At the time the data collection was being conducted for this thesis, rural travel and 
transport was going through a refonn process. However, the Government's views for 
this sub-sector (M CT, 1999) were: 
Establish an institutional framework for the development and management of rural 
transport and travel in the country 
Improve the planning, management and financing of rural road transport as well as 
upgrading the infrastructure such as community roads, paths, tracks, trails and 
footbridges through community participation 
Facilitate the rural communities with the establishment of sustainable approaches to 
the construction and maintenance of the rural transport infrastructure 
Produce appropriate motorised and non-motorised means of transport aimed at 
improved mobility in rural areas 
Encourage the development of industries for the design, manufacture, repair and 
maintenance of intermediate motorised and non-motorised means of transport in 
rural areas; and 
Ensure that gender issues are considered in rural travel and transport. 
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3.4. The Road Sector 
3.4.1. The Road Network - Extent and Classification 
The total length of the entire road network is not yet accurately established. The total 
length of designated road is about 37,000 km whereas undesignated roads may be up to 
30,000 km according to an estimate produced by IDA and TETAP. The latter includes 
some 5,000 km of roads in Zambia's national parks which fall nonnally under the 
responsibility of the Department of Parks and Wildlife and an estimated 1,500 km ofurhan 
roads. Estimates of the total length of the road network (especially the length of rural and 
urban roads) vary from source to source. 
The size of the vehicle fleet is estimated to he around 130,000 vehicles. Traffic levels are 
low, even on the trunk road network. Many trunk roads carry less than 500 vehicles per 
day. 
Designated roads are classified according to their construction design standard with regard 
to the fomlation width, carriageway width and surface type. Class I roads in the three 
subcategories are also bitwnenised whereas Class 11 and 111 are gravel surfaced. 
At the moment there is no official decision on the classification of all roads. There is also 
no status attached to conununity roads and other minor roads at village level. 
In Zambia, Feeder Roads are defined as 'all those roads in rural areas which do not fonn 
part of the trunk, main and district road network which are the responsibility of the Roads 
Department in the Ministry of Works and Supply' . 
The Feeder Road Network (all referred to as Rural Roads in this thesis) consists of the 
fo llowing categories: 
RD roads (rural district roads) 
R roads (rural roads) 
B roads (branch roads) 
E roads (estate roads) 
U roads (unclassified - ungazetted). 
(MLGH, 1997; Gitec Consult, 1998). 
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Table 3. 1 below summarises the road network by road class, road surface type and 
responsibility (MCT,1999). 
[ TABLE 3.1: ZAMBIA'S ROAD NETWORK (km) 
ROAD CLASS ROADS ROAD SURFACE 
Paved Unpaved Gravel 
Roads Department 
Trunk Roads 3,225 3,085 140 
Main Roads 3,943 2,008 216 1,719 
District Roads 13,696 1,489 5,670 6,537 
Sub-Total 20,864 6,582 6,026 8,256 
Local Authorities 
RD-Roads 10,1 84 9,096 1,088 
R-Roads 5,714 5,714 
Urban Roads 1,543 700 843 
Sub-Total 17,441 700 14,8 10 1,931 
Parks and Wildlife 
Parks Roads 5,162 4,000 1,162 
Other Roads 22,483 22,483 
Grand Total 65,950 7,282 47,3 19 11 ,349 
Designated 36,762 6,582 20,836 9,344 
Source: Roads Department 
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3.4.2 Condition of the Roads 
A large part of the road network (both paved and unpaved) was constructed in the decade 
between 1965 and 1975. For a long time routine and periodic maintenance have been 
neglected due to lack of funding and other institutional factors. These roads are now in the 
last part of their design life. For the paved network, in 1984 the proportion in good, fair 
and poor condition was 40%, 30% and 30% respectively. However, by 1995 (Table 3.2) 
these proportions of the same roads had worsened to 20%, 29% and 51 % respectively 
according to a survey of just over 8,800 km of main trunk and district roads. [n addition 
little or no maintenance has been carried out on feeder roads and the condition of these is 
even worse, an estimated 90% being in poor condition (MCT, 1998, 1999). 
I TABLE 3.2: CONDITIONS OF SOME MAIN ROADS (km) - 1995 
ROAD CLASS ROAD QUALITY TOTAL 
Good Fair Poor 
Trunk Roads 454 694 1,188 2,336 
Main Roads 771 939 1,782 3,492 
District Roads 514 893 1,620 3,027 
Total Length 1,739 2,526 4,590 8,855 
% 20% 29% 51% 100% 
Source: Roads Department 
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3.4 .3 Management and Technical Capacity of Road Institutions 
3.4.3.1 Management Institutions 
In accordance with the existing pieces of legislation (MeT, 1997) the highway 
authorities responsible for management of classified roads under their jurisdiction are: 
a) The Roads Department (RD) in the Ministry of Works and Supply (MWS) which 
manages the main road network. 
b) Local Authorities under the auspices of the Ministry of Local Government and 
Housing (MLGH) who manage the main urban and feeder roads . 
c) The Department of National Parks and Wildlife Service in the Ministry of Tourism 
which manage roads in the parks and tourist areas; and 
d) The Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Fisheries, which is responsible for a limited 
network of roads leading to mainly agricultural camps, farmers' training 
institutions, etc. 
There are other agencies participating in the management of roads directly or indirectly 
despite the fact that they are not designated highway authorities. These institutions are 
responsible for the legislation and policy on road transport, budgeting and planning and 
administration of funds for road maintenance programmes etc. These include the 
Ministry of Communication and Transport (MeT) which defines policy on road 
transport, the National Roads Board which was constituted in 1994 for the purpose of 
managing and administering the Road Fund, and the Ministry of Finance and Economic 
Development which to some extent controls the planning and budgeting processes. 
The capacity of the Roads Department to manage roads under its jurisdiction 
effectively has long been recognized as inadequate. Until recently main posts in the 
Roads Department were not filled and even now many of them are occupied by staff of 
limited experience (MeT, 1997, 1998, 1998). 
Meanwhile, the MLGH has no operational arm for implementation of rehabilitation and 
maintenance works and provides only administrative and planning services to the 
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District Councils through the Department of Infrastructure and Support Services 
(DISS). 
The existing road management institutions (essentially all goverrunent institutions), are 
constrained by inadequate capacity due to unfavourable conditions of service 
prescribed for civil servants, delays in tendering procedures for purchase of goods and 
services, delays in making payments for completed works, low road plant and 
equipment serviceability due to limited capacity to repair, and inability to replace 
salvaged road plant and equipment, due to shortage of capital funding (Siame, personal 
communication, 1999). 
The management and operation of the road maintenance programmes are generally 
undertaken through force account. This approach has deficiencies in that it depends 
strongly on the experience and motivation of the personnel in charge. In addition to 
using poorly trained and motivated staff, this approach also suffers from weak 
accounting and financial control which may subj ect funds to misuse and diversion. 
3.4.3.2 Technical Capacity 
a) Roads Department (RD) 
Due to poor employment conditions, engineers are reluctant to join the public service in 
preference to the private sector which is offering better packages. Though the situation 
has improved in recent years, the quality of technical staff in tenus of experience to be 
able to plan, programme, supervise, manage and control the work activities is yet to be 
attained. Apart from the maintenance unit or zones which carry out limited routine 
maintenance. the RD has little capacity for carrying out civil works (Zulu, personal 
communication, 1999). 
b) Ministry of Local Govenunent and Housing (MLGH) and District Councils 
No technical capacity has previously existed in the MLGH and it is only now that it is 
in the process of being addressed. At District Council level, technical posts (Director 
and Deputy Director of Works) are usually only 50% filled and the incumbents are 
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often untrained and inexperienced. The lower levels of staff have had very little 
exposure to road works and their capacity is correspondingly limited. Equipment is 
virtually all broken down and works capacity is effectively nil. The MLGH is 
undergoing some refanns and this has seen the establislunent of the Department of 
Infrastructure Support Services (DISS) within the Ministry as a facilitator for rural road 
maintenance programmes (MLGH, 1999; Chirwa, personal communication, 1999). 
c) Private Sector 
There are very few consulting firms registered with the RD of which a small number 
are specialized in road works. The consulting industry has suffered from a shortage of 
work in the roads sector and this has affected the experience base of most finns. Little 
is known regarding the technical competence of the technical staff employed in the 
contracting industry. Moreover, the industry suffers from a lot of constraints such as 
high capital costs of plant and equipment, lack of expertise, high interest rates and 
bureaucratic contract administration (Kasula, 1996; Bui, 1996). 
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3.4.4 Financing of Road Rehabilitation and Maintenance 
Funding for road activities IS characterised by lack of reliable needs assessment, 
inadequate financing, heavy dependence on external sources and erratic budgetary 
releases (NRB. 1999a). 
Road maintenance budgets are usually cut or deferred. In the Road Sector, Zambia 
continued to spend disproportionately high amounts of the budget on the capital 
programmes which left insufficient funds for maintenance. Consequently, while new 
roads were being constructed, the constructed network was being neglected resulting in 
deterioration of significant lengths of the network. 
There are currently three major sources of funds for road programmes namely; 
Government, Donors and the Road Fund. 
3.4.4.1 Government 
The Government has constantly underfunded the road sector network requirements, e.g. 
the estimated Government expenditure was nonnally 12% of the required (Heggie, 
1994). The Government expenditure on maintenance of main roads was not well 
established in the entire 1980's and early 1990's. Spending on constructing new roads 
and rehabilitating the existing network was several times more than that of road 
maintenance. For example, the amount budgeted for maintenance was only US$ 5.4 
million for the fiscal year 1995 against an annual requirement estimated at US$ 50 
million for total road expenditure (Heggie, 1994). 
3.4.4.2 The Road Fund 
The Road Fund was established in 1993 and is administered by the National Roads 
Board (NRB). It is financed through a fuel levy which is 15% of the wholesale fuel 
price, and accrues to the Road Fund for the purpose of funding road maintenance. The 
fuel levy generates approximately US$ 12 million per year and this is distributed on a 
regular basis to the road authorities in the proportions; Roads Department 40%, District 
Councils 40% and Urban Councils 20%. However, the amount generated through fuel 
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levy (US$ 12 million) IS at present insufficient to meet maintenance needs (MeT, 
1997). 
3.4.4.3. Shortfall in Funding 
It has been estimated that the annual budget for the maintenance of the core road 
network (Table 3.5 on page 40) in Zambia should be of the order ofUS$ 40-50 million. 
These estimates assume that the roads have been rehabilitated to a maintainable 
standard. The actual funding for road maintenance has been less than 10% of this level 
resulting in serious backlog of maintenance and the need for extensive rehabilitation. 
The World Bank Report (Heggie, 1994) states that in the 1990's, there has been 
implementation of ambitious refonn policy in an effort to stimulate the sector and 
diversify economic activity away from copper production. in the road sector refonns 
have been supported and guided by the World Bank under the Sub-Saharan Transport 
Programme (SSTP) based on: 
a) Ownership - involve private sector 
b) Funding- secure sources of funds, and introduce" fee for service" concept 
c) Responsibilities - establish clear lines of responsibilities 
d) Management - introduce sound management principles 
The result in Zambia has been the establishment of the Road Fund and the National 
Roads Board (NRB). 
3.4.4.4 The National Roads Board - Role and Functions 
The National Roads Board was set up in 1994, primarily to administer and manage the 
Road Fund and acts under MeT (lbala, 1999). 
Its role is: 
defining the maintenance policy and deciding where and how the Road Fund .money 
should be spent; 
monitoring the procurement and the implementation process; and 
management of the Road Fund. 
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Figure 3.3 below shows the NRB institutional structure and its relationship to other 
road agencies and components. 
I Committee of Ministers I 
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Figure 3.3: Institutional Structure of the National Roads Board (!haia, 1999) 
Under the policy guidelines of NRB. funds are distributed in the proportions outlined 
earlier. Under these guidelines. priority is given to roads in fair conditions through 
contracted progranune. Roads that have recently been rehabilitated are automatically 
included. Second priority is given to emergency repairs to arterial roads which are in 
good condition but require to be attended to irrunediately in order to increase 
accessibility (NRB. J999b). 
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3.4.5 The Road Sector Investment Programme (ROADSIP) 
This is a 10 year programme (1997 to 2007), currently under progress, whose strategy 
has been to define the core road network of priority roads on which improvements and 
maintenance are to be targeted. A network of about 30,000 km has been chosen. 
According to the Road Sector Investment Project Report (MeT, 1997) the mam 
objectives of ROAD SIP are: 
bring a core network of roads into a maintainable condition 
improve the network to at least 50% good condition and no more than 10% poor 
condition 
broaden the revenue base for maintenance funding 
strengthen the managerial and technical capacity of the road authorities 
create employment opportunities in the road sector 
improve road safety and reduce accidents by at least 25% 
improve environmental management in the road sector 
improve transport services in rural areas; and 
develop a community framework for the management of community roads 
The costs involved in bringing even this 'core network' of roads back to a maintainable 
standard and keep them in good shape or condition are considerable. Maintenance costs 
are estimated at US$ 40-90 million per annum (see Table 3.3 on the next page). 
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[ TABLE 3.3: ESTIMATED ANNUAL COSTS UNDER ROADSIP 
ROAD TYPE SURFACE km ANNUALISED COSTS 
(US$ MILLIONS) 
ROUTINE PERIODIC 
Main Roads Paved 5,093 5.1 10.9 
Unpaved 2,075 1.7 3.6 
District Roads Paved 1,289 1.0 2.3 
Unpaved 3,711 2.2 5.3 
Urban Roads Paved 1,022 1.0 1.8 
Feeder Roads Unpaved 16,8 10 6.7 
Total 30,000 17.7 23.9 
Source: MeT. 1997 
Road maintenance requirements are quite extensive. Table 3.4 on page 39 shows the 
total estimated costs required to bring the core road network (Table 3.5 on page 40) into 
a maintainable standard during the 1998-2006 period. 
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I TABLE 3.4: TOTAL ESTIMATED COSTS - ROADSIP (1998-2006) 
ANNUAL FINANCING REQUIREMENTS UNDER ROADSIP (MILLION US$) 
MTCE REHAB 
1997 22.88 26.64 
1998 25.13 39.99 
1999 28.81 50.98 
2000 32 .16 47.56 
2001 35 .92 64.25 
TOTAL 144.90 229.42 
2002 41.00 76.43 
2003 41.00 70.84 
2004 41.00 56.48 
2005 41.00 18.74 
2006 41.00 0 
GRAND 349.90 451.91 
TOTAL 
Source: MeT, 1997 
Legend: 
MTCE - Maintenance 
REHAB - Rehabilitation 
TA& RC TOTAL 
CB 
9.097 1.32 59.94 
7.051 1.49 73.66 
4.312 1.72 85 .82 
4.708 1.87 86.30 
3.674 2.14 105.98 
28.842 8.53 411.69 
2.904 2.45 122.78 
2.904 2.42 117.16 
2.904 2.35 102.73 
0.704 2.15 62.59 
0 2.05 43.05 
38.258 19.95 860.01 
TA & CB - Technical assistance and capacity building 
RC - Running cost 
RF - Road fund 
GOVT - Govenunent 
FA - Foreign aid 
TO BE FINANCED BY 
RF RF& FA 
GQVT 
22.88 4.99 32. 16 
25.13 6.20 42.34 
28.81 7.25 49.76 
32.16 7.10 47.04 
35.92 8.93 61.13 
144.90 34.36 232.43 
41.00 10.38 71.40 
41.00 9.79 66.37 
41.00 8.29 53.45 
41.00 4.09 17.50 
41.00 2.05 0 
349.90 68.96 441.15 
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I TABLE 3.5: CORE ROAD NETWORK (km) - ROADSIP 
ROAD TYPE TOTAL REHAB HEAVY ROUTINE 
MTCE MTCE 
Paved Roads 
Trunk 2,979 2,093 55.00 
Main 2,008 1,466 341.00 
District 1,489 30 351.50 
Total 6,476 3,589 747.50 2163 .50 
Unpaved 
Roads 
Main 2,039 1626.25 
District 8,461 1683.50 
Total 10,500 3309.75 7190.25 
Feeder Roads 
Total 15,000 10,000 5000.00 
Urban Roads 
Total 1,500 500 500.00 500.00 
Grand Total 33,500 14,089 9557.00 9853.75 
SOl/ree: MCT, 1997 
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3.4.6 Road MainIenance and ROADSlP 
3.4.6. 1 Maintenance and Rehabilitation of the Core Road Network 
The entire road network of 67,000 km. if were in maintainable condition, would require 
about US$80 million per annum to cover routine and periodic maintenance 
requirements. But at present, most roads are not in a maintainable condition. It is 
estimated that about 40% of the main roads are in poor condition and an even greater 
percentage for feeder roads (MCT.1997). 
For the main road network, the roads identified as fonning part of the core network are 
of the total length of about 17,000 km. For the feeder roads network, it is estimated that 
it is essential to bring 15,000 km into maintainable condition within the 10 year 
programme. Community roads are not considered to ronn part of the core road 
network, but it is envisaged that they will be brought into a maintainable state in the 
long tenn. This implies that a large number of rural roads is still outside the core 
network, and also need maintenance. 
A five-year technical training programme (1997-2002) in routine maintenance IS 
underway and is expected to support the development of small-scale contractors (see 
section 3.6.3.3) 
The programme includes: 
The elaboration of descriptive specifications for basic labour-based worlananship 
suitable for routine maintenance, periodic maintenance, rehabilitation and spot 
improvement of gravel and earth roads. 
The preparation of simplified bidding documents incorporating these descriptive 
speci fications for procurement of Lengthmen contracts for routine road 
maintenance. 
The selection of demonstration sites to test labour-based workmanship and the 
conducting of on-job-training of domestic small-scale contractors in these methods 
The carrying out of tendering for Lengthmen contracts including bid evaluation and 
contract awards. 
The elaboration of a handbook of procedures for supervIslon of labour-based 
maintenance works by contract; and 
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The elaboration of training materials suitable for domestic contractors and 
consultants. 
3.4.6.2 Rehabilitation and Maintenance Costs 
The unit costs of the various treatments are based upon available data from the Roads 
Department's Highways Management System and from the Feeder Road Support 
Programme in the Ministry of Local Government and Housing (MeT, 1997). 
Estimated costs based on the present condition of the network and justifiable 
interventions are: 
Rehabilitation costs for the paved road network vary from US$32,OOOIkm to 
US$ 120,OOOIkm with an average of US$75,OOOIkm. For feeder roads network it is 
about US$60,OOOIkm. 
Heavy maintenance costs; 
Paved roads: US$II-31,OOOIkm (average: US$14,3001km) 
main gravel: US$4-12,OOOIkm (average: US$5,3001km) 
feeder roads: US$5,OOOIkm 
urban roads: US$12,OOOIkm 
Routine Maintenance; 
Routine Maintenance has been calculated based on the nonnal needs. Routine 
maintenance costs have also been differentiated for roads in good condition and 
roads in fair condition. 
The total annual routine maintenance costs have therefore been estimated as follows: 
paved roads: US$3,OOOIkm (good condition) and US$3,2001km (fair condition) 
main gravel: US$1,4001km (good condition) and US$1,6001km (fair condition) 
feeder roads: US$6501km (good condition) and US$7501km (fair condition) 
urban roads: US$3,OOOIkm (good condition) and US$3,2001km (fair condition) 
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3.4.7. Comments 
Zambia has suffered economically partly due to bad physical infrastructure of the 
transport system, especially roads. The main reasons being lack of foreign exchange, 
lack of funds, shortage of qualified staff, lack of spares and equipment and deficient 
institutional arrangements and management. This is evident from the overview of the 
previous sections in this chapter. 
Rural roads have particularly been neglected in the past. However, the current attitude 
of Government towards rural road maintenance, coupled with action to counteract the 
negative factors above. could bring about a turn round likely to improve rural travel and 
transport. This view is supported by the author of this thesis, who in his quest to see an 
improvement of rural road maintenance has carried out an analysis of the lengtlunan 
system of rural road maintenance and its suitability for Zambia's rural network. 
A large part of the rural network still remains outside the core road network. The total 
length of rural roads is 15,898 km of which over 50% are in bad condition. Most of the 
rural roads actually need rehabilitation before maintenance can be established. 
Though an estimated 40% of the Road Fund is meant for the maintenance of feeder and 
urban roads, this is still vastly inadequate. Most of the rural road maintenance is 
actually donor funded at present (NRB, 1999b). 
Rural transport and travel has been hampered, as rural roads are not fit for use. 
Accessibility and mobility in rural Zambia has become very low and fluctuates with 
seasons. The cost of transport and travel has also gone up, adding a further adverse 
impact on the rural community. 
The only hope (author's view) lies in the re-organisation In the Ministry of Local 
Govenunent and Housing (MLGH) to improve management and technical capacity 
since its current capacity is ineffective. 
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3.5 Existing Structures and Procedures for Rural Road Management in Zambia 
3.5.1 Existing Rural Road Organisational Structure 
The existing rural roads management institutional framework structure is shown in Figure 
3.5 below. This diagram is indicative and not complete due to current restructuring. 
ROADFUND I I NRB I I ZNTB I 
ROADS DEPARTMENT DISS-Feeder Roads DISS-Urban Roads 
I PDCC ~---.----> 
DC-Urban Roads 
Provincial Roads Engineer Provincial Consu ltant 
! ] , p DC-Feeder Roads 1""------· ; 
I ! 
,~ i 
District Roads Superintendent DES orDOW 
! ! I , i ; ; "- DDCC . , 
! 
\V 
Infrastructure Subcommittee Feeder Roads Urban Roads 
Legend: 
Funding - Control -- Advisory --
Figure 3.4: Existing Rural Roads Management and related components (Source: MLGH-DISS) 
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3.5.1. 1 District Counci ls 
The key component in the organisational structure is the District Council. There are 72 
Counci ls in Zambia. The Councils are technically the owners of rural roads. These 
Councils vary considerably in respect of their staff and capacities for managing their own 
affairs. They depend heavily on assistance from MLGH's DISS in overseeing technical 
matters and administration of contracts, while in general, depending on consultants for 
technical matters and the supervision of civil works (including maintenance works 
contracts). The Road Sector Investment Programme (ROADSlP) Implementation Manual 
(MeT, 1999) describes the Councils' responsibilities thus: deciding on land acquisition 
and envirorunental issues with guidance from NRB and DISS; conducting procurement of 
works and services with assistance from DISS and NRB; facilitating handover of project 
sites and conducting final inspections, in co-ordination with DISS and consultants; 
oversight of consultants; assisting with financial and technical audits. 
3.5. 1.2 Department of Infrastructure Support Services (DISS) 
DISS provides direct support to Counci ls. DISS is charged with providing tecluUcal 
ass istance and support to local authorities' Directors of Works, Directors of Engineering 
Services and to the District and Urban Councils. The ROADSIP manual (MCT, 1999) 
describes DISS's responsibilities as: co-ordination of Councils' road and bridge work; 
establishing technical standards for urban and rural roads; ass isting with Councils ' 
planning for execution of roads and bridge work; preparing Councils' quality control 
guidelines; preparing supplementary information for urban and rural roads data bank; 
approving Councils' annual work programmes; advising MLGH and Councils on fund 
allocations; reviewing Councils' procurement actions; assisting Councils with land 
acquisition; ass isting Councils with engagement of consultants and issuing bids and 
contracting; overseeing supervision of consultants and other contracted services. DISS is 
also responsible for infrastructure components such as water and sani tation, as well as 
roads. An important issue is the size and placement of DISS staff to satisfy the needs of the 
Councils (MLGH, 1999). 
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3.5.1.3 National Roads Board (NRB) 
NRB provides the linkage between the rural roads implementing agencies and the Road 
Fund. The major issues have been: the inability of NRB to consistently fund Councils' 
rural road maintenance programmes during the past three years and the inadequate size of 
the Road Fund relative to maintenance needs. 
3.5.1.4 Zambia National Tender Board (ZNTB) 
Since rural road management is done by contracting with the private sector, tender boards 
are part of the rural road management organisational structure. Of interest to rural roads 
management is the provision that District Tender Committees are authorised to approve the 
tenders between ZMK 5 Million (US$ 2000) and up to ZMK 15 Million (US$ 6000). 
These are considered informal tenders. FOffilal tenders arc those valued at ZMK 15 Million 
and above. The obligation for most rural roads maintenance projects to go through the 
ZNTB has caused delays and is considered a major obstacle (ZNTB. 1997; Zambia 
National Fanners Union, (999). 
3.5.2 Current Communications and_Planning Procedures 
3.5.2. 1 Communication Procedures 
The conununications channels of the mam rural roads management entities are 
diagranuned in Figure 3.5 on the next page. 
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Figure 3.5: Communications and Planning channels (Source: MLGH·DISS) 
The communications links which cause the most problems for the Councils, however are 
those with DISS, and with NRB (through DISS) (Siame, personal communication, 1999). 
a) Communications between Councils and DISS 
Communication is slow as a result of lack of capacity and proper organisation, at both 
DISS and Des. DISS lacks staff to handle the communications in a timely manner and has 
no adequate fleet of vehicles. In addition, the office is not well organised to deal with 
communications efficiently. On Des' side the problem is worse. 
Poor communication also results In inadequate explanation, and subsequent 
misunderstanding of programmes. 
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b) Communications between DISS and NRB 
This communication link also suffers from slow speed in both directions, mostly caused by 
the need to go through several levels of bureaucracy. Certain decisions are delayed due to 
slow feedback between the two agencies. 
c) Communication between Councils and NRB (through DISS) 
There are delays or lack of response from NRB. Delays last 1 to 2 years, most often 
relating to programme approval, late payment or misunderstanding of NRB procedures. 
There is also dissatisfaction related to lack of consultations between NRB and Councils. 
3.5.2.2 Planning Procedures 
a) District Councils' Planning Procedures 
Plarming procedures involving rural roads usually start in an infrastructure or planning 
sub-committee (in many Councils) then go to DDCC, then to DC and then 10 DISS, and 
finally to NRB. The DOW (or DES) advises the DD CC and DC. The Provincial Consultant 
advises DC (and the DOW or DES). The DC provides a copy of the Plan to the PDCC. 
According to the National Roads Board Annual Report (NRB. 1999a), Councils are 
suppose to make choices for rural roads maintenance from the list of roads which are 
maintainable (i.e. recently rehabilitated roads). 
During the four years (1996,1997,1998 and 1999), Councils have had substantial rural 
roads programme for only one year (1996), resulting in the disillusionment with the Road 
Fund programme. Councils have gone through the required procedures, based on promises, 
and submitted their lists of priority projects , but then there has been little or no funding. 
Councils are now sceptical about the programme, have reduced roads related staff because 
of no projects, yet the problem of maintaining rural roads remains (MLGH, 1999). 
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b) DISS Planning Procedures 
DISS capacity to plan and manage rural roads rehabilitation projects is limited by the small 
number of staff and large number of demands for assistance to Councils. This has resulted 
in insufficient amount of consultation with Councils regarding the plarming of their 
programmes. Normally. DISS receives plans from Districts and assembles them into a 
combined National and Rural Road Maintenance Programme. 
c) NRB Planning Procedures 
Four issues, involving the NRB, negatively affect rural roads management and planning. 
These are: 
Late approval of projects by NRB sometimes coincides with bad weather conditions. 
NRB sometimes has no choice since it is restricted by timing of the funds it receives. 
Delayed consultations with DISS and Des as mentioned in section 3.5.2. 1 
Lost opportunity, namely. to develop long-term Rural Roads Maintenance Contracts 
which would yield more maintenance work for less money. Unit equipment costs for 
contractors would be lower than under short-tenn contracts. This would also help build 
a more stable group of contractors. Unfortunately, the unpredictable flow of funds to 
NRB makes such contracts impossible at the present time. 
(MLGH, 1998, \999). 
3.5.2.3 Functions and Linkages in the Planning Phase 
Table 3.6 on the following page lists 23 functions included in the planning phase being 
carried out by the six major entities. At present there are some duplications in performance 
of some of the functions like project estimates, design, planning and supervision among 
Councils, Provincial Consultants and DISS. 
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I TABLE 3.6: FUNCTIONS AND LINKAGES - PLANNING PHASE 
ENTITIES 
PLANNING PHASE z .., f- .., 0 
:s z :s r: :r: 
~ " ~ 
co 
~ 
~ u u !:i u ..l :;! U U ;;; ;;; ;;g 
'" '" > :> > V> V> Z '" 
V> ;;; FUNCTIONS AND LINKAGES 0 z 0 V> 
'" 0 '" ;;: 1i "- u "- Cl 
" 
1 Provide guidelines for aruma! plan x 
2 DOW advises ooce x 
3 ooce makes recommendations to DC x 
4 Identify and prioritise projects x 
5 Do engineer's estimates x x 
6 Conduct feasibility studies. if needed x 
7 Design projects (ifmamtenance) x x 
8 Provide planning support to Des x x 
9 Provide project list to PDCC x 
10 Submit project list 10 DISS x 
11 Receive project lists from DCs x x 
12 Stay informed about Des activities x x 
13 Screen and approve Des projects x 
14 Submit Des projects to NRB x 
15 Assess project priorities x x 
16 Assess technical aspects x x 
17 Screen projects against budget, annual plans and x x 
priorities 
18 Approve for tender and inform DISS x 
19 Prepare annual work plan, co-ordinate activities x 
with NRB, ZNTB and Donors 
20 Facilitate process x 
21 Provide technical backstopping x x 
22 Finance planning process x x x 
23 Supervise consultants x x 
Source: DISS-MLGH 
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3.5.3 Provincial Planning and Supervision of Consultants 
Problems have developed, since 1994 when the Road Fund was introduced. Revenues are 
much less than anticipated while costs were greater for many of the consultants: 
The typical maintenance contracts were smaller than expected (2.5% of the total value 
of contract was the supervision fee) 
The total volume of work in the Districts was much less than expected, resulting in 
lower total fees. 
Many of the contracts were not completed in a timely manner by the contractors, often 
stretching out for months, thus requiring more trips and higher costs, for the 
consultants than originally envisioned. 
The consultants had not envisioned the remoteness of much of the work which meant 
time consuming, costly trips over rough roads to reach job sites. 
Most of the finns did not have offices in the provinces and thus had to make long 
expensive journeys from the capital. 
The fee was raised to 5%, but is still considered insufficient. This has generally contributed 
to poor supervision. 
3.5.4 Current Contract Administration Procedures 
Interviews (see also section 3.5 .6) reveal that Councils believe that they can successfully 
manage Rural Road Maintenance contracts, based on past experience. Payment procedures 
are the source of most friction. Councils believe that they can competently manage the 
payment procedures themselves. Most Councils have not, in fact, been tested recently on 
their Rural Roads Maintenance administration abilities because there have been no rural 
road maintenance activities for several years. Recent contract management activities in the 
UNDP Rural Roads Projects (labour-based) in the Eastern Province, however, demonstrate 
that Councils can competently manage most of the steps. 
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3.5.4. 1 Functions and Linkages in the Design, Tendering and Implementation Phases. 
There are a number of duplications on a number of functions between different entities in 
the design, tendering and implementation phases. Table 3.7 on the following page shows 
the functions and linkages in the implementation phase. Lack of capacity at council level 
has contributed to the problems related to implementation. 
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I TABLE 3.7: FUNCTIONS AND LINKAGES - IMPLEMENTATION PHASE 
IMPLEMENT A nON PHASE 
FUNCTIONS AND LINKAGES 
1 Provide supclVision support to Des 
2 Report to PDCC 
3 Receive reports from Des 
4 Stay informed about DCs activities 
5 Supervise projects 
6 Monitor projects 
7 Report on progress 
8 Certify progress payments 
9 Approve certificates for submission to NRB 
10 Manage funds 
11 Make payments to contractors 
12 Certify completion 
13 Co·ordinate activities with NRB. ZNTB 
and Donors 
14 Fac ilitate 
15 Provide technical backslopping 
16 Supervise consultants 
17 Finance supervision costs 
(x) Indicates partlal function or role 
Source:MLGH-DISS 
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3.5.4.2 Contract Management Units 
[0 order to focus attention, and concentrate efforts, on the fact that Councils will be 
maintaining rural roads through contractors and not by force account, tvrr...GH has proposed 
the idea of setting up a contract management unit in each Council (Clifton, 1998). 
3.5.5 Existing Planning and Management Capacity 
3.5.5.1 Existing Council Staffing Levels 
There is a high degree of vacancies in the management of rural district councils. Only four 
of the twenty Des have more than one management staff person; three of them have none 
(1999). This is indicative of the difficulties that rural Councils have in attracting technical 
staff; their poor financial condition prevents them from offering attractive salaries and 
conditions of service. Their remoteness is also a negative factor. Difficulties also arise in 
ascertaining the appropriate size of staff to meet the needs of Rural Road Maintenance 
Programmes. These needs vary due to lack of consistent funding (Siame. personal 
communication, 1999). 
3.5.5.2 Capabilities of Existing Staff 
Most existing staff have the capabilities of handling maintenance contracts to some extent. 
This has been demonstrated in the UNDP project in the Eastern Province. Current abilities 
to manage rural road maintenance are reduced due to lack of practice. As opposed to City 
Councils, Municipalities and Des can not afford to employ highly qualified staff, because 
of poor conditions or service. 
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3.5.5 .3 Small-Scale Contractors 
The policy of government is to use the private sector to carry Qut works. One goal of the 
Rural Road Maintenance Programme is to maintain roads through the use of small-scale 
contractors in the private sector rather than force account using government employees, 
thus building up a group of experienced contractors. The reality, however, is that there are 
few small-scale contractors in many of the rural Districts (MLGH, 1999). 
The main issues are: 
Small-scale contractors who have completed [annal contractor training have had to go 
for other business pursuits to survive because of lack of opportunities for road work 
because the Road Fund has not financed roads for several years. 
A major constraint for the small-scale contractor is that they lack equipment and 
financial ability to acquire sufficient equipment, even the less expensive equipment for 
labour-based work. 
The small-scale contractor has limited cash flow and cannot tolerate long delays which 
seem to occur in payments for rural road maintenance projects. 
The small-scale contractor has limited opportunities because of the large size of many 
road contracts which require large guarantees which are more expensive than the small-
scale contractor can offer (see appendix B). 
Other constraints include high interest rates from lending institutions and lack of plant and 
equipment pools from which to hire equipment. 
3.5.5.4 Availability of Facilities 
Councils are in poor financial positions. Some DCs have only one vehicle. Moreover there 
are limitations on the use of the vehicle because some DCs cannot afford to buy fuel or pay 
allowances for staff to make trips. 
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Lack of transport makes managing rural road maintenance contracts very difficult. This is 
one of the more serious gaps in the capacity at the district level and has affected contract 
supervIsIon. 
Another aspect of facilities is plant capacity. Limited resources are spent on repair of old 
plant and equipment. 
3.5.6 Existing Rural Road Maintenance Constraints 
An investigation carried out (Chitumbo, personal communication, 1999; Chungwa, 
personal communication, \999) at the MLGH's DISS and Kabwe Municipal Council and 
Kapiri Mposhi District Council in Central Province revealed the following: 
Local Governments have skills but have had no chance to prove their expertise due to 
lack of resources e.g. plant and financial resources. 
Local communities do not posses capabilities to undertake maintenance due to lack of 
resources in terms of equipment and money. However, small works organised in 
conjunction with the Ministry of Agriculture Food and Fisheries, using hand tools have 
had good results 
That maintenance needs and related tasks have been adequately articulated. Both local 
government and communities are aware of the need to maintain rural roads. 
That maintenance needs not only appear excessive but actually are, compared to funds 
allocated. 
That maintenance responsibilities have been clearly defined. 
That local communities do not identify themselves as main beneficiaries to some 
extent. This is because politicians seem to have an upper hand in decision making. 
The backlog due to prolonged. lack of maintenance makes maintenance programmes 
excessive in relation to local resources. This often defeats both the local communities 
and local government in undertaking routine maintenance works and has led to 
substandard work at times. 
Current maintenance techniques are not balanced in relation to local resources. Despite 
the local government having the basic knowledge for the programmes, they lack 
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machinery (there are no graders). Plans are there to shift from equipment to labour-
intensive methods. 
To a large extent, maintenance tasks were not adequately executed due to the above 
reasons. 
Local resource base is high in terms of labour and materials. The main problem is 
funding which has been compounded by the hard economical situation of local 
government in recent times. 
Local resource mobilisation is inadequate and there is always plea for donor assistance. 
That the resources allocated by the Central Government are far too insufficient. 
Its not true that maintenance workers have inadequate skills but rather they are 
demotivated due to lack of tools and equipment. 
Maintenance resources are never diverted to other purposes but are used accordingly. 
3.5.7 Comments 
The existing structures and procedures for rural road maintenance management in Zambia 
are a source of concern. Moreover, this is compounded by the number of constraints li sted 
in section 3.5.6, which have surfaced as a result of deficiencies in the system. 
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3.6 Labour-Based Road Works in Zambia 
3.6.1 Introduction 
Experience with labour-based roadwork methods goes back as far as 1987, when the 
Districts Roads Improvement and Maintenance Project (ZAM 026) in Kasama, 
Northern Province was initiated. This project however expanded in 1994. It operated 
under the auspices of the Ministry of Local Goverrunent and Housing and was 
supported by the Norwegian Agency for International Development (NORAD) (MWS, 
1995). 
The objectives of the project were to demonstrate and establish labour-based methods 
of road construction and maintenance to improve access to agriculturally productive 
areas in the Northern Province. Further more, the project aimed to provide equal 
opportunities to both men and women for employment in this field. 
In 1994, the project was transferred to Lusaka as part of the road sector programme 
supported by NORAD operating under the Roads Department in the Ministry of Works 
and Supply. Currently, the programme has expanded extensively and has resulted in a 
number ofroads being rehabilitated in the Eastern Province UNDP project. 
3.6.2 Previous projects 
Zambia has had experiences from the first two pilot projects in the use of labour-based 
methods of road rehabilitation and maintenance. These projects are: 
a) The District Road Improvement and Maintenance project, as mentioned above, and 
b) The Road Maintenance Programme supported by the Finnish Development Agency 
between 1991 and 1993. This programme was executed by RD under MWS Lusaka 
Province, with technical guidance from the ILO. 
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The objectives of the pilot projects were: 
to demonstrate the cost effectiveness of usmg labour-based methods In the 
construction and maintenance of roads especially feeder roads 
demonstrate and establish labour-based methods of road construction and 
maintenance whenever appropriate 
improve accessibility to agriculturally productive areas 
provide equal employment opportunities to both men and women in this field. 
Since the initiation of the two pilot projects and informed by the results thereof. and 
with the liberalisation of the economy. the Government through the MWS (RD) and 
supported by NORAD has carried out training for road sector personnel from both 
public and private sectors. The Roads Department Training School (RDTS) has since 
1994 accumulated considerable experience in training of the road sector personnel in 
labour-based methods for both force account and contracting works, i.e. development 
of small and medium contractors. Considerable potential does exist (MWS, 1995) for 
the development of small-scale contractor sub-sector for road works as there is 
currently very limited domestic contracting capacity especially in the Districts. The 
Roads Department Training School has also constructed some rural roads for 
demonstrative purposes (see fig 3.6). 
Labour-based Methods for road works which maXimise the use of local resources 
(labour, material, locally manufactured light equipment, etc) are seen as appropriate in 
mobilising domestic contractors and the creation of local employment opportunities. It 
is envisaged that 30,000 jobs will be created under the current ROADSIP programme 
mainly through labour-based road maintenance (MWS, 1996; MCT, 1997). The labour-
based contracting study (MCT, 1997) carried out in 1995 estimated that about 15,000 
km of the road network could easily benefit from the routine maintenance using small-
scale labour-based contractors. It was further ascertained that the biggest immediate 
potential in terms of the number of contractors is for routine maintenance. This ·meant 
that 15,000 km of the road network would require about 300 new small-scale 
contractors if assigned annual contracts of 50 km each to maintain. Assuming that each 
employer. employs about 30-60 workers, this implies an average of 13,500 jobs would 
be created in rural areas. 
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The figure below shows a rural road which was constructed uSing labour-based 
methods in Kasisi-Ngwerere area in Lusaka. 
Figure 3.6: A Labour-based conslmclcd road in Kasisi-Ngwercrc. 21mbia (1999) 
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3.6.3. Current Labour-based Road Pilot Projects 
There are a number of labour-based projects in Zambia which are mostly small scale. 
The most significant (according to RDTS) are discussed in the sections below. 
3.6.3. 1. Chongwe-Kanakantapa 
Chongwe-Kanakantapa is situated in the north-east of Lusaka. The labour-based section 
ofRDTS embarked on the rehabilitation in 1996 and completed it in 1997. The site was 
opened up as a demonstration site for small-scale contractors attending labour-based 
courses in rehabilitation, spot improvement and maintenance. 
The 9 km stretch passes through bad terrain. The focus is on the improvement of 
drainage. The road has now been rehabilitated to feeder standard with a carriageway 
width of Srn. An average of 10 vpd was recorded prior to rehabilitation but has 
increased to 30 vpd. 
Maintenance is currently being done by small-scale labour-based contractors. The 
objective of this maintenance programme is twofold: 
to preserve the road quality, safety and condition of the road 
to use the site as a training site for trial contracts of maintenance contractors. One 
contractor is actually carrying out routine maintenance on this site. 
The NRB is financing the trial contracts and the client is MLGH (DISS). RDTS is the 
project manager. The employer has supplied the hand tools to the contractors which 
will be recovered through deductions in the interim payment certificates. The trial 
contracts take three months to complete and are based on a priced bill of quantities. 
3.6.3.2. Kasisi-Ngwerere 
Kasisi Road leads to the catholic mission and the orphanage near Lusaka. Kasisi-
Ngwerere is famous for arable fanning. Over the years the maintenance of this road 
was neglected. This road serves as a demonstration site for training of labour-based 
small-scale contractors from the Eastern Province of Zambia (see next section). A total 
of 13 km has been rehabilitated and gravelled. Currently, there are extension works 
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going on using labour-based methods. Traffic counts show a rise in traffic. Routine 
maintenance of side and mitre drains is achieved using labour-based methods. 
Other small and isolated labour-based sites exist countrywide, most of them funded by 
the World Food Prograrrune (WFP) and are relief (food for work) in nature. 
3.6.3.3 Rehabilitation and Maintenance of Feeder Roads in the Eastern Province 
This is the biggest pilot project in tenns of length and cost cWTently in progress. Staff 
of the District Works Departments have been trained in the selection, planning, design, 
implementation and management of contracts for rehabilitation and maintenance by 
local small-scale contractors. Supervisory site staff have been trained in the effective 
supervision and inspection of labour-based rehabilitation and maintenance works 
carried out by the private sector (GRZ-UNDP, 1999). 
Routine maintenance through small-scale contractors is slowly being established on 
roads that have been rehabilitated. The biggest problem is lack of continuous support 
from the Government. Funds from the Government and NRB are erratic and sporadic 
and the situation is not likely to change. About US$7501km per annum is normally 
required. 
A system for contract management has been tested and established within the Councils, 
including tender procedures, contract docwnentation and payment procedures. A 
monitoring and reporting system, describing up to date details has also been 
established. Nine small-scale contracting finns and 25 maintenance contractors were 
trained. 
About 580 km of selected feeder roads have been rehabilitated. A further 700 km is 
under regular routine maintenance in the province by contract using labour-based 
methods to a standard providing all weather access throughout the year. Road s.election 
and priority ranking criteria are based on the road condition inventories, traffic counts, 
and key socio-economic data such as agricultural production. 
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A total of about 900,000 worker-days of direct employment created during 
rehabilitation and maintenance works was undertaken by the private sector (UNDP, 
1998). 
3.6.4. Comments 
Though Zambia has more than 10 years of experience with labour-based road works, a 
lot of effort is needed in order to realise the objectives outlined in the initial pilot 
projects. Funding is another area of concern that needs to be addressed. Pilot projects 
need a continuous flow of funds if they are to be successful and also be appreciated by 
the community. This is also crucial for sustainability. 
As far as labour-based routine maintenance is concerned, there are prospects in sight 
especially with the incorporation of labour-based programmes in ROAD SIP. However 
slow implementation of improved policy needs to be addressed. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
4 RURAL ROAD MAINTENANCE IN KENYA 
4.1. Introduction 
Kenya is a non-landlocked East African country with an area of about 580,367 square 
kilometres and a population of around 31,806,000 people (J 996). The country's main 
economic activities are tourism and agriculture, with the latter making a contribution of 
25% to GDP (Europa, 1999a, 1999b). 
Kenya is one of the leading countries in Africa in terms of Labour-Based Technology 
(Simpson, 1981). The country's experience with labour-based technology goes back to 
1974 when the Government of Kenya (GOK), tJuough the Ministry of Public Works 
launched the. Rural Access Programme (RARP) with the purpose of constructing 
14,000 km of access roads using labour-based technology in districts with high 
agriculture potential (de Veen, 1980). In 1986 RARP underwent restructuring and 
became known as the Minor Roads Programme (MRP) (MCT, 1986). During this time 
about 8,000 km of roads had been completed, most of them gravelled and brought 
under regular maintenance using labour-based methods (Ministry of Public Works, 
1992; Howe and Bantje, 1995). 
By 1991 MRP was operating in 26 Districts and its main objective were to carry out the 
improvement of 4,500 km of classified 'D' and 'E' roads and take care of the existing 
network of roads by ensuring that they received regular maintenance. By 1992 
Proposals had been developed for the expansion of labour-based methods into 
maintenance of a significantly larger proportion of the classified network (Ministry of 
Public Works, 1992). 
Casual labour is utilised to cany out nearly all improvement and maintenance 
operations. Agricultural tractors and heavy duty trailers are used to haul gravel for the 
initial surfacing of the roads and subsequent maintenance regravelling. 
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Routine maintenance of rural access and minor roads is carried Qut using the Sing\e-
person Lengthmen System by contract. These operations are supported by various 
periodic maintenance activities. 
4.2. Road Network and Maintenance problems 
The road network is classified as shown in the Table 4.1 below. Kenya's about 61,688 
km of classified roads (7,689 km bitumen surfaced) are concentrated mainly in more 
agriculturally productive areas. 
[ TABLE 4.1 : KENYA'S ROAD NETWORK (km) 
LENGTH OF ALL CLASSIFIED ROADS BY SURFACE TYPE 
Class of Road Type of Surface Total 
Bitumen Gravel Earth 
Trunk A 2,607.0 644.3 326.7 3,578.9 
Trunk B 1,171.2 928.3 641.0 2,740.5 
Primary C 2,242.9 3,255.0 2,279.7 7,777.6 
Secondary D 968.6 6,134.6 3.892.9 10,996.1 
Minor Roads 696.2 14,304.0 21,594.0 36,594.6 
All Classes 7,686.8 25,266.2 28,734.7 61,687.7 
12% 41 % 46.5% 100% 
Recent surveys of classified surfaced roads indicated that 32% were in good condition, 
39% in fair condition requiring some form of resurfacing and strengthening apd that 
28% were in critical condition. The latter exhibited extensive amount of failure. needed 
almost complete reconstruction (Heggie, 1994). Unpaved roads were 66%, 15% and 
19% in good, fair and poor condition respectively during the same period ( 1992). 
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The amount of regravelling carried on the 25,266 km of gravel roads (113 km in 1989) 
suggest that many have reverted to earth road standards. Traffic levels on the majority 
of gravel levels were very low and generally gravelling could not be justified, 
especially in view of the shortage of materials. The unsatisfactory network condition 
was brought about by insufficient road maintenance over an extended period of time 
(Beusch,1993). 
Basic routine maintenance of the whole network is inadequate due to a range of 
funding, equipment and manpower constraints. To maintain classified roads to a 
reasonable standard, the annual expenditure should be about K£ 66.5 million (US$1.33 
million (mid 1990's), made up of K£ 26.25 million (US$ 525,000) for routine 
maintenance and K£ 40 million (US$ 800,000) for periodic maintenance. This level of 
expenditure is estimated as sufficient to keep in good condition those roads where 
traffic warrants full maintenance, but others where there is little maintenance could 
receive only minimal maintenance. Full maintenance of all roads is estimated to be 
about K£ 140 million (US$ 2.8 million) per annum. 
These estimates assume that: 
roads have been rehabilitated where necessary to a maintainable condition; and 
maintenance is carned out efficiently 
As an illustration, the financial year 1990/ 1991 budget allocation, including new 
construction and improvements was about K.£ 66.3 million (US$ 1.33 million) from all 
sources. Planned expenditure in the same financial year showed that K£ 8.3 million 
(US$ 166,000) was required for routine and periodic maintenance in the recurrent 
budget. This excludes personal emoluments and equipment. This amount was only a 
third of that required for routine maintenance (Beusch, 1993). 
The existing vehicle and equipment fleet is generally aged and availability rates are 
assessed to be low (<20% for heavy plant). The existing maintenance system relies on 
transport to take supervisory labour force to sites everyday. Low transport availability 
restricts the amount of work that labour can achieve (Beusch, 1993). 
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The problem of inappropriate staffing, inadequate training and lack of funds for 
operating expenses further constrains road maintenance perfonnance. Subordinate staff 
make up 60% of the 15,000 permanent work force of the Roads Department the 
majority of which are assigned to road maintenance activities (Ministry of Public 
Works and Housing, 1994). 
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4.3. Kenya's "Roads 2000" Concept and the Future 
4.3.1 General 
The problem of inadequate road maintenance was recognised as a major factor behind 
the state of Kenya's roads. This led to the launch of the "Roads 2000" in 1993. This 
project concept was to build on the good experience of previous labour-based proj ects 
to institutionalise and integrate the overall maintenance of Kenya's roads by the year 
2000 (Akute, 1993) 
Two main policy areas were identified, i.e. strategies and operational: 
a) Strategic policy options. These were; 
provision of adequate funds for road maintenance 
establislunent of an appropriate institution to manage the roads subsector 
b) Operational policies. These were; 
rationalisation of available resources to ensure optimal implementation of 
maintenance programmes 
identification and subsequent application of appropriate technologies to ensure 
minimal costs 
The "Roads 2000" project involves: 
the application of purely labour-based methods to low traffic roads 
a mixed technology of labour-based methods and tractor towed graders for more 
heavily used roads 
the use of tractor-based equipment in areas were labour is not available. 
4.3.2 Outline of the "Roads 2000" approach (Ministry of Public Works, 1992) 
The three operational components of this project to bringing roads back under effective 
maintenance are: 
a) Preparation: bring roads back to mIrumum maintainable standard (partial 
rehabilitation) 
b) Routine maintenance: Establish a labour-based routine maintenance system 
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c) Spot improvement: plan and carry out a follow up programme of selected and 
limited spot improvements on the network under maintenance. 
The key principles of this approach are: 
maintenance of the whole network rather than project approach 
expand routine maintenance by lengthmen from 11,000 km to 40,000 km 
support lengthmen with tractor equipment on highly trafficked roads (>50 vpd) 
provide mobile units for routine maintenance in low population areas 
minimum initial rehabilitation to make roads maintainable: labour only or labour 
and tractor 
limited spot improvement to ensure passability 
periodic maintenance to be programmed and managed separately 
reduce substantial non-productive subordinate staff cadre 
improve manpower motivation and management 
provide adequate training for cadres 
develop appropriate management system 
develop appropriate equipment for local fabrication; and 
develop local small-scale contractor sector for periodic road maintenance. 
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4.4. Routine Maintenance of Minor Roads and the Lengthmen System in Kenya 
4.4.1 Introduction 
By 1992 there were about 9000 km of rural roads under routine maintenance carried out 
by more than 6000 lengthmen contractors. Each lengthman was given the responsibility 
of an average of 1.5 km of road (Taylar, 1992). The average cost of this maintenance 
was US$ 2001km per annum (1992) where 65% of the costs accounted for wages, 12% 
supervision and 20% transport. 
Studies carried out in Kenya have shown that 45% of the maintenance requirements 
were drainage related, 40% were carriageway related and 15% accounted for bush 
clearing and grass cutting. A principal attraction of the system was the comparatively 
low level of equipment required and lessened support problems. This results in a low 
foreign exchange component, which in 1982 was estimated to be only 10%. This 
amount compares with a typical foreign exchange component for equipment-based 
routine maintenance systems of 50% (petts and Jones, 1989). 
Studies have show that improving planning, supervision and motivation were far more 
important to the effectiveness of the programme than technical or other factors. The 
result was the introduction of the headmen. There was also improvement in the timing 
of maintenance inputs. It was also found appropriate to concentrate most of the 
maintenance in the wet season (Taylor, 1992; \LO ASIST, 1996) . 
.It 4.4.2 The Lengthmen System and Its Key Features 
Under the Minor Roads Programme (MRP), a lengthman (usually a fonner construction 
worker who can be a man or woman) is appointed on a contract basis for each section 
of the road, typically 1.5 km to 2.0 km in length. Helshe is provided with hand tools 
and supervised regularly by a headman and an overseer who monitors the condition of 
the road, directs operations, make reports and authorises payments for satisfactory 
work. The payment is based on the contractor carrying out work three days a week. on 
days specified by the District Maintenance and Improvement Engineer (DMIE). The 
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contract is terminated if the lengthman consistently perfonns unsatisfactorily (Ministry 
of Public Works, 1992). 
The contractor normally resides adjacent to the road and therefore doesn' t require 
government accommodation or transport, which consume considerable resources in a 
traditional equipment-based maintenance system. 
The iengthmen system also creates productive paid employment in rural areas where 
there are few opportunities for such work. The contractor is able to live at home with 
his family and the part-time terms gives himlher the opportunity to work on other 
activities as well. 
Approximately 75% of the direct costs of the system are estimated to be paid directly to 
the lengthmen contractors. The system also enables maintenance to be achieved 
throughout the year on each portion of the road. The responsibility for the maintenance 
of each road section lies basically with one person who requires minimal logistic 
support. On some highly trafficked roads (>50 vpd), the lengthman may be supported 
with occasional tractor towed grading for reshaping the running surface. 
Routine maintenance operations are nonnally funded from an account nominated for 
that purpose. 
The MRP-Road Maintenance Manual lists the key features of the lengtlunen system of 
routine maintenance as follows: 
One person is responsible for all manual routine maintenance activities on a section 
of the road, typically 1.5 to 2.0 km long 
Lengtlunan works on three specified days per week 
Lengtlunan walks on each workday from hislher home 
Lengtlunan is provided with necessary construction hand tools (e.g. hoe, shovel, 
bushknife, grass slasher, rake and shared wheelbarrow). Other occasional tools are 
provided by the headman or overseer 
Road section is assigned to the length-person according to maintenance needs due 
to surface type, traffic, topography and rainfall 
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Lengtlunan's section 15 sub-divided with marker posts to aid work setting and 
monitoring 
Lengthman works through his/her section completing one selected activity at a 
time, using task-based system to simplify supervision and control 
Priorities for maintenance activities set according to the section 
Headman with (preferably his own) bicycle and living at home setting tasks and 
supervising length-person at least once per workday. 
Routine maintenance supervisor with motorcycle supervIsmg headmen and 
lengtlunen at least once per fortnight to direct, control and report on work done. 
Quality of work done controlled with the help of simple measuring aids 
Lengthmen paid at monthly intervals subject to satisfactory work output (otherwise 
work tenninated) 
Tenns of service for lengthmen and headmen are contract-based and renewed 
annually ifperfonnance is satisfactory. 
An objective method of assessment of routine maintenance perfonnance is 
incorporated in an annual inspection system. The system also allows for periodic 
maintenance and spot improvement work to be identified and monitored. 
The system allows planned reduction of lengthman inputs during the dry season in 
arid areas if necessary 
Initial and on-going training on-the-job tuition of lengthmen and headmen by their 
overseers; and finally 
The system depends on the mobility of the routine maintenance overseers and highest 
priority is given to the procurement and maintenance of their motorcycles. 
4.4.3 Maintenance Objectives of the Minor Roads Programme 
The primary objectives ofmaintenance of rural access and minor roads are: 
a) To provide a continued all-weather vehicular access at a level of service appropriate 
for the role of the road, i.e. for: 
rural access roads - access only 
minor roads - access with better standard surface to serve the higher traffic levels 
and distances involved (lower surface roughness reduces vehicle operating costs) 
b) To preserve the initial investment in the road as near to its original as-built 
condition as possible 
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Both of these objectives will have to be achieved with the resources available. 
4.4.4 Technical Standards 
The standards to be achieved through the on-going maintenance programme are those 
used for the construction and improvement of RARs and MRs (see appendix D). 
Maintenance is aimed at keeping the roads as close as possible to the requirement of the 
standards 
Where sections of RARs or MRs may be poor or even impassable the road IS 
rehabilitated to standards set out in the MRP-Road Maintenance Manual. 
:MRP roads are expected to allow for traffic volumes of up to about 50 vpd and speeds 
of about 60 km/h (RARs are designed for traffic of up to 25 vpd.) However, for some 
road sections in hilly terrain lower geometrical standards and consequently lower 
speeds will apply. 
The maintenance of rural access and minor roads are carried out on existing vertical 
and horizontal alignment. 
It is the DMIE's responsibility to ensure that the standards set out are adhered to when 
carrying out work. 
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4.4.5 Maintenance Organisation and Responsibilities 
4.4.5.1 Organisation Structure 
The Minor Roads Progranune has several work positions complete or partial 
responsibilities for road maintenance. These are as follows: 
Headquarters:rvfRP: Programme Co-ordinator 
Provincial: 
District: 
Deputy Programme Co-ordinator 
Planning/Monitoring Engineer 
Provincial Road Engineer (unpaved roads) 
District Maintenance and Improvement Engineer (DMIE) 
In general the district is split into Zones according to the characteristics of the RAR and 
MR network to be maintained. (see also appendix E ). 
4.4.5.2 Responsibilities 
The roles and responsibilities of all personnel within the maintenance system and the 
details of duties to be carried out on a regular basis, starting at site level are: 
a) Lengthman Contractor 
The lengthman contractor is ideally a person who has worked on the construction or 
improvement of the road. There is need for on-the-job training for new lengthmen. 
The lengthman lives near the road and is responsible for all routine maintenance 
activities. 
To facilitate supervision and control the lengtlunan is suppose to work on specified 
days each week, arranged by the overseer and recorded in the inventory maint.enance 
book. The lengthman is directed to carry out specific activities each week and task rates 
are laid down. The standard engagement fonn has been designed in :MRP fonnat. All 
references to "employment" have been made "engagement". In this way it is as clear as 
possible that the work is on "contract" and not on "employment" conditions. 
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The overseer or headman ensures that the lengthman fully understands the requirements 
of each maintenance task and the contract before it is signed. 
b) Headman 
The supervision workload of the routine maintenance overseer is eased by setting up 
appropriate headman arrangements. In this way daily site supervision is possible in 
between visits of the overseer. "The overseer can give directions through the headman 
and delegate some day to day control and productivity to the headman. The headman is 
responsible for day to day supervision of the lengthman. He physically sets out tasks 
for each lengthman and checks productivity and quality of work and makes a report to 
the overseer. The headman is responsible for the supervision of 7 to 10 lengthmen 
working on the same road or adjacent roads within a maintenance zone. He is not a 
Ministry of Public Works employee. 
c) Routine Maintenance Overseer 
The Routine Maintenance Overseer (or zonal maintenance supervisor) is responsible 
for the organisation and control of all routine maintenance activities within his 
maintenance zone. He is also responsible for identifying the need for urgent work. He is 
a Ministry of Public Works employee. 
d) Officer-in-Charge, Maintenance (OIC) 
This is the key position within the maintenance organisation. He is responsible for the 
day to day running and functioning of I\.1RP network in the District. He is a Ministry of 
Public Works employee. 
e) District Maintenance and Improvement Engineer (DMIE) 
The DMIE is responsible for all MRP maintenance activities in the District. He is a 
Ministry o[Public Works employee (see also appendices E and F). 
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4.4.6 Routine Maintenance - Organisation and Management 
Routine maintenance is based on the lengthmen system. The management of this 
system is difficult to organise .in logistical tenus but potentially cost-effective. This 
section sets out the most important aspects of organisation and management which are 
nonnally considered under the lengthmen system. See appendix H, 
These aspects are: 
a) Establishment of fair contract lengths 
The need for allocation of fair lengths of road for each contractor is important for the 
efficient operation of the system and motivation of the lengthman. 
To enable this to be achieved, the following is nonnally considered: 
Maintenance requirements of RARs and MRs vary according to a range of 
conditions, the principal physical factors being rainfall , traffic, soil type, gradient 
and topography. 
Productivity 
b) Establishment of Contract Sections and Divisions 
Permanent reference points are established to indicate the start and end of each 
lengthman's section in order to plan and instruct work to each lengthman. The start and 
end of each lengthman's section are marked with permanent section markers. Each 
section is then divided into divisions. 
c) Maintenance Inventory Field Book 
The maintenance inventory field book is used to record the details of the lengthman 
section and divisions and is carried by the overseer on inspections for reference. 
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d) Programming of Work 
The principal guidelines with regard to programming routine maintenance work are: 
The lengtlunan must concentrate on usually one, but a maximum aftwo activities in 
a two week period 
The lengthman commences work on the activity at the start afhis section and works 
through the section until that section is complete. 
Daily or weekly tasks are set whenever possible. 
Priorities for maintenance activities are set according to season. 
Only a small number of activities have to be earned in the dry season to safe guard the 
road. Most of the work is delayed till the rainy season. 
The lengthrnan receives a fixed and regular income throughout the year. 
e) Routine Maintenance Priorities 
Routine maintenance activities are eanied out according to priorities. This is to ensure 
that only those activities which are considered vital at a particular time are dealt with . 
f) Work Instructions and Reporting 
On each site visit, the overseer gives instructions to the headman using the routine 
maintenance plan, and achievement report forms. 
g) Productivity 
The task work system is used wherever possible for both lengthmen and other MRP 
operations. It is based on both the output and what would be achieved if working 
steadily for a period of 8 days. The system enables high productivity rates· to be 
achieved and also allows the workers to be released for their own activities as soon as 
they have satisfactorily completed their task (by quality and quantity). The daily paid 
method is used occasionally, for activities that are difficult to measure. 
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The Teclmology Unit Study on routine maintenance developed productivity standards 
for RARs and MRs. They represent the best productivities that can be achieved with a 
well-organised and managed lengthmen system. These productivities are only 
applicable to Kenya (Ministry o[Public Works. 1992). 
h) Supervisor's Inspection Programme 
The success of the lengthmen system depends on the frequent visits of the supervisory 
personnel to the dispersed work locations on the road network. High priority should be 
given to the mobility of the Routine Maintenance Overseers and Officers-in-Charge of 
maintenance 
i) Employment of Lengthmen and Headmen 
Particular attention is given to the employment process of iengthmen and headmen. 
Possible candidates for lengtlunen and headmen positions are proposed by the Overseer 
Improvement to the Overseer Maintenance. However, the final appointment is made by 
the Officer-in-Charge. 
The guidelines are: 
To check for candidates who previously worked for MRP on an improvement site. 
To check whether the potential candidates live near the particular road for which 
the lengthmen are being recruited. 
To make sure that there is gender equality. 
To provide comprehensive information on the tenns and conditions of employment 
as a lengthman; and 
To explain clearly that any candidate will be under close observation for the first 
few weeks of employment and that anybody not performing will be dismissed from 
work without prior warning. 
Both lengthmen and headmen are subject to disciplinary action whenever they violate 
the conditions of contract. 
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4.4.7 Comments 
Kenya's Lengthmen System for rural road maintenance is able to provide at least a 
minimum maintenance service. It also ensures that every part of the road network 
receives attention throughout the year. 
The system has proved to be cost-effective (better than equipment based-methods) and 
sustainable provided the right institutional arrangements are put in place to suit a 
specific envirorunent. Cost comparisons carried out in Kenya between lengthmen 
system and conventional methods show that the system is cheaper. Most of the costs 
are in form of wages. 
The Kenyan expenence shows that a lot of effort In terms of supervIsIon and 
monitoring is required in order to maintain high standards and achieve good 
productivity. Research has shown the importance of getting maintenance programmes 
correct first time. Thus pilot projects are very essential especially when large-scale 
programmes are to be established. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
5 RURAL ROAD MAINTENANCE IN LESOTHO 
5.1 Country Background 
Lesotho is a small mountainous country (30,355 square kilometres in area) completely 
surrounded by the Republic of South Africa. Only a third of the total area is non· 
mountainous. Agriculture accounts for 11 % of the total land area (Europa, 1999a, 
1999b). 
Like other developing countries in the Sub· Saharan Africa (Coukis. 1983). Lesotho has 
an unstable employment situation. Many of the people are poor as a result of 
unemployment. 
5.2. Major Problems facing Rural Communities in Lesotho 
There is an increase in poverty characterised by: 
a) Inaccessibility 
There is inadequate rural infrastructure in the form of roads resulting in severe 
communication problems. A major problem in the economic and social development of 
the remote areas is the isolation of these areas from any economic and social services 
like markets, schools and clinics. 
b) Unemployment 
Unemployment and underemployment are major problems in Lesotho. It is estimated 
that out of the total population of about 2 million people. with a labour force of988.700 
people, 340,000 are unemployed (35%). The yearly increase in labour force is about 
20,000. There is continuing decline of employment opportunities for Basotho in South 
Africa, especial1y in the mines which used to employ about 40% of Lesotho's labour 
force as migrant labourers (MOW. 1985. 1986. 1987. 1998). 
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All road construction works were in the past done by international contractors and 
consultants specialised in equipment-intensive methods and hence there was a massive 
foreign exchange drain. 
Roadwork activities were mainly carried out by force account units. Activities, 
especially routine maintenance were neither operating ~ffectively or efficiently. 
There is a continuous brain drain of technical staff in Lesotho who prefer to work in 
other countries for better pay. 
The combination of the above problems create a serious employment challenge for 
Lesotho. For a poor, labour surplus economy like Lesotho, labour-intensive 
construction is a viable alternative for a wide variety of different public works schemes. 
Moreover, a World Bank poverty assessment study stressed the need for a major 
expansion oflabour-based road works, to provide isolated areas with year-round access 
which would facilitate economic development and flow of social setvices (World Bank, 
1994). 
5.3. Government Policy 
The overall Government policy in the fifth (91/92-95/96) and the sixth (96/97-98/99) 
development plans is the reduction of poverty amongst the targeted poorest in Lesotho 
through social economic and environmental projects based on a community led 
approach (pama, 1999). 
The Government decided to follow a number of strategies to reduce poverty. Some of 
these were: 
Development of the private sector, this was to be the growth engme of the 
economy. 
Creation of employment in all activities which could be carried out by labour. 
The major Govenunent policy in construction is the development of the construction 
industry. This involves the use of local consultants, suppliers and contractors in 
construction. 
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Privatisation of all activities which can be carried out efficiently by the private sector is 
also highly regarded by the Government. 
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5.4. Road Sector Activities and Organisation 
Responsibility for the construction and maintenance of the road network in Lesotho is 
divided between four agencies, but is highly centralised since the first three of the 
agencies below are within the Ministry of Works (MOW). 
These road agencies are: 
a) The Roads Branch 
The Roads Branch is responsible for the most important and heavily trafficked roads 
within the network. 
b) The Labour Construction Unit (LCU) 
LCU is responsible for upgrading the more heavily trafficked earth roads to gravel road 
standard and maintaining them using labour-based methods. Most of the roads 
upgraded were initially constructed by the Civil Works Section. 
c) The Civil Works Section (CWS) 
CWS was formerly part of the Ministry of Home Affairs, but since 1996 became part o f 
the MOW responsible for the construction and maintenance of minor village and 
District roads using labour-intensive, usually work for food methods. It remains 
operationally separate from LCU because of its continuing dependence on food aid 
from the World Food Progranune (WFP). Both the Govenunent of Lesotho (GOL) and 
the Lesotho Highlands Development Fund (LHDF) provide support to CWS. 
d) The Lesotho Highlands Development Authority (LHDA) 
LHDA is responsible for the construction of key roads leading to dam sites and 
temporarily for certain links in the network though maintenance works have been 
delegated to LCU as at present. 
Only LCU will be given much emphasis in this report because of its role in labour-
based maintenance of rural roads. 
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S.S. Labour Const ruction Unit 
Leu is one of the labour-based road construction and maintenance departments in 
Lesotho. It is the largest and main unit in this type of methods. The department 
implements some of the Govenunent policies mentioned earlier in order to reduce 
poverty. 
5.5 .1 LeU Objectives 
The primary objective of the LeU is to provide functional rural road communication in 
order to promote the social-economic conditions of rural people. The second objective 
is to promote and propagate the use of efficient labour-based construction and 
maintenance in Lesotho thus creating both assets and employment (MOW, 1998). 
5.5 .2. LeU Estab1islunent 
According to Pama (1999), LeU was established in 1977 with the objective of creating 
employment for retrenched mineworkers from South Africa. It started as a pi lot project 
and then expanded gradually. All construction and maintenance works were carried out 
by force account tenus until 1993. In 1993, the GOL entered into agreement with lDA 
and one of the objectives was to develop small-scale contractors. Under this agreement 
20 contractors were trained for a period of two years. There are more than 30 
contractors who have been trained at present. 
All road rehabilitation, periodic and routine maintenance works are now carried out by 
contractors. All routine maintenance contracts are allocated to all trained contractors 
using the ballot system. All rehabilitation and periodic maintenance are allocated to 
contractors under standard procedures. However, road construction and upgrading are 
carried out by force account teams. 
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S.S.3. Responsibilities 
The original responsibility was upgrading and maintenance of 2,300 km of feeder 
roads. However, in 1997 LeU was given additional responsibilities of construction and 
maintenance of some ofLesotho Highlands Revenue Funded (LHRF) roads project and 
also the maintenance ofLHDA feeder roads around dams. 
5.5.4. Current Status ofLCU 
Leu has a 20 year work programme of road construction, upgrading and maintenance 
with the following aims: 
improved rural road communication 
large-scale employment of rural people 
increased and improved agricultural produce; and 
increased social services e.g. health centres, shops, etc . 
This 20 year work programme is divided into four phases, namely; 
a) Phase 1 (1990-1992): Improving Rural Road Communication 
The major concentration was research, and the development of standards. specifications 
and work methods. 
b) Phase 2 (1993-1998): Providing Large-Scale Employment Opportunity for Rural 
People 
c) Phase 3 (1999-2004): Expansion Phase. 
Involves the expansion ofLeU activities throughout country. 
d) Phase 4 (2005-2010): Rehabilitation and Maintenance Phase 
Involves the shift from construction and upgrading. 
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5.5.5. Funding 
Leu receives funds from the GOL and aid agencies like [DA, KFW, EU. and lA. 
LHRF has an input for community roads. There is an additional fuel levy on fuel and is 
administered through the Road Fund to fund road maintenance. The Road Fund funds 
some ofLeU's routine maintenance works. Fuel levy is at 8 US cents per litre which is 
below the 10 VS cents thought sufficient to fund maintenance adequately (Metschies 
and Rausch, 1996). 
5.5.6.Existing Challenges 
In additional to being given additional responsibilities, LeU has insufficient capacity to 
implement additional funded road projects which have to be constructed and 
maintained. Also the rate of construction is low in comparisons to plans. 
These challenges are being dealt with through strategies like; 
orienting and using local consulting finns 
development of small-scale contractors in road construction and maintenance; and 
training of more force account technicians 
5.5.7. The Vse of Consultants 
LCU has been using consultants in order: 
to increase in-house capacity for implementation of expanded programmes 
to reduce the design and supervision burden of roadworks on over-stretched 
technical and managerial staffofLCV 
to allow LCU to act solely as a client as opposed to the current situation of a 
combination of client and consultant. 
The type of consultants' contracts used include lump-sum and time-based contracts. 
The roles of consultants include; 
survey and design of selected roads to suit labour-based method of implementation 
preparation of bill of quantities, contract documentation and invitation of bids 
contract administration and mentorship; and 
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training ofLCU technical staff' and contractors 
Selection procedure for consultants is depended on the selection procedure for road 
construction and rehabilitation based on experience, resources and legal status of each 
firm. Selection for rehabilitation and periodic maintenance is based on manpower, legal , . 
and other mmor resources. 
The figure below shows a regularly maintained rural road in Lesotho. 
-
Figure 5.1 : A regularly mail1tained rum! road using labour-based methods. in Lesolho. 
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5.5.8. Donor funding 
a) Irish Aid 
Irish aid assistance to LCU started in 1994, the objective being financial assistance in 
Lesotho to reduce poverty for rural people. Assistance aims at creating employment 
and rural infrastructure in fonn of roads. Recently, Irish Aid has been involved funding 
some road projects (see Table 5.1 below). 
I TABLE 5.1: IRISH AID FUNDED PROJECTS - PHASE TWO 
DISTRICT CODE LENGTH REVISED COST CONSTITUENCY 
(km) (Maluti) 
Mohale's Hoek MHOl 23.75 4,393,946 Ketane 
Mohale's Hoek MHI6 14 3,306,637 Qaqatu 
Mokthot1ong MK07 16.8 5,038,451 Khubelu -Bobatsi 
Source: MOW. 1998 
b) KfW Funded Projects 
Since the 1980's KfW has been assisting LeU with the main aim of promoting labour-
intensive upgrading of rural roads in order to create employment and rural 
infrastructure for the rural corrununities. It has so far funded four phases and is 
currently funding Phase 5 as shown in the Table 5.2 on the next page. 
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[ TABLE 5.2: KfW FUNDED ROADS - PHASE FIVE 
DISTRICT CODE LENGTH ORIGINAL CONSTITUENCY 
(km) COST 
(Maluti) 
Thaba - Tseka TT03 23 4,114,000 Thaba - Chi~a 
Leribe LBI8 15 2,951,000 Pitseng 
Mafeteng MFI3 13 2,309,000 Mafeteng and 
(north) Qalabane 
Source: MOW. 1998 
c) SIDA Funded Projects 
SIDA has been assisting LeU since 1977. It has funded field activities and training. 
construction of buildings. 
d) IDA Funded Projects (RRMP) 
The Roads Branch. LCU and CWS are responsible for the implementation of the Road 
Rehabilitation and Maintenance Project (RRMP) which commenced in 1998. 
RRMP has three components: 
A civil works progranune focusing on maintenance including rehabilitation of 
sections of roads of the road branch and LeU networks and upgrading of selected 
priority roads 
Design engineering and supervision setvices in support of the programme~ and 
Institutional refonn capacity building and logistic support. 
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There are other projects funded by Lesotho Highlands Revenue Development Fund 
(LHRDF) as shown in Table 5.3 below. 
[ TABLE 5.3: ROADS FUNDED BY LHRDF 
DISTRlCT CODE LENGTH COST CONSTITUENCY 
(km) (Maluti) 
Leribe LB06 12 1,560,000 Hleoheng 
Maseru C5 11 11.5 4,300,000 Sengangane 
Maseru B205 10 1,400,000 Thab-Bosiu 
Leribe LB05 IS 1,830,245 Nqechane 
(B) 
Berea 7.6 500,000 !Chafung 
Source: MOW, 1998 
5.5.9. Administration 
a) Staff and Labour 
By 1998, LCU had a labour force of about 1546 people. This figure comprised 1280 
labourers and 266 staff. Of the fonner only 17 labourers were pelIDanent employees 
paid from various capital projects. Of the 266 staff, 66% were employed and paid from 
capital projects whilst the remainder were holding established positions. The pennanent 
labour force has decreased as compared to previous years, the reason being that as in 
the preceding years all roads under maintenance were taken over by small-scale 
contractors trained under the World Bank and GOL funded Small Scale Contractor 
Programme (SSCP) (MOW, 1998). 
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b) Finance 
Table 5.4 below shows a breakdown of the total commitment on LeU, which was M29, 
980,983 (US$ 5 million) for the 1997/98 financial year. Maintenance of public assets 
(roads and airstrips) cost about 15.7% of the above figure. The rest was for 
construction, training and support. The table does not include contributions by 
European Union and World Bank. 
I TABLE 5.4: FINANCIAL COMMITMENT TO LCU (1997/98) 
SOURCE OF FUNDING % 
Government of Lesotho 44 
Lesotho Highlands Development Fund (LHDF) 21 
Irish Aid 15 
Kredistanstalt Fur Wiederaufbau (KfW) 11 
Swedish International Development Agency (SlDA) 5 
International Development Agency (IDA) 4 
Total 100 
5.5 .10 Activities ofthe Technical Section 
The technical section is divided into three sections; Training, Plarming and Control, and 
Operations. Operation is further divided into Regions and Contracts. 
a) Operations 
By 1998 all road routine maintenance had been fully contracted out to private 
contractors. LeU has fully transformed itself into a contract monitoring department 
regarding maintenance works. [n addition, periodic maintenance by contract has also 
been introduced. 
. However, upgrading and construction work is still carried out by force account units. 
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Leu has a large fleet of plant and vehicles used on construction and maintenance of 
roads. Most are aged but there is gradual replacement by donors and project funding. 
b) Field Activities 
The major field activities of LeU are maintenance of roads and rural airstrips, 
rehabilitation of roads, upgrading and construction of rural roads and airstrips using 
labour-based methods through force account and contracting. 
The distribution of work between force account units and contracting during 1997/98 
term is shown in the Table 5.5. Table 5.6 on the following page shows the sources of 
funding for LCU field activities during the 1997-98 reporting period. 
TABLE 5.5 : DISTRIBUTION OF WORK BETWEEN FORCE ACCOUNT AND 
CONTRACTfNG 
CATEGORY OF WORK DISTRIBUTION OF WORK (%) 
Force Account Contracting 
Routine Maintenance: Roads 0 l OO 
Rural Airstrips 71 29 
Rehabilitation: Roads 0 lOO 
Periodic Maintenance: Roads 0 100 
Upgrading/Construction: Roads lOO 0 
Rural Airstrips 100 0 
Source: MOW, 1998 
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I TABLE 5.6: SOURCE OF FUNDING OF LCU FIELD ACTIVITIES (1997 /98) 
SOURCE OF FUNDING % 
Government of Lesotho (Recurrent) 33.30 
Lesotho Highlands Revenue and Development Fund (LHRDF) 26.64 
Irish Aid 22.57 
Rural Road Maintenance Programme (RRMP 8.43 
Kredistanstalt Fur Wiederaufbau (KfW) 6.11 
Government ofLesotho (Capital) 2.95 
Total 100 
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5.6. Routine Maintenance 
5.6.1 General 
As stated earlier, LeU has been involved in labour-based works since 1977 and is one 
of the most experienced organisations in the world in this type of activity. A recent 
evaluation concluded that LeU was " a solid and well balanced institution that 
effectively demonstrates the main advantages of the labour-based approach to 
infrastructure provision in low-wage economies" (Stiedl et aI, 1997). 
Routine maintenance by force account has been phased out and has been replaced by 
small-scale contractor system using locally recruited labour. Currently. there are 30 
contractors each handling routine maintenance of 11-45 km of roads and small 
airfields, depending on the grouping of the work. About 80% of the contractors are 
capable of undertaking periodic maintenance works and are being introduced in the 
more complicated aspects of rehabilitation. Although LeU is planning to contract out 
an increasing share of the work to the private sector, it may keep a small direct labour 
unit for activities in remote and more difficult areas, where there is a high concentrat ion 
of poverty. 
As the 1997 SIDA evaluation noted, maintenance of LCU roads has been contentious 
technically because of lack of regular periodic maintenance (Stiedl et ai, 1997). 
The establishment of the lengthmen routine maintenance system on most of the 
network, and the diversion of some of the recurrent maintenance budget for spot 
improvement purposes to repair damaged sections, undoubtedly slowed the rate of 
deterioration, but could not postpone it indefinitely. This is due to gradual emergence 
of the underlying bedrock (on some roads) as the gravel layer wore down, resulting in 
steadily rougher travel conditions. Regravelling varies from 3-5 year intervals 
depending on the terrain. 
LCU has been within the World Bank financed road maintenance programme with a 
five year action plan, starting in 1997 to clear the backlog of re gravelling (535 km, with 
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gravel of 60mm or less) and rehabilitation (194 km, with gravel below 20mm or 
nothing left and visible deterioration) on the existing network. 
Due to economic stagnation, governments In the Sub-Saharan Africa have 
systematically failed to deliver on funding arrangements that require them to assume a 
steadily increasing maintenance burden from donors (Thagesen. 1996). Lesotho is no 
exception in this regard. 
5.6.2 Operations of the Lengthmen System for Routine Maintenance in Lesotho 
The lengthmen system has been used in Lesotho since 1984. Most of the rural roads 
were built in the 1970's using labour-based method approach. Up to 1984 maintenance 
was done by force account using LCU staff. The system proved ineffective (pama, 
personal communication, 1999). 
The lengthmen routine maintenance system was then introduced and followed the 
Kenyan pattern but still using force account. Labourers were employed and deployed 
on the network. 
Under routine maintenance each labourer was given a section of the road, about 1.5 km 
long to maintain. He was issued with the basic hand tools, such as pick-axe, shovel, and 
wheelbarrow. Each day the labourer would walk from his home to his road section. 
Supervision was supposed to be on a day to day basis by a senior labourer (about I per 
10 km) who was issued with a bicycle for transport. The senior labourer kept 
attendance records, directed work and from time to time would gather men into gangs 
to tackle more intensive maintenance works. Activities included the filling of potholes, 
cleaning of culverts and ditches, repairs to masonry works and excavation and loading 
of gravel for stockpiles. 
However, roads continued to deteriorate under this system despite being under a 
maintenance programme. There are many reasons why the lengthmen sytem (using 
length-persons) under force account failed. 
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The most significant reasons that led to failure were that: 
Due to the vast network and few supervisors, it was difficult to supervise the 
workers effectively. This left a lot of labourers without supervision. 
Monitoring was minimal and progress difficult to assess 
There was also dampened morale and low motivation among workers. 
Monitoring and supervision under the lengtlunen routine maintenance system by force 
account were found to be the more important and critical than teclmical issues. 
As a result of the failure of the length-persons, LeU changed its strategy by introducing 
the lengthmen system of routine maintenance by small-scale contractors, thereby 
replacing the force account system. This system has proved to be efficient. Labourers 
are emp loyed by the contractor whose contract is lump-sum based (see section 2.3.6) 
and allocated work depending on the extent of deterioration (Ntoi, personal 
communication, 1999). 
The change from force account to the contract system was inevitable and propagated as 
a result of the following factors; -
ineffectiveness of force account 
lack of supervision and monitoring in force account 
Government policy of privatisation and development of local construction industry 
These changes have resulted in reduced number of supervisors. There is also no direct 
control of workers as these are under the control of contractors. The burden on LCU 
has been eased up but at least roads are now in good and maintainable state. There is 
value for money. Performance is the main criteria for payment as opposed to 
attendance. 
Each supervisor (LCU staff) can handle up to four contracts. depending on the type of 
work, and supervises at least twice a week. The total length a supervisor can handle can 
be as much as 40 km. Most of the present supervisors were previously working under 
the force account but have since been trained alongside contractors to enhance their 
construction knowledge and skills. About 95% of all work is contracted out through a 
ballot system for transparency though plans are underway for competitive bidding. 
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Leu has also established its own task rates, which have been developed and adjusted 
over the years. 
In the 1998/ 1999-tenn 780 km of roads are under routine maintenance out of the 
network of 2300 km which is increasing by 70 km per annum. The balance is under 
rehabilitation or periodic maintenance. About M9000 (US$ 1500) per km per annum is 
used in routine maintenance work. This figure is average and subject to fluctuations 
depending on the condition of the road to be maintained. The amount is sufficient for 
the reasonable profit for the contractor. Lesotho has high wage rates compared to other 
Sub-Saharan African countries. The minimum wage rate is US$4/day. The rates in the 
contract include supervision (transport allowance for work in the mountains) , 10% 
profit mark-up, 10% overheads, 5% tax and insurance (Ntoi, personal communication, 
1999). 
5.7 Comments 
Lesotho's experience of avoiding the traditional capital-intensive routine maintenance 
operations in favour of labour-based lengthmen system through small-scale contractors 
is worth replicating. A lesson learnt is that force account can be problematic both under 
equipment and labour-based methods. Under the current system routine maintenance 
works are only paid for on satisfactory perfonnance. Though donor funding is still 
prominent, there is a benefit to the community through the employment which has been 
created and improved access. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
6 SUMMARY OF COMPARISONS OF RURAL ROAD MAINTENANCE 
BETWEEN ZAMBIA, KENYA AND LESOTHO 
This chapter deals with compansons In Rural Road Maintenance Systems between 
Zambia, Kenya and Lesotho. It focuses on general infonnation, performance parameters, 
institutional strength and management, existing constraints in rural road maintenance 
programmes, and finally routine maintenance techniques and work methods. 
a) General 
ZAMBIA KENYA LESOTHO 
ITEM OF COMPARISON 
Physical: Landlocked with Non·landlocked with Landlocked with 
752.614 sq kms. 580,367 sq kms. 30,347 sq kIDs, 
Generally plateau. Varying terrain. Mountainous. 
Climate: Tropical climate Temperature ranges Generally mild; cooler in 
modified by altitude. from 20_32°C in the the highlands «-7 to 22°c). 
Average temperature coastal region to 7-27"C Temperature ranges from 
is from 18"C to 24"C. inland. • 7°C to 32°C in lowlands. 
Annual rainfall ranges Annual rainfall ranges Annual rainfall is 725mm 
from>1200mm inthe from IOOO· 1250nun in and falls mostly in 
north to <750mm in the in the highlands to about swnmer. 
south. 250mm in the north. 
Population (1999): 9.6 million people 32 million people 2 million people 
(13 people per sq km). (55 people per sq km) (66 people per sq km) 
Increased by 2.8% Increased by 2.6% Increased by 2.1% 
per annwn (1990·97) . per annwn (1990·97). per annum (1990·97). 
Unemployment: High (over 25%) High High (35%) 
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Underemployment: High High High 
Labour availability: High High High 
Agriculture potential: High (almost all parts High 11 % potential of total area 
of Zambia) as most of the area is 
mountainous 
Daily wage Levels: US$ 1.50 US$ 1.20 US$ 4.00 
Main economic sectors: Mining and Agriculture and Agriculture and 
agriculture. tourism. manufacturing. 
GNP per capita: US$ 360 (1994-96). US$ 320 (1994-96). US$ 660 (1994-96). 
US$ 370 (1997). US$ 330 (1997). US$ 670 (1997). 
GNP grov.rtil rate 
(1990-97), - 4.8 % per annum. - 0.5'% per arulUrn. + 0.9% per annum. 
GDP growth in real 
lenns (1990-97), 1 % per annum. 2% per annum. 8% per annum. 
Agricultural 
contribution to GDP: 18.8% contribution to 30% contribution to 13.9% contribution to 
GDP in 1996 and GDP in 1996 and GDP in 1996 and 
employed 71.1 % of employed 76.7% of employed 38.6% of 
labour force in 1997. labour force in 1997. labour force in 1997. 
Agricultural GDP 
growth: - 5% per annum +0.8% per annum + 16% per annum 
(1990-97). (1990-97). ( 1992-96). 
External debt (1996): US$ 7,113 million US$ 6,893 million US$ 654.1 million 
or US$ 790 per capita. or US$ 229.8 per capita. or US$ 327 per capita. 
(Europa, 1999a, 1999b; Ern Country Report, 2000). 
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b) Indicators For Road Agency Performance (Rural Roads) 
ZAMBIA 
ITEM OF COMPARISON 
Expendi ture: 
Routine maintenance 
(per km per annum): 
Network Size: 
Area thousand sq.km: 
General total network 
length: 
Length per sq.km: 
Length per 1000 persons: 
Main network length: 
Main paved: 
Main unpaved: 
Main rural network: 
Urban Network: 
<US$ 160 (required is 
















































Condition of network 
lhe network was in poor regular maintenance by under routine maintenance 
Km backlog of 
routine maintenance: 
Condition of bridges 
and culverts (structurally 
and functiona lly). 




Utilization of the Network: 
Traffic flow : Traffic flow range from 
1 to 30 vpd and has 
declined over the years. 
Vehicle size and Weight: Mixed traffic 
(motorised and non-
motorised). 
single-person contractors. described as good and has 
Fairly good and passable. 780 km under routine 
maintenance in 1999 
through private small-scale 
contracting. Rest of the 
Network under 
Rehabilitation. 
Fair Ahnost nil 
not known Good 
Up to SO vpd 1-30 vpd (has increased 
over the years). 
Mixed traffic Mixed traffic 
(motorised and non- (motorised and non-
motorised). motorised). 
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c) Institutional Strength And Management 
(Structures And Procedures, Funding And Organization) 
ZAMBIA KENYA LESOTHO 
ITEM OF COMPARISON 
Funding 
Availability: 4()G1o of the Road Fund Low. Fair. Routine and Periodic 
goes towards maintenance maintenance activities arc 
of roads under MLGH. adequately funded. The 
However, its not clear whole network is attended 
how much is reserved 10 at all times. 
for rural roads (unpaved). 
Funds are inadequate 
and availability is low. 
Almost nil in 1997 and 
1998. (see appendix C) 
Sources: Sources of funds are the Government and Donors Road Fund, Government 
Road Fund, Government and Donors. There are a 
and Donors. good number of donor 
Councils are unable to funded projects. 
generate money by (See sections 5.5.5 
themselves and all of and 5.5.8) 
them are in deficit 
siruations. 
(See section 3.4.4) 
Policy Environment 
Governmenl and 
transport Policy: Government is pursuing Kenya has a favourable The overall government 
a decentralisation policy policy environment as policy if} the fifth five 
(under review). far as maintenance of year (1 991-1996) and the 
Existing Organisational 
Structure 




Transport policy (draft) unpaved roads are 
is addressing the state of concerned. This is 
roads well but needs 
speed implementation. 
evident in ROADS. 
2000 objectives. 
(see sections 3.3.2.3 and There is high support 
3.4.6). from Government for 
using labour-intensive-
methods as much as 
possible. 
(See section 4.3) 
sixth three year (1996-
1999) development plans 
is the reduction of 
poverty from among the 
targeted poorest in 
Lesotho through social 
economic and 
environmental projects 
based on community led 
approach 
(See section 5.3) 
The main components: Organisational Structure The main components 
are DCs (also referred to ofMRP is well outlined. responsible for more 
as road agencies), DISS, It's related components earth and gravel roads 
Road Fund, NRB and and linkages at District, are LCU and CWS 
ZNTB. ZNTB is seen regional and headquarters sections. 
as an obstacle by DCs. well articulated. LCU is divided into 
(See section 3.5.1) (See section 4.4.5 and 
Appendix E). 
sections, which include 
a technical section. 
The Techn ical Section is 
subdivided into three 
Sections i.e. Planning, 
Control, and Operations. 
Operations are divided 
into Regions and 
Contracts headed by 
Senior Engineers. 
(See section 5.5.10). 
Existing Communications 
And Planning Procedures 
Communication 
Procedures: Basic organizational 
structure for 
communication is 
simple but with problems. 
Des prefer to deal with 
NRB directly. There is 
lack of two way 
communication between 
Des and DISS. DISS's 
capacity is very low to 
handle Des demands. 
There is slow speed 
communications in both 
directions between DCs 
and DISS. There is slow 
speed communication 
between DISS and NRB 
in both ways. Delays or 
lack of response from 
NRB to Des through 
DISS. Lack of 
consultations by NRB 
with Des. 
(See section 3.5.2). 
Planning Procedures: Lack of faith in the 
system. Des have 
misunderstanding 
of procedures and 
objectives of the Road 
Fund. Poor timing 
causes some projects 
to start in the rainy 
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Communication Communication 
procedures are fair. Procedures and links 
are good. 
There is a direct flow 
of authority and 
responsibility in LCU. 
LCU is independent 
from other agencies 
within MOW. 
Well outlined in the LeU has planning and 
MRP- Maintenance control section. 
manual (1992). 
(See also section 4.4.6). 
Supervision of Work: 




of functions does exist. 
(See section 3.5.2.3). 
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Poor performance by 
consultants due to 
Supervision is done with The use of consultants in 
the help of headmen, Lesotho has worked in 




by Provincial Engineers 
due to pressure of work 
low fee structure and 
and lack of control. 
The use ofprovinciai 
planning and supervision 
department to provide 
technical assistance has 
not worked well and has 
sometimes shifted to 
private consultants. 
(See section 3.5.3). 
who report to overseers. 
Overseers report to 
Officers·in· charge of 
maintenance and final 
authority rests with the 
District Maintenance 
Engineer (DMIE). 
See appendices F, G. 
(See section 4.4 .5.2). 
line with govenunent 
policy to develop local 
consulting industry and 
increase LCU's capacity. 
The use of consultants 
is however at initial stage. 
Contracts are awarded 
on open tender basis 
for transparency. 
Plans are there to change 
from using force account 
methods to private 
contracting for rural 
roads and thus focused 
attention on contract 
Lengthmen are employed Though a small amount 
on a contract basis. of jobs are done through 
Procedures and contract 
conditions are outlined 
in employment fonns . 
See also appendix G. 
administration procedures. 
Due to lack of capacity at 
DCs, provincial 
consultants, DISS and NRB 
are filling in some of the 
management functions. 
This has caused problems 
force account (special 
projects), a large 
percentage is through 
pnvate contracting. 
There is a well established 
contract section in LCU. 
Contract procedures are 
well documented and 






Capabilities of Staff: 
Qualifications: 
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in tenns of duplications. 
Fonnation of contract 
management Units at 
DCs is under discussion. 
(See section 3.5.4) 
Difficulties exist in 
ascertaining appropriate 
size of staff to meet the 
needs of rural road 
maintenance programmes. 
There are a number of 
unfilled staff positions. 
Councils rely on the MWS 
for technical assistance. 
DCs are limited by the low 
levels ofDOW's technical 
training and experience. 
Not Known 
Fair. 
Des are unable to employ Qualifications are high 
highly qualified staff due (e.g DMLE must have 
to low salaries and lack a BSc in Civil 
of incentives. Engineering) . 
(see section 3.5.5) (see appendix F) 
Lengthmen are well 
There is a well established 
structure to manage rural 
rural roads. Staff positions 
are filled in and localised. 
Fair 
LCU has managed to 
to employ high calibre 
staff ( graduates). 
Most of them have 
received training in 
labour·intensive work. 
More than 30 small·scale Small·Scale Contractors: Very small number of 
small·scale contractors 
in many districts. 
Most of them lack 
equipment and are 
hindered by high 
established and provided contractors, each handling 
with necessary tools. routine maintenance of 
11·45 km. 
About 80% of them are 
capable of handling 
intereSI rates and lack 




methods. They are 
moreover equipped with 
the necessary tools. 
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d) Existing Constraints In Rural Road Maintenance Programmes 
ZAMBIA KENYA LESOTHO 
ITEM OF COMPARISON 
Local government 
maintenance skills: 





maintenance needs and 




Skills are there. Skills are there 
To a large extent. Local communities do 
Small-scale works using possess capabilities. 
Skills are there 
Local communities do 
possess skills to undertake 
labour-based methods 
have shown that 
capabilities can be 
developed. 
They have been involved maintenance. They have 
in the construction and been involved in labour-
maintenance of over based programmes. 
11,000 km of rural roads 
through labour-intensive 
methods. 
Well defined Well defmed 
Maintenance needs are Not known but 
acrually excessive due to donor assistance has 
backlog as a result of been prominent since 





Maintenance needs are 
not excessive, and 
roads are at least given 





responsibilities) Responsibilities are well Responsibilities are well Responsibilities are well 
Local communities do 
not identify themselves 
as beneficiaries: 
Maintenance techniques 
not balanced in relation 
to 10calre5ources : 
Maintenance tasks 
are not adequately 
being executed: 
Local resource base 
is inadequate: 
articulated. articulated. 
To some extent due to 
political interference. 
Farmers do identify 
Not true. 
Local communities do 
identify themselves as 
themselves as main as beneficiaries. 
beneficiaries and as such 
formed associations to 
air their views. 
Very true. Though there 
is a shift from force to 
private contract, this is 
Maintenance techniques 
are well balanced in 
relation to available 
only preliminary, capital- resources. 
intensive methods 
conlinue 10 dominate 
maintenance prograrrunes. 
Maintenance tasks are 
not adequately or not 
executed at all in many 
cases. 
Labour is well utilised 
Maintenance tasks are 
fairly well executed. 
Supervision is highly 








are labour-based and 
are balanced to available 
resources. 
Maintenance tasks are 
adequately executed. 
Local resource base is Inadequate in monetary Inadequate in monetary 
Local resource 
mobilisation: 




have inadequate skills: 
Maintenance resources 
are diverted for other 
purposes: 
adequate in terms of 
labour and materials. 
It's the funding problem 
which continues to 
to persist due to harsh 
economic conditions. 
Inadequate 
Yes- Insufficient by far 
See appendix C. 
Maintenance workers are 
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terms only. 
There is local 
resource mobilisation. 
Not known 
Workers have developed 
demotivated due to lack skills and arc able to 
of projects. They have work independently. 
had little opportunity 
to prove their worth. 
Resources are never 
diverted for other 





mobilisation is there 
but inadequate in terms 
of funding. 
Fund allocation is not 









e) Routine Maintenance Techniques And Work Metbods 
ZAM1lIA 




Quality and quantity 
of work: 
Capital-intensive methods Labour-intensive methods Labour-intensive methods 
through force account based on the lengthmen based on lengthmen 
and contracting. 
Labour-intensive 
methods are however 
receiving some attention 
but mainly through 
community food for 
work programmes. 
Usually graders are 




A combination of labour A small percentage of 
and equipment is used on force account maintenance 
highly trafficked roads 
(>50 vpd). 
Tractor towed graders 
team has been retained to 
deal with very isolated 
cases. 
used. Very few DCs are used on heavily 
For routine maintenance 
only handtools are used. 
Minor plant like the 
BOMAG BW 90s rollers 
are used on bigger projects 
such as periodic 
maintenance and 
rehabilitation. 
have graders and mainly trafficked roads. 
rely on hired equipment. Otherwise, hand tools 
Utilisation is very low. are mainly used. 
Tractors are also used . 
Little data exists on 
quality and quantity 
of rural road 
maintenance 
concerned. 
Quality can be described Quality compares well 
Quality can however be 
described as low and 
quantity as almost nil. 
Substandard work is as 
as fair and compares well with machine-based work. 
with machine-based work. Quantity (output) has been 
Quantity on routine 
maintenance is high. 
Over 10,000 km of rural 
roads receive attention 
undertbelengtlunen 
system. 
impressive, e. g in 19981 
1999 tenn 780 km of the 
total network of 2,300 km 
(increasing by 70km per 
year) was under routine 
maintenance with rest 
Technical Standards 
(Design Specifications 





a resull of inadequate 
supervision due to poor 
funding. 
Perfonnance under 
ROADSIP has not been 
good due to economic 
hardship, e.g. during the 




·USS 1.8 million 
(approved budget) 
·USS 0.01 million 
(approved contract). 
This translates to 0.8% 
of approved budget. 
Routine maintenance was 
0.4% ofUS$ 2.43 million 
expenditure on road 
maintenance. 
See appendix C. 
Procurement procedures 
are biased towards 
equipment-intensive 
methods. In fact 
small·scale contractors 
fmd themselves in 
difficult situations 
Technical standards 
have been developed 
and set out in the MRP 
road maintenance and 
technical manuals. 
They are appropriate 
to local conditions. 
under periodic or 
rehabilitation. 
Procurement procedures 
are designed to suit 
smaU·scale (labour-based) 
contractors. Two contract 
documents have been 
developed, for routine and 
rehabilitation to local 
Specification of 
Works: 
Typical cross-sectio ns 
of rural roads 
Fonnation width: 
Gravel course: 
because they have no 
equipment and also 
face competition from 
large contractors. 
III 
Other problems include: 
-designs suited to 
equipment -based methods 
-Bills of Quantities that are 
in line with traditional 
work methods which favour 
the use of equipment. 
-Conditions of contract 
favour equipment-
based methods. 
-Bidding procedures that 
are lengthy and 
demanding in tcons of 
fees and securities. 
Design specifications do Specifications of Works 
not favour the use of are outlined in the MRP 
hand tools. Maintenance Manual 
Quality and perfonnance and support labour-based 
standards favour the use technology. 
of equipment-based (See appendix H) 
technology. 




Designs, Bill of Quantities 
and conditions of contract 
foster the development of 
small-scale contractors. 
Productivity rates have 
also been incorporated 
in the conb'act documents. 
Specifications and 
methods of work favour 
and support labour-based 
technology. 





layer compacted: 120mm IOO· 150mm 150mm 
Slope before 
compaction: 10% 5-8% 7% 





Maintenance tecMology covers a range of maintenance methods using mixes of labour and 
equipment. Maintenance methods are characterised as equipment or labour-based 
depending on the source of motive power used. Labour-based methods are often called 
employment-intensive because they contribute to employment creation. Appropriate 
technology. i.e. the most suitable mixture of labour and equipment is preferred by some 
practitioners. Before carrying Qut a comparative analysis (section 7.3) between Zambia, 
Kenya and Lesotho. existing practices, trends and factors of viability for labour-based 
work will be examined. 
Equipment-based road maintenance methods developed in the industrialised countries are 
extensively used in many developing countries, including Zambia because of the following 
reasons: 
Politicians, planners and engineers are strongly influenced by the teclmology used in 
developed. countries and there is very effective pressure lobby and sales pressure from 
heavy equipment manufacturers; 
Most road contractors are used to equipment-based working methods; 
Heavy equipment is often supplied at no apparent cost to ministries as part of foreign 
funded packages. Tax exemptions distort the real cost of machine-based methods and 
play a role in influencing the choice of teclmology towards the use of heavy 
equipment; 
Local sustainability of road projects is rarely considered when projects are designed; 
Employment creation is rarely taken into account when decisions are made at project 
implementation; and finally 
Lending criteria of financial institutions generally favour large-scale programmes, 
which have higher disbursement levels than projects, which are executed with local 
resources. 
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The promotion of the use oflocal resources for infrastructure programmes especially roads 
have been emphasised in development plans in third world countries in recent years 
(Thagesen, 1996; !LO, 1999). Both governments and financing agencies treat this issue 
much more seriously than they did a few years ago. Two most important circumstances, 
which have caused this change of attitude, are: 
a) Lack of foreign exchange 
Increasing debt-servicing obligations, particularly in SSA, have had crippling effects on 
national economies, forcing countries to adopt structural policies with repercussions on 
most sectoral activities. Restrictions on importation, often accompanied by frequent 
devaluations of local currencies have resulted on foreign goods becoming extremely 
expensive or outrightly unobtainable. The effect on operations in the road sector with its 
traditional dependence on foreign equipment, skills and goods has been devastating. In 
many countries in the SSA. transport constraints are very common due to the poor state of 
the rural network. 
b) Unemployment 
In the SSA, annual population growth figures are in the order 2-3%. At the same time 
employment opportunities particularly in the agricultural sector are on the decline. The 
combined effect has been rising unemployment or underemployment. 
In most cases the choice between labour and machines is not an either or situation. For 
every road works activity there is a choice of technological approach. Each situation will 
usually demand a particular combination of labour and equipment resources to achieve the 
most cost-effective solution depending on the range of local factors. Experience around the 
world has demonstrated that it is important to develop appropriate organisational 
arrangements to achieve optimum use of the available local resources. 
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7.2 Choice of Technology 
Whether (in a particular country) labour-based road construction and maintenance 
techniques will be viable or not, depends on several factors. The most important 
(Thagesen, 1996; Bentall et ai, 1999; Bentall, 1999) of these are: 
Govenunent attitude; 
Economic level; 
Comparative costs (tools and equipment availability); 
Establisrunent of appropriate administrative and financial procedures; 
Establishment of relevant management and training; 
Labour availabilityj 
Labour attitude; and 
Type and location ofprojects. 
The ILO expresses indicators of viability to judge whether or not labour-based methods 
might be economically viable as: 
Gross National Product (GNP) per capita, as a readily available proxy for wage levels; 
Population density; 
Annual growth of the labour force; 
Minimum daily wage rate in agriculture; 
Road density; 
Maintenance expenditure as a percentage of GNP; 
Maintenance expenditure per km, among others. 
However, an agreed methodology for assessing the viability of labour-based methods of 
road works is yet to emerge. There is still, at present, no consensus among governments 
and donor agencies as to the most appropriate methodology for appraising the prospects for 
labour-based operations because: 
a) Agencies and most countries are sti ll on the starting side of the learning curve"so far as 
labour-based methods are concerned. Many countries, including Zambia, are doing 
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pilot projects and there are often seminars for assessing the viability of labour-based 
methods. 
b) Conditions vary from country to country, e.g. execution in terms of force account; 
contracting or both may vary. Failure of pilot projects in some countries may have left 
a legacy of prejudice that will need to be overcome. Some countries still doubt the 
viability of labour-based methods. 
The Government and administration at different levels must have a positive attitude 
towards assessing alternative technologies, which are not presently used in the country. 
Preconceived ideas and attitudes, particularly of government engineers, militate against the 
introduction of labour-based construction and maintenance. 
In a free market situation, the level of equipment intensity or labour intensity of a 
particular activity should be governed by the prices given to various factors of production. 
When screening countries with a view to identifying those with the best potential for 
labour-based methods, the general economic level would give some indication of the type 
of technology that is appropriate. One factor is GNP per capita. 
In choosing the most appropriate technology for road construction and maintenance it is 
necessary to make cost comparisons. The estimates should analyse the cost of alternative 
approaches taking into account costs of labour, staff, material, tools and equipment and 
overheads. 
The daily wage rate is a very important factor in the assessment of whether labour-based 
methods are economically appropriate. Research has indicated that at less than US$4 per 
day (1994), labour-based methods should be seriously considered (Edmonds and Ruud, 
1984). 
When calculating the cost of labour and equipment, the productivity of labour and 
equipment needs to be known. Labour productivity data may be taken from international 
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sources (with caution) if no systematically organised labour-based work has been done 
recently in the country. Utilisation of equipment should be detennined. 
Output and productivity levels of labour-based works are heavily influenced by the degree 
of confidence of small-scale contractors and workers of their employers. Successful 
labour-based works, therefore, must have good administrative and financial procedures, 
which are relevant to working with large numbers of local workers. The difficulties of 
organising. administering and controlling large labour forces are many and require special 
skills. Reasonable production can only be obtained by appropriately trained management 
and technical staff. 
The availability of labour, in sufficient numbers, is a prerequisite for labour-based 
construction and maintenance programmes. Normally, the level of unemployment or 
underemployment is used as an indicator of labour availability. These figures are difficult 
to obtain, in particular in relation to non-wage economy in rural areas. The population 
density can be used as a rough proxy for labour availabilty. In general the ILO suggests 
that 25 persons per square km is a figure above which labour supply would not normally 
be a problem. This factor has not affected the viability of labour-based construction in 
Zambia (see section 7.4). Attitudes of the available labour towards work and local customs 
should be taken into consideration. 
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7.3 Comparative Analysis of Rural Road Routine Maintenance Between Zambia, 
Kenya and Lesotho 
7.3.1 General 
a) Physical and Climate 
All the three countries are in the SSA with Kenya being the only one with access to the 
sea. While Lesotho is mountainous, Zambia and Kenya have favourable terrain and land. 
Compared with Kenya and Lesotho, Zambia's climatic conditions (tropical) lie between 
the extremes of the two countries. 
b) Economic Affairs 
Though Zambia's population per square km (13 persons per square km) is low compared 
to that of Kenya and Lesotho with 55 and 66 persons per square km each respectively, it 
has a higher population growth. About 43% of Zambia is actually under forest. with an 
additional 8% under national park reserves. This means that the land occupied by people is 
49% of the total area. This gives a population density of26 persons per square km. 
Unemployment is at more than 25% and underemployment is high in Zambia. This is also 
true for Kenya and Lesotho. Lesotho's unemployment is at 35%. In Zambia, 
unemployment continues to rise due to privatisation of most industries in the last few years 
and more recently of the Zambia Consolidated Copper Mines. 
Developing countries are summarily divided into: Low-income economies, with 1992 GNP 
per person of US$ 675 or less; and middle-income economies, with 1992 GNP per person 
of US$ 676-8355. A few developing countries belong in the group of high-income 
economies with 1992 GNP per person of more than US$ 8355 (Thagesen, 1996): Analysis 
of Zambia, Kenya and Lesotho on this basis clearly shows that they belong to the low-
income group. However, Zambia's GNP per capita is the lowest in tenns of growth and 
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shows a poor perfonnance with a decline of 4.8% per annum (1990-97). This trend is 
alanning. A comparison of Gross Domestic Product (GDP), another economic indicator, 
shows a lower figure for Zambia during the same period. 
Agriculture is undoubtedly a big contributor to the economy in the three countries, with 
Kenya leading. This is evident from agricultural GDPs. The sector is also one of the 
largest employers. During the period from 1990 to 1997, agricultural GDP declined at 
0.5% per annum in Zambia as opposed to growth in Kenya and Lesotho during the same 
period. Zambia's agricultural sector needs a positive growth to contribute more to the 
economy. 
Structural adjustment in developing countries by IMF and the World Bank has resulted in 
debt burden. Compared with Kenya and Lesotho, Zambia has a higher debt burden of US$ 
790 per capita. 
7.3 .2 Indicators of Road Agency Performance 
A World Bank technical paper (Heggie, 1994) states vanous indicators, which are 
normally used to judge the perfonnance of road agencies. These indicators include 
maintenance expenditure per km per annum~ physical condition of the network; utilisation 
and management of the network; and administration and productivity. Administration and 
productivity will be discussed in section 7.3.3. 
a) Expenditure per km 
Zambia's expenditure on routine maintenance of rural roads «US$ 160 lkmIannum) is 
lower than that of Lesotho and Kenya. Though the three countries are going through the 
same financial difficulties typical to SSA, priorities in terms of sectoral expenditure may 
differ depending on government policy. The required expenditure for routine maintenance 
of rural roads in good condition in Zambia, has been estimated (MCT, 1997) at about US$ 
650 per km per annum (see section 3.4.6.2.). 
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b) Road Network Length, Density, Condition and Utilisalion 
The road network in Zambia is estimated at 65,950 km, yielding a density of 0.088 km per 
square km. Zambia's density is lower when compared to Kenya and Lesotho each with 
0.266 km per square km and 0.181 km per square km respectively. Density per population 
yields 6.7 1anJ1000 persons, 4.8 1anJ1000 persons and 2.7 1anJ1000 persons for Zambia, 
Kenya and Lesotho respectively. This gives an indication that Zambia has a higher density 
per capita (one of the highest in the SSA), and should rather concentrate on maintenance 
rather than construction. 
Latest percentages on the conditions of the rural network are difficult to obtain. However, 
over 9000 km of earth roads in Kenya are under regular maintenance by single-person 
contractors and conditions are fai r and passable. The entire rural road network in Lesotho 
is under maintenance. LeU described the condition of the network as good in 1999. On the 
contrary the condition of the rural road network in Zambia is poor. The figures obtained 
from two Des, i.e. Kabwe and Kapiri Mposhi in central Zambia (with the highest 
concentration of agriculture), were 10% (good), 30% (fair), 60% (poor) and 10% (fair) , 
90% (poor) respectively. Zambia generally shows a poor perfonnance in the sector. This 
indeed needs to be reversed. 
Importance of the rural network in the three countries is high. Kenya has the highest traffic 
in tenns ofvpd. This can be attributed to good roads and activity in the agricultural sector. 
Since only 11 % of Lesotho has potential in agriculture (as most of the country is 
mountainous), traffic is moderate. Utilisation in tenns of vpd for rural roads can be 
misleading as a good number of peasant fanners especially in Zambia rely on non-
motorised transport such as animal drawn carts and bicycles. Walking is also predominant 
in all the three countries. 
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7.3.3 Institutional Strength 
a) Policy Environment 
General policy environment, that is, overall government objectives and strategies, for 
national development, in which rural road agencies operate are favourable for both Kenya 
and Lesotho (see sections 4.3 and 5.3 respectively). Zambia's policy environment on rural 
roads is focused at pursuing a decentralisation policy (under review in 1999). The 
Government is seriously engaged in creating an atmosphere suitable for improving rural 
transport and travel through locally available resources (see sections 3.3.2.3 and 3.4.6). 
b) Funding 
All the three countries are heavily burdened by external debt (see section 7.3.1). This 
means that a lot of money generated is spent on repaying this debt and hence a big drain on 
foreign exchange. The result is low availability of funds and consequently the impact is felt 
on public infrastructure such as rural roads. Sources of funds for road agencies are central 
governments and donors. Des in Zambia are in deficit situations. 
c) Organisational Structures 
The organisational Structure in Kenya under MRP (Roads 2000) is well articulated (see 
appendix E). The re-organisation in the LCU and CWS in Lesotho has resulted in good 
planning, control of operations and training. On the contrary, Zambia's rural road 
organisation is characterised by duplications and problems related to communication and 
planning procedures. Poor supelVision is another characteristic (see sections 3.5.3 and 
3.5.4). Studies of road operations in developing countries have consistently highlighted 
deficient institutional arrangements as a contributor for poor performance in the road sector 
(Riverson et al. 1991). 
d) Contract Administration 
In Kenya, the lengthmen are employed on a contract basis (see appendix G) while 
Lesotho's LCU has a well established contract section which gives a large number of 
contracts to small scale contractors to carry out rural road routine maintenance. Contract 
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procedures are well documented in both Kenya and Lesotho and promote the use of locally 
available resources. Contract administration, in Zambia. is not very much applied as most 
rural road maintenance works are done through force account. The Government is, 
however, in the process of establishing contract management units at Des to improve 
capacity. A survey conducted (by the author) in Kabwe in Central Province revealed that 
only about 5% of all routine maintenance is contracted to private contractors per year. 
LeU on the other hand had 100% of all routine maintenance of rural roads contracted out 
to small-scale contractors in 1998 (see Table 5.5). 
e) Management Capacity 
LeU has no major problems with regard to management and currently has no vacancies. It 
has employed a good number of graduates and most of its staff has technical know how in 
appropriate technology. Though the programme in Kenya was affected by supervision 
problems in the past, operations have improved through research and are now successful. 
On the contrary, Zambia's Des fail to attract graduates due to financial constraints. There 
are a lot of vacancies especially in remote areas. Des are also limited. by low levels of 
technical training and experience. Small-scale contractors who are supposed to help in road 
maintenance are hindered by lack of equipment and high interest rates. 
7.3.4 Constraints in Rural Road Maintenance Programmes 
Before potential solutions can be realised, it's important to examine the existing constraints 
in order to identify the sources of problems. A successful maintenance programme must 
function within the level of resources that are available on a sustainable basis (Beenhakker, 
et ai, 1987), if some of the constraints are to be eliminated. 
A comparison of constraints between Zambia, Kenya and Lesotho shows that Zambia has 
more constraints. A common constraint in all the three countries is the inadequacy in 
funding as mentioned in the previous sections. 
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Constraints typical to Zambia are: 
lack of capabilities to undertake maintenance by Des; 
excessive maintenance needs due to backlog; 
lack of community participation; 
capital-intensive maintenance techniques instead of appropriate techniques; 
inadequacy in the execution of maintenance works; 
lack of local-resource mobilisation. 
Under the existing economic circumstances its important to find ways of reducing these 
constraints in one way or the other to give rural roads at least a minimum maintenance 
service. 
7.3.5 Routine Maintenance Techniques and Work Methods 
a) Technology 
A World Bank Report (Riverson et ai, 1991) revealed that there have been difficulties in 
achieving efficient use of equipment in Lesotho, Botswana, Madagascar, Kenya, Malawi 
and Ghana, as well as Benin. The report further states that under suitable conditions, 
labour-based rehabilitation of rural roads has been reponed to be 15% cheaper than using 
equipment, with a 40% saving in foreign exchange. In Kenya, the World Bank and ILO 
found that labour-based force account construction was 40 to 50% cheaper than 
equipment-based methods, and 50 to 60% less in economic tenns. Kenya and Lesotho have 
adopted the labour-based lengthmen system for rural road routine maintenance. Zambia on 
the other hand, is still using the traditional capital- intensive methods through force-
account with a very small percentage through contracting. There are nevertheless pilot 
projects in the Eastern Province (see section 3.6.3.3) involving small-scale labour-based 
contractors. 
b) Equipment 
Chronic foreign exchange shortages in SSA, are a good reason to reduce equipment use 
whenever possible. This is true considering that fuel shortages, delays in procurement for 
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equipment and spares, unbalanced and heterogeneous fleet , inappropriate types of 
equipment, poor work planning, lack of understanding of equipment use and poorly trained 
and demotivated operators, have all been reported in Zambia. Kenya and Lesotho rely on 
hand tools (locally made) for routine maintenance of rural roads. However, minor plant 
like BOMAG BW 90s rollers (in Lesotho) are used in rehabilitation works and tractor 
towed-graders (in Kenya) for heavily trafficked roads. This gives an appropriate mix of 
labour and equipment. Even though Zambia relies on equipment, price indicators show that 
equipment is expensive. Graders cost as much as US$ 250,000 (1997) while utilisation per 
annum is as low as 200-400 hours mainly due to difficulties associated with equipment-
based methods. 
c) Quality and Quantity of Work 
MRP (now Roads 2000) is managing over 9,000 km of rural roads in routine maintenance 
with over 4000 length-person contractors. Quality is fair. About 780 km of the total 
network of 2,300 km is under regular maintenance with the rest under rehabilitation in 
Lesotho. In Zambia, productivities are very low and almost insignificant. Quality is also 
reported to be very low due to poor supervision. Accessibility is difficult especially in the 
ram season. 
d) Technical Standards 
Technical Standards play an important role in construction and maintenance of roads. They 
give limitations, definitions, and specify methods that should be employed in the works. 
However, standards need to be appropriate to local conditions. Kenya and Lesotho have 
developed appropriate standards ensuring a good mix of labour and equipment, and 
therefore promote the emergence of small-scale contractors. Zambia continues to use 
design specifications and conditions of contract which tend to favour large scale-
contractors (see appendices B, H and I). 
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7.4 Prevailing conditions in Zambia 
There is a favourable government attitude in Zambia at present. This is evident through the 
current policy framework, which is changing to suit appropriate technology as mentioned 
in the previous section. 
The economic performance has been poor as we saw in section 7.3.1. Both the overall and 
agricultural GNPs have been on the decline. GDP has shown little growth as well. Further, 
the heavy debt burden Zambia is canying is a source of concern. Foreign exchange will 
continue to be drained to service foreign debts leaving no hope for an increase in 
expenditure on road maintenance. 
Zambia's population density per square km of 26 persons (less forests and game reserves) 
is a viable indication that labour-based routine maintenance is feasible. (Note that the 25 
persons per square km recommended by ILO is nonnally applied for labour-based 
construction). This means that as far as maintenance is concerned labour is sufficient. 
Moreover, the population is growing at a fast rate and therefore contributing to the rising 
unemployment and underemployment. 
Zambia is in the process of establishing appropriate administrative and financial 
procedures, in addition to management and technical training currently conducted at the 
Roads Department Training School in Lusaka. 
Labour attitude towards labour-based work is very impressive. Many people who have 
worked in pilot projects express satisfaction and see labour-based works as a means of job 
creation and a source of livelihood. This can be attributed to increasing poverty in rural 
areas. The daily wage rate of US$ 1.5 is below US$ 5, which is a limit for labour-based 
works. 
Physical and climatic conditions in Zambia are favourable from the comparative analysis. 
However, heavy rains in the north, between December and March could cause some 
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problems for labour-based works and would therefore need proper planning. Major works 
such as reshaping of the carriageway. filling of potholes, repair of bridges and culverts, 
repair of side drains and scour checks should be maximised during the dry season. 
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7.S Rural Road Maintenance Througb Labour-Based Leogthmen System in 
Zambia 
Implementing methods for rural road routine maintenance may be undertaken through 
various ways ( Beenhakker et ai, 1987). These are: 
a) Force account using own forces only: 
by central government 
bylocaigovernment 
b) Force account assisted by: 
contractors 
local communities 




state or pri vale enterprises 
d) On a self-help basis 
In summary, these methods fall under three major categories. I.e. force account, 
contracting and self-help. Which method to consider may depend on government policy. 
However, the method used should not just be chosen because it's best. Affordabi lity should 
be taken into account to achieve a sustainable maintenance programme. 
In trying to examine the desirability of employing the lengtlunen system in Zambia, a 
review of advantages of the system wi ll be done and then examine the con·ditions in 
Zambia and rural road maintenance in particular. Zambia is currently using force account 
under local government with funds from the central government. 
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Traditionally. most maintenance activities are undertaken by the road agency itself using 
direct labour. However, the responsibility of recruiting. mobilising and sustaining a large 
work force is a burden on the public sector. In fact the major drawback is that workers are 
paid regardless of whether the road is maintained or not. Experience has shown (Thagasen, 
1996) that force account work has often been of poor quality due mainly to weak 
management. poor equipment maintenance and lack of properly trained staff. and carried 
out at higher costs. This is true in the Zambian situation (see section 7.3.3). Performance is 
not a major issue under this system. Under the current economic conditions in Zambia, this 
system may not be suitable, as it does not promote the efficient use of resources. 
Moreover, it lacks local participation. 
Regular contractors (medium to large-scale) provide an alternative method to routine 
maintenance. However, simple works involved in routine maintenance tend to discourage 
these contractors from participating and prefer more substantive work (periodic 
maintenance and rehabilitation) involving large sums of money. These contractors have 
also a tendency to favour the use of equipment. Unless the works are broken down to small 
contracts, small-scale contractors are likely to be suppressed. As Zambia needs to develop 
her contracting capacity, she needs methods that would allow small-scale contractors to 
emerge especially through routine maintenance of rural roads. 
Another alternative could be self-help, where the local population undertakes maintenance 
voluntarily, without payment. This kind of maintenance however depends on government 
assistance and willingness of people. Under the current conditions in Zambia, its highly 
unlikely that this kind of programme which does not offer incentives would succeed 
considering the poverty situation due to the high unemployment and underemployment in 
rural areas. A programme offering some incentives is likely to be welcome by the local 
people. 
Lengthmen contractors would be desirable for Zambia (though not the sole solution) for 
the routine maintenance of rural roads involving small scattered works. Unlike the other 
methods above, the lengthmen system has a lot of benefits suited to the Zambia situation. 
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The labour-based lengtlunen system for rural road routine maintenance IS suitable (in 
addition to general advantages of labour-based methods) because it is: 
Cost-effective (based on performance); 
Relatively simple to administer (suitable even where local institutions are less 
developed); 
Immune to increasing fuel and equipment costs; 
Independent of externally induced shortages; 
Capable of visible accomplislunents; 
A decentr~lised approach to the necessity of developing a local capability for 
maintenance which is the most viable way or option for continuing infrastructure 
maintenance programmes in rural areas; and finally 
Is appropriate to locally available resources like labour and therefore reduces 
maintenance constraints. 
Best for contractor development. 
(Beenhakker et al. 1987). 
Section 7.3 points out the many difficulties Zambia's rural road maintenance system is 
going through. It is actually trailing behind when compared to Kenya and Lesotho. The 
main problems can be summarised as: 
Inability by Des to maintain rural roads due to inadequate staff, funds and maintenance 
capacity; 
Weak institutional strength; 
Maintenance constraints, some of which could be avoided if appropriate methods are 
used; and finally 
Inappropriate maintenance techniques and work methods. 
Based on the above infonnation, the labour~based lengthmen system is capable of 
improving rural road maintenance in Zambia and hence a desirable solution. Its not being 
suggested that the lengtlunen system is the sole solution, but rather a suitable option given 
the current poor perfonnance of the economy and in particular rural road maintenance in 
Zambia as a result of the factors stated above. The use of an available labour resource for 
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maintenance, however, requires adjustments to conventional maintenance concepts (see 
recommendations in section 8.3). 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
8 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
8.1 Main Findings 
Though Zambia, Kenya and Lesotho are located in different parts of Africa and have 
different climatic conditions, they have notable similarities economically, typical to Sub-
Saharan Africa. 
Based on comparative analysis. Zambia's physical and climatic conditions are not a 
problem to labour-based maintenance works. The population density is also high enough to 
support the system. 
In terms of economic affairs, Zambia's performance is not impressive and is worsened by 
the heavy debt burden. Agriculture seems to be a major economic contributor and 
employer. There is also high unemployment and underemployment in Zambia. 
A look at road agency performance parameters however, show some striking differences. 
On comparative basis, Zambia shows a poor performance in road investment in 
maintenance terms. The condition of its rural road network is generally poor, with 
declining utilisation and low productivity. The current expenditure per km is inadequate. 
Funding is also almost not available for routine maintenance. 
A comparison of institutional strength and management of rural road maintenance shows a 
similar problem in funding with regard to availability and adequacy in the three countries. 
Zambia however has other problems such as transitional policies, which are taking long to 
implement and thereby making the envirorunent somehow unstable. The management of 
rural roads is characterised by communication problems and duplications in planning 
procedures between various entities in rural road maintenance resulting in delayed funding 
and approval of contracts. Poor supervision of works, vacancies in technical positions, 
demotivated staff and low number of small-scale contractors further compound these 
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problems. In short poor funding, weak organisational structure. and inadequate 
management capacity weaken the institutional strength. The main problems are lack of 
technical and managerial expertise, poor motivation and poor financial performance. Thus 
Zambia's institutional strength continue to be a source of concern as far as rural road 
routine maintenance is concerned. 
Though Kenya and Lesotho also suffer from financial constraints and are partly donor 
supported, they have managed to avoid other constraints related to technology and work 
methods, and their rural roads have at least received a minimum maintenance standard. 
Zambia on the other hand suffers from other constraints such as lack of local participation 
and lack of local resource mobilisation as a result of too much dependence on conventional 
maintenance methods. 
Perhaps the most astonishing aspect, despite the poor economic perfonnance (in rural road 
maintenance) by Zambia, is its continued reliance on capital-intensive methods, which are 
a drain on foreign exchange, at the expense of abundant local resources such as labour. 
There are also constraints in equipment procurement and low utilisation of plant due to 
lack of projects as a result of erratic funding. The quality and quantity of rural road 
maintenance work in Zambia has declined. Performance on the same by District Councils 
in tenns of national output is almost nil. The result has been a heavy backlog in 
maintenance. 
Moreover, Zambia's conditions of contract and specifications of works for rural road 
maintenance activities are prohibitive to small-scale contractors and favour large-scale 
contractors and capital-intensive methods. On the contrary, Kenya and Lesotho have 
employed labour-intensive methods in rural road maintenance and have developed contract 
documents, appropriate to local resources and thus perfonned better than Zambia. 
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8.2 Conclusions 
The overall comparative analysis (section 7.3) shows that the current rural road 
maintenance programme in Zambia is not performing well as opposed to Kenya and 
Lesotho. This is despite the fact that all the three countries have almost the same economic 
problems such as unemployment and heavy debt burdens, typical to developing countries 
in the Sub-Saharan Africa. There are many reasons, which can be attributed to this dismal 
performance, among of which are insufficient funds, including lack of foreign exchange, 
shortage of qualified staff, absence of spares and equipment, deficient institutional 
arrangements and poor management capabilities. Lack of local participation and 
inappropriate use of resources are also contributing factors. 
The prevailing conditions in Zambia (see section 7.4) suggest that labour-based rural road 
maintenance is feasible. A comparison of the lengtiunen system with other methods (force 
account and self-help) of implementing rural road routine maintenance does favour the 
system ( single-person or small-scale contracting) under current economic conditions. 
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8.3 Recommendations 
The recommendations discussed below are primarily concerned with routine maintenance 
(see section 2.3) essential to keep rural roads in Zambia operating until the need for 
periodic maintenance or rehabilitation is established. They are also aimed at ensuring that 
an appropriate level of maintenance is justified. 
a) Maintenance activities are best carried out by labour (manual tasks) under most 
technologies. Technology choice in rural road maintenance is limited to the manner in 
which the travelled surface and areas immediately adjacent to it, including standard 
ditches on rural roads are to be maintained. Government (both central and local) must 
consider, during evaluation of equipment·based surface maintenance activities, the 
problem of maintaining, i.e. procurement, servicing and repairing of maintenance 
equipment. In Zambia the largest untapped or under-utilised available maintenance 
resource is local labour. This could be particularly useful for maintenance of rural 
roads due to high unemployment and underemployment in rural areas. 
b) Technology implementation include force account, contracting or self help (see section 
7.5). As described in section 7.5, routine maintenance has dispersed activities, which 
are suited to small-scale contractors, such as lengthmen. As routine maintenance 
requires small but continuous inputs of resources over a large number of separate 
points, labour-based maintenance is cost-effective where population densities are high 
enough so that workers living adjacent to the roads obviate the need for expensive 
transport. Specific data on population density along rural roads should be obtained and 
updated. 
c) Government should never undertake construction before the method and funding for 
rural roads have been established. There should be a realisation that labour-based 
maintenance stresses supervision and prompt payment. Therefore, there must be in-
service training programmes for supervisors. Financial resources to pay the 
maintenance workers must be properly allocated and be available as soon as 
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maintenance is completed.. Maintenance operations must begin with clear lines of 
responsibility. Under the lengthmen system, maintenance deficiencies can therefore be 
discussed with persons responsible. This system of responsibility also encourages 
competitiveness and improved performance. Future maintenance needs should be 
evaluated and the most appropriate solutions determined concerning maintenance 
technology, organisation and funding. with emphasis on developing systems and 
procedures, which are sustainable. 
Moreover, the use of an available labour-resource for maintenance, requires certain 
adjustments to conventional maintenance concepts, such as: 
accepting a construction methodology that will be conducive to labour-based 
maintenance; 
accepting a limited routine maintenance capability that must be supplemented or 
assisted as soon as an increase in transport demand occurs; 
providing a steady supply of trained supervisors; and 
maintaining a steady cash flow to promptly meet all financial obligations. 
A large dispersed labour-based maintenance operation IS very fragile and without 
motivation, in the fann ofsupelVision, and a steady cash flow, it will disappear. 
The use of available labour-resources for rural road maintenance is beneficial to both 
the local currency which stays within the local community. and because the 
employment of local labour shows the concern of Government for the well being of the 
local population by providing both cash and better access. 
d) Another aspect of major concern IS that of institutional strengthening. This Issue 
covers: 
the general policy environment, that is, overall government objectives and 
strategies for national development. in which the organisation operates; and 
functions, responsibilities and operating procedures of rural road authorities. 
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The determination of appropriate institutional arrangements and strengthening of 
institutional capacity are necessary towards achieving a sustainable rural road maintenance 
progranune. 
As the Govenunent wishes to implement a large-scale rural road programme, using labour-
based techniques it should consider key issues such as: 
fiscal policies and use of shadow prices ( economic instead of market) for labour or 
surcharges for equipment; 
discriminatory tariffs on equipment intended to build roads with equipment-based 
techniques; 
interest rate policies that encourage labour-based construction, that IS, do not 
subsidise the import of construction equipment; 
tendering procedures which are not biased towards the use of equipment; and 
equal status between staff of teclmical departments working on labour-based or 
equipment-based techniques. 
The Government should also consider and support the following strategies: 
special training programmes for engineers, technicians, local government officials, 
community leaders and others involved in rural road works such as fanners; 
simplified administrative standards and procedures; 
simplified engineering preparation, contract documents, bidding and disbursement 
procedures to be applied to rural roads; and 
development of a domestic contracting industry, starting with simple works such 
routine maintenance of rural roads. 
The administrative arrangements for rural roads in Zambia involve many stakeholders as 
shown in figure 3.4, and have many problems (see section 3.5). The following should be 
considered: 
Govenunent should make necessary changes so that funds are consistent and 
dependable. This is possible through the reorganisation ofNRB and the Road FWld; 
1)9 
Acceleration of the decentralisation process so that Des have the authority to raise 
sufficient revenues to fund rural road maintenance; 
Functions, linkages and communication guidelines (for major entities like Des, 
DISS and NRB) should be improved to avoid friction; 
Improve capacity at DISS so that more site visits to Des would be possible; and 
finally 
Break-up large maintenance contracts to encourage small-scale contractors, 
particularly labour-based ones a better opportunity, so that awards are made by 
DISS or DCs. 
e) The mobilisation of local resources is an important element for future operations in 
rural road maintenance, especially with the continuing lack of finance and trained 
manpower. Local participation should be considered and improved by setting-up 
appropriate channels for participation. Labour-based methods, particularly the 
lengthmen system provides a very good opportunity to involve local communities in 
maintenance programmes so that they are able to see the costs and benefits involved in 
rural road maintenance. The Government should emulate the programmes in Kenya 
and Lesotho by considering appropriate maintenance techniques, which are beneficial 
to both the road agencies and the community. 
Finally, if labour-based programmes such as the lengttunen system are to be 
considered, the Government should carry out pilot projects in different parts of the 
country in order to: 
establish routine maintenance productivity standards specific to regions; and 
establish routine maintenance requirements of rural roads. 
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Typical Cross Seclion lor Unclassilied Dislricl Roads Typical Rehabililalion Oala ~ 
~ (RD/MWS) ~ 
~ 
~ o av, worKer da~s I Km 3000 ~ 
I 
00 o indicalive avera~e cos's I Km : US $ 9,000 > 
(incl, gravel and eqUlpmenl) ,10,000 
• av, conslrUClion speed I monlh 2000 m ~ 
(using 160 labourers) ~ 
'C •• 
• grayel required I Km 750 M3 
() 
~ .-





> rIJ. ~ ~ ~ .... ~ •• 
~ 0 
Typical Cross Sec lion tor Feeder Roads = ~ Typical Rehabilila!ion Dala ' rIJ. , ~ (under MLGHlDISS) 0 ~ 
~ (j ~ '1 
= 
~ 
• av, worKer da~s I Km 2500 '1 rJ1 i : 
~ 180 100 Fonnalion 500 100 80 .-
• indlcalive average cosls I Km : US $ 8,500 '1 
0 r (incl, gravel and eQuipm~nl) .91000 ~ ~ 
, I rIJ. 
•• 
I ! • av, conslruclion speed I monlh : 2000 m = • (using 145 labourers) N ~~I_-
~ 
• gravel required I Km 675 m3 9 : ~ •• (15cm loose) ~ 
• 
APPENDIX-B Extracts from contract document (MLGH-DISS, Zambia) 
INSTRUCTIONS TO BlDD£RSlTENDER£R5 SECTION A 
A. INSTRUCTIONS T O BIDDtRSlT£NDERI:RS 
I. CENERAL 
The Mi ni$lry of I...oQI <iovnnmall and Housin, wi$ho:$ 10 conttaa out the work for 
mainlcnance/rch.abilil.llion olurb:an IIId (ceder roads. 
1.1 Tender AUlhod!I 
lOe Zambia NalioluJ Tender Board on behalf of the Ministry of LocaJ Government and Housing 
(MI..GH) ~rcby invites sealed lenders from svitably q~lified Contractors (or Road Works. 
1.2 Tender DOfum~" t rcs 
1.2.1 !nt«ested BidOet. IK hud;)y n:quested 10 c:oIlcd tbe biddilll doc:uments from the T own 
ClcrkICouncil Sc:o=ury of e3C:h ra:poaivc council, I..usab on payment ofa non-f':li.lndablc fee: 0( 
K 150,000.00 or ifs cquivakm in Iny freely c:onvertible curnncy lIthe pl'C\'aHinS cxc:1wlg.: note, 
in Cash or br Bank«niroc:d c~ue.. 
1.3 Bi" 5«urit .. 
1.3.1 Tcndcn must Ix: submiuod in ao;.;ordancc " illl lite General Instructlons 10 bidden contained in 
I~ Tender Documcnl5. All Lcndtr$ mU$! be Iccomp.:mied by I bid securil)' of 1101 lcu than 2% 
of the tendered sum dull' si,ned 100 $(:;lIed by lite Gu;aranlol (s). the fOIm.11 10 be used is a!l3chcd 
hereto. 
1.) .2 The: Bid =ril~' as r<:l:l\llfcd in wusc 1.1. 1 above, shall be \"alid (or a penad of I\0Il. Lc:ss than 30 
cb)os beyond the tender Y1Jid,1)' penod ruted in cbusc 1.9 below. 
D . l An)' Tender I\0Il. ;t«orn~nied by an ICLXpUble Bid Secur,ty will be rejected by the Employer a5 
non.rcspc>ru,,-c. 
1.1.4 The Bid Sc:curitv ofthc ult$\lC:Cd$(ul T<:ndcn:n "~II be repaid or rClurncd;u prompll)' as pomblc. 
but nOl later lh'ny (JO) cbys.net the. c."<pir3liOO oflhe period of lender valid.L1y 
I . ).~ The Bid Sccunty of till: succcuful TcndcrCf ~111 be repaid or returned when lhe Tendcrer has 
si,; ncd lhe Agrccment and IUmlshcd the: required PCr(Orm.11lCC Su~y. 
1.4 Co.in!! D~tc 
The cJosins <bIC for fC"tt'pl b .................. al ...... ... hours local umc. Late offers ~. bidders Of 
their rcprocnt~lI\"cs shall not be ICO:pted. 
TCnderen arc ach'lSed H.;t lhere w,ll be a prNcnder lDttunS on .......•......... at ............ houlS in 
the orrICe OrlM Courw:iI Sccrcuryrro ... n Ocrk 
16 AsceILtlnec or Rcjcs! iqn or Bid. 
1.6 . 1 The Enlplo)'Cr rcscr.o:s the ",hi 10 accept or' rtj«t a,,~ bid and 10 .nnul the biddins process and 
rcjest anl' Of ~U bids at any time prior 10 a,,-ard of COtll rKI l'I'ilhoutthcrcby incu rrins any liatJilit)· 
10 the ~ m:etC1l blfJdcrU) Of any obliption to inform the a.lTectcd biddc,lbiddcB of tile ,rounds for 
the Employer's aC"Iio:"L 
1.\.2 Tclldc:rc:rs ... ho do not submit IChcdulcs for '~bjol plant to be used on the Conlract~ and 
- Rcl<:""',,1 f.,;peU(I"'~- " i ll be rCJ<:CLcd. 
.' 0. SPF.CU·'CATION OF PARTlCUUr..R APrLICATlON 
Sc..1ion 0 is to pl'O\idc !he Tendl:ftffCotltndor ... ith deWls of spc:arlC C'OnS\l\IC1ion wotIr.s rtquired.. h ~ld 
be: IW Wllh Section E -Bill ofQuant,ities- and Section F -Drlwingt~ . In tUe$ when: no spoculQ.tion is I:iw:n 
rOt any work. 01 material 10 be used the ·Sl.lnd.ml $pecifigtiops ror Roadslod Bddgg R published by the Roads 
D~lCnL orthe Ministry ofWolkll and Supply datal Dc=nbcr 1994. shlll apply. 
1. SCOP[OFCONTRACI 
The: conlrm comprises of MAINTENANce: AND REHABILrrATlON OF URBAN AND FEEDER ROADS 
as specified in the aill of Quantities. 
2. BlLLQ,QUANTlDES 
The numbc:1'l. quantities and tnUS\lle~nts Kt OUI in the Bill OfQuantil;cs ale cstimatcs and their xcIIRC)' 01 
inaocurxy shall in no -r dcd the Y1lidilyofthc lender or contnd based lhcreon. The sum to be: ~id 10 Ihc 
COnU'XlOf shall be dctumincd by mcaswil!f; the WOft. actually done Ind valuing .. the: rates and prio:s illJencd 
by the: conLlXtor in the bill 0( quantities. Alll>oo.l&h IlK: quaolilics arc estimated. under no c:ircunutallCC5 shall 
conllaClor Qfl)' wladdilional lI1)rk wilhouilhc wriucn approval oflM cmpl9)'l:1. 
l . J,.ABQUR. PLANT. £QUlPMENT AND MATERIALS 
TlIc: conlrKlOr shall be lesponsible for the ptO\ition of .lIlIlabout, plan!, equipment and materials rw:wssary 10 
c.te.."Ule IIle works and is deemed 10 be ineluckd these in the: Icnckmi unil 1~ let. 
~ . TtsTlNG OF MATERIALS 
The rom,Kior shall be: raponsiblc rOt all CO$ts auoo;ialal with tile no:c;eUlI)· IQlmg of maten~ls. control 
lallne on SIlt and bbotJlory and i$ dc(mcd 10 1\a,'C in<:ludtd 111o;s(: in the: tcn:ic:RXI tlllil ratcs. 
So MMSUR£MENT AND PAYMENT 
~. I . I Mobjlis;!\!on 
Payment for mobilisalJoo "ill be made once: Ihe Conuxtor has brooehl on 10 ~iLe all pcr50llnel ~nd 
tile items of planl required for fomllne (and graV1:11inG ,,·hen reqUired) or ILK: road" .. y. 
5 I 1 DcmobLl ialiOl! 
Pa)·nw:.III for demobilisation " ill be made ana: LtIc Conl~or 1~1S dQrcd Ihe sue on compleuon or 
tiK: Works 10 ItIc salisl"ac1.on oftllC PrOjo:t1 Ma~,cr. 
Thl! KII'·It)" mvolves (In tin, or III trees. bush ,rau. ete to i!IOUno.i le,~! rOI .lI ",dlh of ~m 
Formallon II"ldlll plus S~ dlalM. Whtr~ pd\':l.It propcnlu. lands Of olCh:llds arc adjacent L9 Ihe 
road. elc:it lne ir ~I".' . ... ill be instructed.. 
Measurement IS per areo! (m') of I'OId\\""y cleo!rcd. 
s.u RglupmC gnd C';xIinC 
RC1h:apin& of ll'lc amber illtl Lld ine smoothine of corrugillions. flUme of depressions irrcgularilics 
and windlflll'$ shlll be rcquil'td. 
~1c.uuremcnl IS per linelll mctn: of load\',,~· 
D l 
APPENDIX-C Budget and commitment for maintenance during the 1998-99 
period <an extract from NRB-Annual review, 1999) 
National Programme of Road Maintenance - Budget and Commitments as 
at 22 /") 
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T2 Kafue-Kabwe 2.60 2.60 
T3fD7 4"/7BfBOf69f94f1 OO(Lua 71.60 71.60 
put a) 
T5 Mutanda-Mwinilungu 117.60 117.60 
M1 /M2 Kasama-Mbala- 60.00 60.00 
Mpu~ungu I 
T2 Kabwe-Kapiri Mposhi 28.00 28.00 
0235 Serenje-Mukuku 21.70 21.70 
M10 Livingslone-Shesheke I 78.80 78.80 
, .J.2 Kafue-Lusaka-Chisamba J 115.00 I 0.00 
Subtotal I 824.50 709.50 
1 
Periodic maintenance 1 
T2 Chirundu-Ka(ue 454.00 1 454.00 






Subtotal 1,655.05 I 1,655.05 
I I 
-
Total far MWS 11,838.61 3.563.16 
1 I 
Feeder and Urban Roads · MLGH 
Routine maintenance 
Various 2.800.00 14 22.901 
. Supervision of above 168.Q.Q I 
Subtolal I 2.968.00 I 22.90 [ 
; . I .~ 
Periodic maintenance 1 
Various (63 contracts) 2.782.00 14 
. 
I 829.331 
Various (to be negotiated ) 5.184.00 
Supervision of above 474.84 
On-going contracts from 458.65 23 458.65 
1998 
Subtotal 8.899.49 1.287.98 
I 
Urban Roads 1 




I Lusaka 259.00 Ipatchi'lQ 
Luanshya 21 .60 
patching . I 
i 
Various Community 1.200.00 Chingola _ 800001 
Initiatives Community 
Subtotal 2.800.93 1.180.60 
Total for MLGH 14,668.42 2,491.48 
I 
Grand Total 26,507.03 6,074.63 
APPENDIX - D Typical cross-sections of rural roads in Kenya (MRP- Road 
MaiD!eDaDCe MaDual, 1992) 
D I Alignment Standards 
ST ANOAAD MRs AND RARs I FLAT AND ROWNG TERRAIN I HIll. Y TERRAJN 
HORIZONTAL CURVES I I DESIRABLE MINIMUM RADIUS lOOm 5()m 
GRADIEf'.ITS 
DESIRABLE MINIMUM ~o 2"~ 
DESIRABLE II.\AX!MUM 6 0 ' 10% ,. 
I ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM 1 0%. 12% 
STOPPING SIGHT DISTANCE I 
DESIRABLE MINIMUM fOm aOm 
ABSOLUTE MINIMUM .Om .Om 
~~O 
i 
I 5'% 5~ MAXIMUM 8% /.{AX1MUM 8% 




o /.IEln~9 1 2 J 
I" .•. , __ ." . .1. . .. .......... I.._ .• __ ._, •. J 
5·8% ---.... 
1,20m O.60m 
REGRAVEWNG VOLUME REOUIRED 
• MURnAM COMPACTED GRAVEL VOLUME (currtKm) 
nuCKNESS 











o ~t£1RtS I J 
--1 




REOMVELlINO VOLUME REOUIRED 
OIVlVEL 
W1D1H COMPACTED OMVEL VOLUME 
(m) THJctJIESS (M\Vn) 
(m) 
LOOSE COMPACTED 
0.12 675 ~O 
4.6 
0.20 1125 900 
_--........ ------------- - 11 
OAOIll 
LOOm 11 tOOm 
--'·~---------·----------~71----~1-~1 





J ____ . 
() I.\EIII ~ S I J 
L. , ____ ._ .. L ...... , .. . _.J.., .. __ ... J 
I 0,0, stcnp Ilill socliollS 
For trallic nHlro tll~11 2S vpii 
col)s\rinr II~n oll,'\IIIO[ f!o;\(J Cf()~;S 5nCliuJl 
2.00m 2.00m 
REGMVELlIUG VOLUME REOUlnED 
OMVEL 
WIDTH COMPACTED OflAVEL VOlUME 
(rn) THICKNESS (CU~OI) 
(m) 1---.---
LOOSE COMPACTED 
0.10 500 400 
4.0 








UP TO lOO 









I, /,Inlnlenullco Sub Unlls n5 roqullod, 
2. Moilional rogravclll1l9 unils IlloqullOd. 
orFICEn II~ CllAflOE 
IMIIHWAlICE 1------,---------
4WD PICKUP 












UP 10 00 
CASUAL 
EI,I1'1.0Y[ES 
1 ncglavollino Sub UllilS 10 nl50 replonl~11 t01\1! nelor 510C~plic~ , 
~ TO'I/cd Grodels lII~y 00 provided lor lIigh Ir al lle lo~ds, 
5 Ol llcer In CII:lIgo 1,\flilllr:n;IlICo rosponsllJlo lor a 1I01\\'OI~ 01 tip 10 SOD y.rll, 
REGMVELlIlIG 
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~MIN I E IlN~CE fl IMPnOvE/,IFIII' 
ENGINEEIl -------_.-._---_.".-
~ WD STA llONIV AGOI~ 
.......... - .... -------i----------\ 
~MIHT E I··IAIICE UI~ I T 
OFF lcm IN CHAnGE 
MAIIHEHAHCr: 
4WD PICI(UP 
] TON OROPSIDE mUCI( 









1. III ~OIIlO di5111clS odclilir)ll:l lllWIIlIOllnllCO or illlplOVP.lllolllunil5 will 00 IOqUIIOd. 
IMPIlOVE/,IEN r UNI r 
OfFICEfl lN Cl IAHGE 
IMPnOVEMEIH 
4WD PICI(UP 
7 'ION DROPSIDE TRUCI( 





21~o, 4WD PICI(UPS 
r , ~ecllal1ic in C II ~r\Jo 
2 r'~CCI131Iic s 
I Welder 
1 AulO ElcCllici;1I1 
1 Clerk 
Casuals (:1) 
rnOVIHCIAL nOAD n~GI~IEm 
(UI~PAVE[) nOADS) 
SALOON CAn 








SI()II!KCC pCr ? CIr.1 ~s SI~creltllY 3 Drivel S 3 \V~lcl\"lell 
I 
Pllt (un) ImdlZ~ 
• DIME (5, IIY M IZA) 
• OMIE (KISII) 
• OWE (KISUMU) 
• OI,lIE (SIAYA) 
,... .. ----t 
rnE (un) 
WESTEnll 
· DI,IIE (OUSI~) 
• OMIE (OUNGOM~) 
· O/,IIE (I<~KAMEGA) 
rnE (un) nlH pnF. (un) 
V~LLEY CElnn~L 
• DMIE(E, • DMIE 
MAnAKWE1) (11Y ~NO~nU~) 
• OMIE (NMIDI) • DMIE (IIYEnI) 
• OWE r, NZOIA) • DI,HE (Klnlm~OA) 
• DMIE (U, GI5I1U) · Il/,IIE (1(IM,HlU) 
· Dl.IIE (W, 1'01(01) , 1lI,IIE (1,1UnMIG~) 
· OM lE (OAnIIWO) 
• OMIE (I(AJIADO) 
• Ul,lIE (I(EnICIIO) 
• pMIE (~ll(lrIA) 
• OMIE (/lMUnU) 
• Dl,lIE (lI~nOK) 
~-----
pnE (un) 
EASl E nI~ 
· DMIE U,IEnU) 
· DMIE (WOU) 
• lll.llE (KITUI) 
• DMIE 
(I,IACIIM(OS) 
rnE (UI1) CO~ST 
• UMIE (KllIfI) 
• D/,IIE (I{I'/ALE) 
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APPENDIX - F J ob descriptions (MRP-Road maintenance manual) 
F I District Maintenance and Improvement Engineer (DMIE) 
REPUBUC OF KEHYA 
MINISTRY OF PUBUC WORKS 
MINOR ROADS PROGRAMME 
JOB DESCRIPTION 
Sl-E...rf 1 ., 3 
I posmON DISTRICT MAINTENANCE mo IMPROVEMENT ENGINEi:.R (DMIE) 
REPOR11NG TO RE?ORTEO TO BY 
PROViNClAL ROAD ENGINEER (UNPA\fEO ROADS) • OiC, IMPROVEMENT 
• 0iC, MAlI'lTENANCC 
.' • OiC, MECHANICAl.. WORKSHOP - • ADMtNISTlV.TIV'E AND STORE $T.tJ'F 
I AEPAESENTI> I REPRESENTED 
SCOPE OF WORK/JOB OBJECTiVE PLACE OF WORK 
• la e1'IectNett /Nf\age IJ')e OGuiet RAA/MAP • RAflJMAP 0isvieI Of(oe:e and Base Camp 
~e<'l ;and Maintenance UniIs in order to ~ • AI Oisvict Imptovemel'll ;.nd Mainte~ Sus 
the ut UrQCtS arid SI.~ 
• 10 c:onuoI the (~ r~ (I"..-.anc:cs, ~ 
~eriaI.~) 
~lAJN TASKS 
• la plan a.nd o:nrol ~  and mait1Ienarc.e oper.ati(;ns 
• la plan lor ¥ad COC"UOI the requited,~ (I".naN;es. ma;~ ~. equipmemJ 
• to supetVisa the ~ and mUlenanei'ct 3.1 U'\i:r: equipme<'l arid ~niC:Ie:S 
. loh3Yethe~~dal~ive~ -
• to rTlO"\kor and l'ep::>rllhG un!t'$ per101T1'1at'a ac::cat!ng to ~ Repot1jng System 
• \0 ~ and en:wnr timely and CIOtTItCI ~ d $alaIies !or the c:aSI.IaI Laboutet'S 
• \0 guide and assi:sI: Unl! and Sh ~ n led'ri::aI ar.;1 oper.IIionaI Upec:.s 
• 10 bis.t wiI.n ~ ~ and mend ~ .as requ;red 
• to &.aiM with the P!'I;7VinciaI ~ En9r-(U~ ~I ~ OST on ~"ler'$ re~ed 10 tr.Iining 
A!JTl10FU'TY: you . ,e ~mpowcr"d 
• 10 ne... expet'I(f~~ :iI:i de!~ed t:7y II'Ie Oislrid WOt1<s o:f>eer 
• 10 mplemen: llle progr;uTVTle as per llle appr~ WO(lr; pWI 
• 10 nominate s:atI lor liWning ::Ill OST 
• 10 employ CUUal\.ilxlurers as Vld wnen necessa/y in ::llceordance WIIn Ihe ("..jITent GCNerr'.tnent reoubL.ons 
REOUIREO OUAUFICAnONS OTliER REOUIREO ABIUl1ES 
• ~ee n CM! Engineering • 10 be co.o~live 
• Minimum 01 2 yur.> pr.1Clic31 proles.sioNl ex.oenenc;e • 10 t>e ocO:s.Ne 
• Man::IIgerial skills • 10 Ie::lld MId Ir;..n personnel 
· An~ on 'Eogioeet's OMf'!::nion Coutse MRP' ::Ill • 10 be IlI::ODIe 
DST ' 10WO(lr;~1y 
• 10 be aulive 
""" ..... -.1 ... .....,., 
""'-ME OF OMIE, .. . . .. ... .. ............ .... . . COUN"l"CrlS. OFFICE-R: .... .. . ... .. .. 
SIGNAi\JR,,: . .. . . . . . .. .. .... .... .... . .. . . . . NAME: . . . . .. ...... . . .. .. 
OeSIGNATION. . . ... . .... . . . . .. 
O .... TE: ... . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . ........ ... .. . OATE; .. . . . ... . ... .... . . ....... , 
REPUBUC OF KENYA 
MINISTRY OF PUBUC WORKS 




1. PERSONNEL ANO ADI"UNISTRATf\IE ACllVITlES 
.' 
l.t . To o::nroI MR? aAo<::aI.~ Iund:s aoootdi"lg 10 sped'"1C ptOOe<II.re$ ~ down by II'Ie ~ ¥)d MR? and 10 
. dinla. QuicIe and assist me deriC:aI SI~;' crwoe 0/ ac:c:ouru 
, .. To be n ~ ccrrroI 0/ all ad~e ~ at Ille MR? c!r:slria uN: 
U To prepare and atI3Iyw 1TIOt"IWy. quanerty and ~ nl\XlfU aooordng 10 II"II! MAP ~ Repotting 
Syslem and lne teIevarC ~ reponing procedu"e:s 
I . ~. To pbn. ioitialo and CO("l(oIllle procuremen; 01 ~ materials.. NncI!oots. ~ SO¥es.. POt. and 
om« go<:lds re-quirlKl 10 be a!)/e 10 ~ \he WOrIt 
L' To direo;t. =01 and {;\.ride II"Ie $tO<. s:..n in all maners reL.;JUo-og la S1o<e :II<::1Mtie:z and in ~ .....:n I7">e 
~ proc:::edures ~ down by \he Goven-.nenI an(I MR? 
L' To =01 and ~er .. fN!Iers retz.ing 10 persono""lCl ~ xo:::orcf.ng 10 II"II! $peCif.c pc-oc:edo-'e:s 
La>d dOwrI by \he G~ and MAP 
1.7. To l;Q1UoI and monolor ItMI use at all ac:oou:ubIe doXunco\.s 
2. ORGANlSATlONAL AJ--IO CQ.<)ROINAT10N ACTMT\ES 
-H To ~ ~ea and~. all oper.lI.ior\iIJ aaivl.ie:$ ~ 10 iTopIemer1: II"II! ~ tnanena.nce .... 
2..2. To ~ (lit-ea and c:o--erdinaIe ao opetzionaI ~ requna 10 ImpIcmen: I1WI ~a."I!O ~ 
""" 
n To nOOTl!,/le pvoIic: atx:>v\ C1S\.I3l reo-v'>..men \lYQugtl Chiet-5 and bc3I ~ 
"- To ~ and t:::1try OVI ~ reavi!mcn: in 3CCOI'"dat"ICe wiIn 1Nl CU'TIlI'1I. GoYertvnen. r~ 
"- To O<~ and cr;;nrol!he rnor-cJ'\Iy ~ oay-;:: 10< C3SUa1!a!:x:o.Jren; ... To iJ:1cocl and pattiapa:e at atl Oi$tri(:: Development COmmitt" (OOC) rncemgs 
2.7. To CO'TIrol and moniIor IM ~ and Ulilisation 0/ equiptTlefll and ...-enides 
U. To 3:lMQ and a<M:r;" !he O;s,.rie:: Tender Soatd on all manef$ ~ la pnx:ure<ne<'ll 01 gcoa.s and 5.Ct"ticei lor 
lI"1e pr~"TVne'$ speo::f.c r~w-emen:s 
U . To iI:1end and Pill'1iC;>a.(!:n 311 Oimict &ecvJve CoI'lvnil.l'e (O£C) rneri'lgs 
,,. 
To ~ r~lJ\.1r" metVigs wiI.h \/"le UniI and Sle Supervisors 10 c:o-on:!n:iIIe ~Mlies. and 10 o<sc.= and 
airea as~. as weR:IS c:anying OUI ~~ 
2. I I. To rnplernenl and contn)llrlc MAP mec!"w1ical S:andard servicll!l and repair $)'Stems 
~12. ,0 SlJoe-MSe and 9U;ae Ine OIIicer m charge olll"ll! ~ on alI3C1Mr:ies rl!"laling 10 med\ll"lic::al setvICCS 
REPUBUC OF KEI{YA 
MINISTRY OF PUBUC WORKS 
MINOR ROAOS PROGRAMME 
JOB OESCRIPnON 
I POSmON OISTRlCT ~CE AND IMPROVEMENT ENGJNE~ (DMJe) 
TASKS 
1. TECHNICAL AClTVIT1ES 
3.1. To supeMs.e an::! mon4Of a.a ~ 3IlCI mainlel'\illlCO woo1c In progre= and cflfea oorreaive ~ l 
and when requitlId 
3...2. To pn!pZ1I a'ld ~ the arn.G....:rlptan [Of fQIAine mainlenance, based on the engineefll'1g rnai1teoanoe 
requiremeas as:ses:smerI and witn ,!he assistance and gui<lance of me ProvindaI Road Engineef' (U~ """", 
U To Pf9P3.' and INltUirl tf10e arn.gI ~ IOf periodic maneoance. based on tna eogineelYlg mu.et'4t'Iee 
~ ass.essmen ;and wid'I the as:s&anee and guid,anoe 01 the PrQYinci.aJ Ro:.d ~(U~ ..... , 
3.4. To Pf~ and maJrujn \he arnua/....:.:1<pIan IOf m~ ~ on [he ~ r~d nlproYetne<'l 1Nft$ 
and with It>e ~ and ~ 01 !he Prcvioc:ial Ro.ad Erogineet (Unpaved Roads) 
:l.5 .. To Q<.IMje:;.">d assist U'>O UN: and~.  abo<A. apptCM!d ~ rT'H!'IllOds, procedures ancIl~ --
:1..6.. To ~ d eng~ ~ ~nt ptar<s and [0 design appropriate SU'UClures accon:f.-.g 10 \he MRP 
• lectnir::::II ~ 
. 
~. UA:SON AClTVrnES 
• • 1. To bi$.e 1h'ovgt1 t:'>e f'ToW1cbI Road 'Engheet l\Jnpaved Roads) wilt! !he MAP HO on !tie ~ of I\.n:ls and ........., 
. 
• .z. To assist trot K::s..3 Tnring ScflocI h ~ training neeQ: and 10 e<1Sun! ~ 111 !tie s:.a:T ;mend the ~ 
=as~ 
4.3. To 3oCMs.e the OEC ;and OOC on !he engineering feasibility cl roa& proposed for ~ and tnanl.'l"l3l'Cll 
4.4. To bise"";'.,h 1tle Di:ruict Aoco..nNl: (CA) and the OWO on 311 ~ers rel;'nin9 10...o:e and acax.n.s oomrol 
4.S. To bJs.e......:n. \he Oisuia Supplies or.'.cer (DSO) on all ~'n: re!.a:tiog 10 me supp:y et Slcres and !he to;lrcflflg OC 
Slores 3f\d equipment 
4.6.. To l3Zse 'fotCl other Go-~ Oeparvnen:s when requited 
• . 7. To iaisG and norm the Distria Wor1c:s Otfal" (OWO) on wor1I. wflid'l has beef! P'.dfVl@dOfbeingc:anieodOl.ltly:lle 
WV' in tn. d:suia 
4.8. To..nend regjon.3I and n:a1Ol'lal Engi."M+I"s meetings 
4.9. To Eai.s.e wiU't potiticiar\s 10 provide progr.l."1Vne ioIOfTl1,G:Jion 
F2 Officer in charge (OIC) 
posmON 
REPORnNO TO 
REPUBUC OF KEJ-lYA 
MLNISTl'IY OF PUBUC WORKS 
MINOR ROADS PROGRAMME 
JOB DESCRIPTION 
OFFICER IN CKARGE, ~WN1li:NANCE 
REPOATED TO ay 
OMI ENGINEER 
• O~E~S. ROunNE MAli'lITNANCE 
• REGAAVEWNG SITE SUPERVISORS 
• ORM;RS AND PL»lT Of'ERATOH$ 
REPRESENTS REPRE5Et(T'EO 
SCOPE OF WORK/JOB OBJECTlVE PLACE Of WORK 
·10 I!!focienlly pbtl. or93fUse. co-ordinolle at'I4 supeMse • ~ Ois:ri;t t>~ eamp 
all ,~. ~r\odic: and ~ moanenvce :JC'I~ies cl • All f~1 undef mamlen:ance 
'N~ · All 'e-;I~d.ng s~n 
• l a CO"r.'o/lr.e reqUIred r~ (pe1'$0t'Ine1. m.a::erlal, 
eQviptnef\l) 
MAoIN TASKS 
• 10 oeal witn ~ =v.a.>s and permar>en: sta.~ mzle,,; et 1-"Ie uv. as oel~atKl Dv In<.> 0 .... 1 ;;: ng.neer 
• 10 ~ U">t OMI Engin«f in prep.:llV'\g !ne 'WQ('o: pI~'>S lor routine. pel'lOOlC atICI Ufgem ml,ruen3f\Ce 
• 10 nsG It'Ie OM.! Eng",,- in upd.iIling IN:! ~ ,rM!f1Iones 
• 10 organ;s.e. coor6inate :u'ld ~. at fOUline. p!'I"IOCfoe and ..... p.1"II maont~e ope"U>Oru ~ o.r~«: ~ 1./'Ie 
OMI: 
• 10 organise and COi'4rolll'>e ut'lil', ~pmef"(l 
• 10 p:..an for and conlrol tne physic::31 reso..ree:s required ID r:dny 0UI1I'oe UtIlI's ope<3lic)n$ 
• IQ guide :and ~ !he siI' wpel'Yisor$ on apptoYed >orO<'I< tne:t/'IOdS and procedutes 
• 10 {0I4e wM lne Imprtwemfnr; Uoi! Su~ Nld LOC3I AdnW\isInhon as required 
• 10 ~ \he OMIE in iderI!;~inO $U~3I)1e mar.ef\af'OCe ~ors (\en9tl'lper.«w'l$) 
AUntOR1TY : you .1" t mpowtltd 
• 10 cotY,.oI me Ul ili s.nion 01 equipment ~ignee try ~">e OMl;; 10 Ifle un,1 
• 10 cone'a! ,)ll(j gvOO<: !ne uo,n $:;11' ana Ia:>oure~ ""I 3C::OttUnCe WI::1If\t C\.IlleJ"l le<;;ul.:!loons ... 0::1 ;a:; C"='IKI ~ lr.'! 
OMI;; 
• 10 em;:lk7r (;.Ol.SuaJ LaOourers ilS iIf>d wnen l'>C'Ce~ ~ iICC)f<1ar'Ce .... ~I'I Il'1e tvtrC'tll GOvernment tl!'g\t..T.oOrlS an::! 3::; 
duect'd ::y :l'Ie OMI: 
FiECUIREO OU':'UFICAnCfIS 
· M ..... Fo;rn r/. c,,·.m or KC?E Grade O. 
• Ordirury O.:)Io<r.;) ;;, CiW EnglllH"fV\g or o"",seer 
Gla.::e 1 .. ~n mon. 01 I yur p<'e"I~ pIOIeuoQr".a.i 
uc-cr.ence. or 
• Fore .... "" _" m;n. :3 ),""""5 cIpte"ence III I !I. ",e:n<:><:. 
>I.'\d ou:o:::~na,n<; qu,,:<f':;ltronS 
• IncI.>C:1On Course on lll. meU"-.o.:=~ 'I CS. 
• Un" Supe"~s.or Course on 1.1l. mC:1"\Od1 a'1 CS. 
• M~"'lltn.:ll\C:e Su;>t!rnsor Course 011 OS. 
N:..ME OF ole. 
o.;.~ ..... 
I , , 




CTHEn R~OUIREO ASlunES 
• 1:1 be ~pt'tal"" 
• 10 CO! lie"':)!" 
• :0 wOll< incItoen::ll:'n:ly 
• 10 !.ea:: ano Ir~.n po!tsonn'"' 
• :0 be c:1t3: ... e 
.'''' ............. --., 
COUNiE"S CFF!CErI 






REPUBUC OF KENYA 
M1NISlRV OF PUBUC WORKS 




1. PERSONNEL AND ADMINISTRATIVE ACnvmES 
t.t. To ~ and ~ the ..... eekly I month!t S«e returns and 10 ptep.3le lhe UM monWy lelurTI$ lor rorwatding 
10 the OMI:; 
L'- To a:onea. ct>cck and aUlhOris. muster rolls IOf all unlIlengtt>men aoCI L.:ibou"e<"S 
'" To CJi9OIIIi:se :and ~ IotngUvr.an and laboorer employtnenl lOf lhe disvid as d<recled by IN 01.11;: 
1.4. To nom\ \tle I..O"Ilt s:Z1 abouIlha ~ dJl and to ~ tne p<rf o.q in IN /iel:j 
L' To ~o \/le: KCluisltion 01 quatrie:s in ~ .... iUl the AgicuIlura/ Olf~ 
L< T 0 ~ Ule a:\~ and petlormance r::J Ifle IengtM\en ana ~~ a~ IN c.a:.y ~u Ie0:7CS 
1.7. To =""TY ou: ='I CIU"Iet admlrlistr;tM! wor1c as a-.. eoe<l b'f the O~U:; 
2.. OFlGAIIISATlONAL ANO TECHNICAL ACTlVTTlES 
2.L To etgani:se. a-.. ea and co-on:IinaIe all acrMties Illqwe<l 10 mplcmerJI tile app<aJed roo..tJoe. penoa..: ~ Uf~efl'l 
IT\UI.tl"\Jl"lCe -...:If): ., \/le: a-1SlIict as aiteae<l by the 01.11: 
a To 6orod.. sup..~ ~ gu;de all rmintet"\M\09 ~ in an m=:let""S reLat.iog 10 /"OOJIine. penoa>:: and.-gene 
m.V1:cn.aneG \Io'QI1I: . 
a To p..r. \he physic:3I III:$O<.FOI!$ ~td 10 Q¥T'j out a! rour.ne and ~ mainI~ ~ 
'-', To orWr. Gs.uc and c:crvoIl1">e OI:It">SUmpOon 01 tn3:Ierial:s ana looIs rcocp.Ned 10 e:ury oo..c t:le IT\iII<""O:eo"..Jt"oOI! ",,' 
H To 0'1il~ ano 00<\L't)/ the ma~ at all m3<flleoance yendc:s ana pta.m 
H To i':~leme-r.t and =01 tM MAP tnK:l\anic::aI sunaard 5eMee ana repair ~1!fTI$ lor ~ tn.Vnet"l.ll">Ce 
cq<.Iipmen: <.:nde<!M guidanoo 01 \he! OMI!:; 
2.7 . To pI.ln an.:: 10 c.lITy out OtH~ training ler Hetldmen ana Ltn.;tMlen 10/ ro:.t:,ne Mainttl'"¥oCe 
'-'. To pLln ana 10 =ry 0tJI OtHI"lt!·jol;llfilin!og lor ZOoIUI o...erslii"t"S 
'-" To cnc-::~ and /I"Ior"O"\O/" s.~t Slores. tne;, actN"lie's ana procedures u La>a 00,...., ~ GO!( and M;:I.? 
2.10. To P:lIl an::! OI'7anise Zonal I site earnp aloca:.ions ana icmaJIaloOf'lS 
3. U.:JSQN AC7lVlTl£S 
3.1. Te direct.. supe1V<St ana mon..101 att tOUIine IT..a.nIel\:lllC:e O;lC~lJons .... Ir.e =ric. and aired eon..e;. .... rne4SUt;::$ 
~ ana ""!""oI!n fCClwed 
U ,0 direct.. sv;>e1\ltSe and rnoni1Of an penoaic m;..n:enarw::e opc>r.:I\ion$ in ~he <=~.ru:l and d~E!C\ CO:TRCNe 
lru<lSUfe:!; ~ and W/'lefl required 
:1.:1. To .::~~ ~u:::-ef\'t$C and rnotIIIQ( an Uf9~nl =mtn..iOCe opl'rauons in Ine e.s;rc:;:n:;l o<:r- eenI!"C.tI' ;nt.:lSUt~ 
: .. ...:I .... ~n '~1..:"r-:l 
REPUBUC OF KENYA 
IoolINISTRY OF pueuc WORKS 
MINOR ROADS PROGRAMME 
JOB DESCRIPTION 
1 posmON OFFICER IN CHA.RGE., MAJNT'ENANCE 
TASKS ... To II$SI$t the OMIE wtn the ~ nspea.ion 10 assess the defea mng and mairW.~ ~unments 
'-" To up6afe the RARPJMAP road n.-en:ories mer !he arn..o.aJ inspea;on cs carried CM 
•• To t:$$i$I; the DMIE n the ~ cl the iItYUJI cflSlrict fOUI.ine and periodic maintenance won: pl;Ir6 .,. To guide and ~ me ~ (n:uine. periodic and urgoer.( ~1!NIl"ICe) on a,pproved won: methods • 
pn:x:e6U"e:s and lech"Ii::aI knowol'oor .. To ~ the qua!iIy et ~ IQ( reg~ oporaions ....-.d« \he go.Ddance oIlhe OI.tIE 
.,. T 0 ~ and c:orC'OI the ~ ct oc:rtraCI s.eoJons and dMs.ions ... To ~ the DurE n the es:3b&s:hrno!n ct br ~ lenguu IOf r<:>o..Itine rrWntenanc;.e of new r=c1$ 
<t o UAJSOH ACTTYTTlES 
<t. l. To ~.....m 1ho eNds 3bo..JI1abc:los t~'" the partjaLv ~ 
." . . To ~.....m the ~ UN: ~ IOf Ihe handin9 (Her of co:npIeted to3ds . ' . . 
. -'- . To ~ ~(l(heo>~~ as and when~ 
4 ••• To ~ and Wonn the 0Ms:Ic::In0II 1 ~ Adtr'Iinisuatio and DeveIopmern Committees aboVI the 








REPUBUC OF KENYA 
MINISTRY OF PUBUC WORKS 
~lINOR ROADS PROCRAMME 
JOB OESCRIPTlON 
posmON OVi:RSEER RounN!'; WJN"i"ENANCE 
REPORTlNG TO REPORTED TO BY 
OIC MAINTENANCE • SUBORDINATE STAF~ AT CAMP 
• AOU'T\NE MAlNT'ENANCE HEADMEN 
• ROU'TlNE MAINTENANCE LENGTliI.lEN 
• CASUAl L.A.90URER$ ~OR SPECIAl. ~rrc= 
REPRESENTS REPRESENTED 
SCOPE OF WORK/JOB OBJECTIVE PU.CE OF WORK 
• 10 eft'".oenuy pan. orl/_t. c~ea. ccnrol an<:: repotl ;all 
rou:ine ~~ ao::rvr:If!S d IN: rn»"Ief\OII\Cr t Of'l<! 
on<l~c.ws 
• 10 0QI'1IrQ/1I'II ,eqund rt$OUl'~as (pir$:;>'V".f!t ~lenal. 
-"""'" 
MAIN TASKS 
• ~ ,tIaOS UI'IOer rou: .... m ...... ef\<llY.r ., IM ~onr 
ZQf'\aI "......"en;anc:\! cam::> 
• 10 ~ wc."I <l1li man~ rC'9"'O""9 Ra.' and casu;aI Laoo...e.s in IIW! ~one ~ as c eleg3tcd by tI\\! 0':: M3l...::eNOCf! 
and DMIE 
• 10 pLan. Ot~ s.r:t<JUt. ~ at'Id IIpproYe 1I.l mainlenaroc:e ill;tmil!':: on iI dallf ~ 
• 10 issue iII"Id ilQPl'OY4I IUk '~Ie-s and 10 ,(.>COtd IN: <lCl\If!Ved pei1Otm.nc:r 
• 10 gOOe iIrId IfV'I I\oeadmc!n and Icng.rvner. on appr~ mooinl;en;ance ......;:a mtltr.ocs ;and .... C>c:'e'dVlU 
• 10 order a.ncI ~OI ill size ROtes and 10 is:. .... ~e h<Ind looIs 10 leng.rvnan 
• 10 Ii:ai::.e ~ It\Q Oie M:a>ntI!<'\<l."ICe and lo<;:;lI on o.'fci<ll m;r.'1en; is r(!Owed 
f..l1Tl10fUTY : you ue empowered 
• 10 c:ot'1.rol.lt'od go.Jioe tne ,.,uomen;anCJ 1ent;.1lmI!'fI" .. ~cor()ance .... r.llllle cvnent II;'9Ula:.oens ;;.,:: is (lUf1'::t'C ';7!!no? 
OiC Moa.n:tl'W'lCll! and OMIE 
REOUlREO OU.\UFICATlONS 
· "arm N. C". I~ or I'(C;>:;: Gl3cr O. 
· IncvalOtl Course on l~ metr.ocs ~~ CS. 
• M--..num 01 3 yeNlO p<~oc:.;J/ Up"'rornce is 
omptOVeme:'l: s.,e SUjXM$OI" 
· MUlI"'~'" ~ on to. melflOCls ill OS. 
• Motorcyee R~~""IQ COur~~ • CS. 
OTHlOi'I REOUIREO ~BlunES 
• 1:;1 ~ c~ril~"e 
• to I~~() V-..:I 1';!ln persgn..,Qi 
• to ~ on()epel'Y.lerr.~f 
• 10 tlI! ne",Dle 
• 10 aoaptlo Ifloe 1o""...J:1 cr.vncnme:1: 





REPUBUC OF KENYA 
MINI::iTRY OF PUBUC WORKS 
MINOR ROADS PROGRAMME 
JOB DESCRIPnON 
PosmON oveRSEER ROVTlNE MAINTENANCe 
TASKS 
1. PERSONNEL AND ADMINISTRATIVE ACTMTlES 
1. t. To oomp<"le and subm4 wHkly I monthly ~C>:"\aI returN to the Oie M~le~e 
, .. To d"KK:k IN! an~ et heaI;Iman and Iengthmen and 10 .ec.ord ~ in the mVSl.e •• of -
,-'- To r~ 10 ttM: Oie, Maintl!f\3l1Ol! and 10 II"M! OMIE :uty 1e"9llVnan ~ headman for d'smis.s.at due to 
.....-.s.atis::ac:!ory sefVice: 
1.-'. To norm me IengOvnen about the ~ Oay and to Oo"gan<se \/'le ~ d:kf n 1I'Ie zone 
, ... To zs:;Q !he OMIE and OiC Maintel\af1Ce n ~ Ieng1I'Imen 
.. , To c;:arry cu; ~ oct>er ~e"frlOO"k as r:rlfeaea by Int OMI!: et 00<: M3intenanct 
4 ORGAMSATIONAJ... ANO TECHNICAL AcnvmES 
H To pta,"\~, direct and corlIlCI all roWnt nuin:etWlCe JC:ivitits in lne ZOOi' as eJ.PI.lined in U'lt 
Main~ M.lnu3I 
n To issue ~ r.acs 10 alIlengtllmCn:lS l.g(eed....in 1I'Ie OiG Mainttf\3f\e'e 
U To eMdc tha pet!'onnance et all ~ and I>udmtn cl \/'le zone and 10 rocotd IN! a~......:n (t:W: faI(l 
ac:tW!ved) n II'wt musler rea and sile npons: ... To plan and to c::JrT'f oo..c ~ train:ng for HeJodmen and Ltogthmen lor roo..::.ino l'Niotenanco und«!ne 
g~ et II'wt O;C M~t<"W'Iee 
U To 6err=.1er'IgUYnen ~ and dMsioos;as <f~<'d r;y IT\t OiC Mainef\af\::e 
U. io ~ lor any ursen: maontM.:!f"OCe wor1c as r>ee<I ar<se$ and in 1;:QI'\SVII0IU0n w:ln me O.c M.lI:n:~ 
.,. To issve.1he lengtl"lmen wiIlllI'Ie ~e ma>nler"l3t'a 1001 Se'! aeeord<ng to proce<:!ures 
H To i.-;sue !tie headmen WM Ine :appropriate measuring ;Lic!$ 
". To ordel. issue and corrJQI11le eQ="Svmmiorl o! m:llena!s anc:llOO~S requiled 1::1 C.3n)' c...l :Il~ Rcu:~ and Ur;e~ maintenance WMS 
, .. To tn."lirr..:.ln and eor.:rOl Ut.e site STore. iu lIC'"~'vities. lInO ""OC:~'f1 a:!a.ocI deMon~! G·:01': J(\Q MRP 
411 . To ensure !,h.;Jt U'Ie moto.-t;·(d. i:s $Crvice'Cl and ma:nllIU>e'Cl ~C:jng 10 Ihe e-s:aOliSf><>!:! S(lIVCe :s.ef\t'O"'t 
212- To rnlIin/:a;n U'Ie zO<\3l ma.ot'I1tnar.c1l c.:IInp and 10 ~ ... e ~s Sl!CUlrty 
3. UAISON ACnvmES 
3.1. To laise wi:;n tne Ioc:II AdllW'listr.n.on on .. ~ ...... !'ie,,; ,el.1l""9 10 Ine maiolen.aoce .....atks (e.9- Sl'C'.Klrf. 
US<! of puofic land fOf lne sita camp, la:::.our problems. ~ c:rys. elc.) 
3.2- To ~a.::;e witn the Joe:rJ AOtnIl'l<str;J'11Of1 on puOIi(; relaioon:; m:o:ter.i. e.;. ,n:orrnillion 10 me ~vt:'" ilDO\.II tne Ic;JO 
mamlenance ptOCOOIJIe:;. ocmonslfOJllons on roao ma'flIt'nan::(l. (lll:. 
, 
APPENDIX-G Employment form s (MRP-Road maintenance manual) 
G I Casual employment form 
MINISTRY OF PUBUC WORKS ROADS DEPARTMENT 
MINOR ROADS{RURAL ACCESS ROADS PROGRAMME 
CASUAL EMP LOYMENT FORM 
PROJECT: EMPLOYMENT NO: 
REF. NO: DATE: I 
NAME: MA/MAS 1.0. NO.: 
,. You are hereby offered employment with casual conditions as 
I a .. . .. ..... . . .. .. . . .. . . ...... ...... . ...... . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . 
vtith effect from . . .. .. . . ... .. .. ... . ... . . ' ... .......... . . . . .. . . " .... I 
2- The terms and conditions 01 employment are as follows: I 
I 
I a You w11l be paid Ksh ........... . per day lor an eight hour worldng day Of an equivalent I 
task rate. You will not be paid IQ( public holidays or any day not worked regardless of I 
the reasOll i.e. heavy rains. sickness, elC. I 
b . Yov will be paid al the end 01 each month for the days worked. I 
You are not entitled to annual leave. housing, transpon Of any allowances. i c. 
! 
d . Your employment win be tenninated by any of the following: 
, 
I 
- at the end of the three months period starting on the date mentioned above. I - at the completion of the projee. for whidl you were engaged. - at any time at the disaetion of the DMI Engineer, - when you absent youl'$etl from wont witttovt permission from your supervisors. , 
- wtIen you do not follow instructions from your SUpervisOfS. , , 
- when you behave in a disorderty manner. 
i •• You are responsible for any loss or damage of tools issued to you and the ccs; of , 
such w l!l be deducted from your pay. 
I ,. By signing the acceptaw.:e i'ou indicate that you agree with the terms and conditions 
of employment set out above. I 
OMI ENGINEER ! DATE ... ! .. . .. . .......... . . . . .. ..... .. .... .. .. ..... .. ... , , 
I have read/have had read to me. and I understand the above terms. ! r hereby accept the casual employment on the terms and conditions on this form. 
I SIGNATURE OF EMPLOYEE ........ . . . . .. . ............ ..... ... ....... . . ... 
To be completed in ttipHcate: Original to Employee, 
Dupficate to Personnel Officer. DMIE's office. 
Trip6cate to the OMIE. 
, 
02 Lengthman contract form 
MINISTRY OF PUBLIC WORKS ROADS DEPAR'IMENT 
MINOR ROADS/RURAL ACCESS ROADS PROGRAMME 
LENGTH MAN CONTRACT FORM PAGE: I OF 2 
I 
NAME:-MA!MRS/MISS IDINO.: 
( . CEl.£TEN> ~re 
OtSTRlCT: I MAINTENANCE ZONE: 
ROAD NAME: 
ROAD No.: I SECTION No.: 











You are hereby engaged as a lengthman ContraelO< on the load section specified. 
The terms: and c:oncr&ions 01 engagement 3ft as r~: 
You w;~ Cl! paid KsI'I. ... _._ •••.. _ •••..••••••.•.•••••.•••• per day for an eogf1\ flOv( wOi'XIng day or an equfvalenl 
~k 'ale. You will 001 be paid tor pvbIic: holidays Of any day flCX .....x\<ed regardle5.$ 0( tile reason ie. 
~ ~. sidcno!:ss. <!le. 
You"';~ normally WO<t< on Ihf ro~ speclf,ec Tl-IREE o;;Jy$ eadl wet!k (liclced'), or as ciree:ed by 
tne o,.ersi!"«: 
MONDAY 0 TUESDAY 0 WEDNESDAY 0 TliURSOAY 0 FrilOAV 0 
You WIll s;an wone ;n a lime dirl1'C'led I:>y the Heao'm3l'l You will De released from wotIc wf1.!!n lIle SeI 
lask .$ cc:mpIelOO, or ml!f tI !'!Ours, ancI the woO< I'la:s been C,"\eCked by Il>e HUdtn.1/\. 
You WIll De paid lor uen monlt\ty perIOd apP,oKim.arety two _eek< in arrear:;. 
If) yC'Vl' Ioc;UoOl'l10 Of 3dvised in aavance. 
and at ~ ~me ana pla(;'e 
You ~e nCJI entllJe<llo atV'il,lallouYe. housing. ~po<1 or any ~~ 
Oc:::..ls.onally. for example in the dry season. yO!.Jr week~f wO<1( MAY DC reduced acco<cong 10 ~'\G 
m;)lI'uenanc:e needS Ot on ... er reason as directed Dy Ine Chstl"Cl " '.3It"Ileoance and lmptoYemer.: 
'!oc '4,,1 ee responsible fOt me .0\lI.ne ma,rnenance or me aoove ml!rnoooeo Sec-:oon Cl 'C<l1l" 
~OlCIIIQ 10 [roe ,nS\NC"lioos and lask 'ales gNen by yO!.J' supelV\sors 
" ;::2 
'" ;;~ 
"' " "' " .9 
.00 ." 
G;;:NEPAL INSPECnON ANO REMOVE AL..I. osS",ucnONS 
ClEAN CULVERTS. INlETS ANO OlJTfAUS 
S:;EPAlR CULVERT STONE HEA/)WAlLS 
ClEAN MITRE DRAINS 
CLEAN SlOE ORAlNS 
RE?AlR SCOUR CHECKS ANO SlOE ORAJN ERCSiON 
REPAIR EROSION ON SHOUlDERS ANO PLA.NT GRASS 
FlU. POTHOLES ANO RUTS IN CAARIAGEWAY 
GnUS EDGE AND RESHAPE CARRIAGEWAY 





MINIsrRY OF PUBLIC WORKS ROADS DEPARTMENT 
MINOR ROADS/RURAL ACCESS ROADS PROGRAMME 
LENGTH MAN CONTRACT FORM (Continued) PAGE:! Oi' 2 
i, You win irnmed"<atety repon any damage 01 cutvefls 0<' bridges 10 the Hea.dm3f\. 
~ Shou!d you tail 10 perform your WOO;, your given taSk. or should you not Zlend duriflg !hit working 
time stilled above, then no payment will be made. 
le Your term 01 engagement is 12 moot/'l$ in the rlfSt instance. The contr2C\ MAY ee (eoewed annually IF 
yOl.X wOO:: is sO!lis:tactory. However, your contract may tie terminated or suspended by the OMIE 31 
ANY nM: due 10 one of the loUowing:_ 
~ When you absent YOUI'$d from war\( withouI good reason more than 2 days In any one 
month periOCI. 
iij When you 00 001 follow the instructions from your supervisors. 
iii) Wherl you behave in a d"osorderty manner. 
iv) When you 101,1 \0 fv!lillt1e S£!I tasks for 3 days in any month. 
L In the ease of cancellation 01 !he contract. you "'ill be paid all amOt,Jnts due to you for wor1< C3IT"Ied 
out according IQ instructions. 
m. On lermin.alion or completion 01 the comract, you will nell De emit!e<:lto any runner paymeno.s. benef~.s 
or obIigarions 'rom the Minmry 01 Pvblic Wor1<s beyond (nose specifIed in l11is dOcume11l. 
Curing me course oIll'>e contra!:! , you wiU De provided wim Goverrvnen: 1=IS ~<l .,naOle )'('" J lC CZ,"'( 
O\JI \he road maJmer.ance work. Tne tools ~ued W you are as fol\Ow's (ticl.: as appropnate): 
Jemt>e D Panga D D D 




From lllT1l! 10 lime you win be temporarity issued with oltler lools I;1y Ine Headman 10 CJ.rry out Spec.~-IC I' 
tasks. 
o. You are resporlSiOIe lor any k>ss or dOImage 01 tOOls ISSUe<! 10 you ana Ine COS1 01 re~ilcement 01 
suen loss or damage will t>e dedVCIe<) rrom your paymems. 
p. \'Ihel'> l=ls ~ worn out, atTa..-.gemell'lS will De made for replacemern t:y lne SU~NlSOrs. 
By signing \he acceptance you indicale lh<I1 you agree with me foregoing lerms: ana tXln<I"ions 0: 
engagement ull(le( this COCT.tact. 
, 
r-D",M~'"EcN:G,"'N:EO':ACCC·c·c··c·c·c·c·c·c·c·cccccccc·c·c·c·c·c·c·c·c·c·c·cc··cc·c·c·c·c·c·c·c·c·c·c·c·JleDcAcTE=-c·c·c.C.C.C.C.C.c.c.c. C.c.c.c.c.c.c.CCCC. 
r have readjh,,-ve /)ad read 10 me. and I understand the a!:lOve terms. 
I hereby accepl tl'lt lerms. conditions and Otlligalions oitl'>is lengthman Comrac-, 
SIGNATURE OF L£NGn-tMAN CONTRACTOR; ..............•. 
To be COmpleled in UipflCale: Original 10 L.engtllman. 
Oup/ic2le 10 Overseer, 
Trip/ic4le 10 \he OMIE. 
• 
G3 Headman contract fonn 
MINISTRY OF PUBUC WORKS ROADS DEPARTMENT 
MINOR AOAOS/RURAL ACCESS ROADS PROGRAMME 
HEADMAN CONTRACT FORM PAGE 1 OF 2 
NAME:-Mfl./MRS,IM1SS Qt,IQ., 
(. OEl.ETEAS ~TE) 
DISTRICT: I MAINTENANCE lONE: 
ROAD NAME(S): . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . No:. · ...... SECTION(S): . .... ", 
ROAD NAME(S): ....................... . No:. · ...... SECTION(S): . . . ... ... 
ROAD NAME(S) : ..................... .. . No:. · ...... SECnoN{S): . ........ 
PEAIOD FROM: UNTIl..: (12 MONTHS) 
.. You are hereby eovaged a$ • COnlr"ac:I Headman IQ( U'Ie mad sections specified. 
Z The ~erms and cond'cicw'ls at 1!09~ arl! as tolk:MT. 
• You will I)e paid Ksl'I. ••.•••••.••••..•... _ ••••...•••••• ,o< each WO<1cing day. You w,Q 1'\01 be paid lor public 
f'loGc1ays cc ant day not WO!1I"ed regara\e$$ (It the reason ie. heavy rains. sicI<ness.. 1!1C, 
o. You .... ill normally ......:;J(IC on !.ne 1()IIo,oMg $pedf.ed TI-iREe cI¥ I!3ch week (tidcedJ. or as all'ec=ed oy 
Lne ~ee<': 
MONDAY 0 TUESDAY 0 WEDNC:SDAY 0 THURSDAY 0 f .... OAY 0 
,. You will .. 'O<1c It'III! ~ necess.aty eac:h WO'1\ing day 10 nsuua and su;::>e"'ut' LTle L~ .;on U\II 
mad .s«:'!000s as Oirveed by !he Ovct'seer. 
d . You will be paid lor eaa'! Il'l(,lI'II,tVy period approxom:;aetv !WQ weeks in atTears 
in your Ioc:atJon IQ tie aOVise<l in 1I<7V'3OCe. 
and ZI a ume and pI3eI! 
.. Yoo.o are nQ\ enlllled IQ annual leave. hou$ing. ItaI'ISpOn Of any a/lQwane.ts . 
.. ~iy. IQ( uample in the Ory season. your weekly W()I'\t MAY ce l00ucea <lCC'O{dtt19 lQ:t\;! 
mainlenanc::e needs QI' 0Il'lef fe.&SCr1 as cfll'e(:led by the 0islIia Mamler.znee a~ Impr~~n! 
Engineef (OM!C). 
g. Yoo.o .....;JI be respons;tlle :01 SOPerVGng !tie fOUll'lE' manenanc:e 01 U'Ot aooye me-n:1Q/"oKl Sec:.ons rJI 
roa<I ac::cro.og:o U1e .nstt\.lC\JQIlS g.ven by lhe Overseer. 
1\ You wiI (firea me Lengtnmen ana mainlenance wor1c.. induding the I~ ac'~'1IIJeS ...::cord"'9 10 
11lI! prioriIies and season as shown if'I1I'Ie He3(lm.lr('s HanOtlook « as d"K'tOO t7<.o IN! DMIE. 
RI GENERAl [US?!:CnoN AJ-JO REMOVE All oeSirlUCT!ONS 
R2 CLEArj CULVERTS. INL"TS AND OUTFALlS 
~ REPAIR CULVERT STONE HEAOWAlLS 
R' Cl..EAN t,urn!: DR..<JNS 
RS ClEAN SIDE DRAINS 
R6 REPAJR SCOUR CHECKS AJ-JO SIDE OAAJN EROSION 
R7 REPAIR EROSION ON SHOULDERS AND P1..AHT GnASS 
AB F!Ll POTHOLES AND RUTS !N CARRiAGEWAY 
R9 GRUB EOOE.ANO RESHAPE CARRlAG8NAY 
RIO CIJT GRASS IN THE SlOE DRAINS 
Rll CI..£AA BUSH 




MINISTRY OF PUBLIC WORKS ROADS DEPARTMENT 
MINOR ROADS/RURAL ACCESS ROADS PROGRAMME 
HEADMAN CO NTRACT FORM (Continued) PAGE 2 OF 2 
, You will immed"<3lcly repot! any damage 0/ cuto.-ens 0< bridges 10 the Overs~r. 
j. SI'IOuId you tail \0 peffonn yo<s woo. 0< shOuld you no! a:lend during !he WO<lIiog time stated at.>ove. 
d1en no payment will be m3de. 
C YOll' lerm at eogagemenl1$ 12 monIhs in !he flfS! instance. The CClntraCX "'.AV be renewed arw>uaIIy IF 
your work 1$ satislaaOly. However. your contract may be letminoted Of suspended 'Dy ItlQ OM1E aI 
AN'( TlME due 10 one cl. !he loUawing:. , When you absen; y(l<Jn;e!!" from woO; wil/"'<xJt good reason mO<"B than 2 days in any one 
month period. 
• ""hen you dO nQI 10liOw L'le instNCtions kem your supervisors . 
,·1 VYhen you behave in a dis.orderiy mannef. 
, In l11e case of CWlCellation 0/ the contr.1ct. you wll1 be pajd all amoums dve to you to<"~ C3!T\o?d 
OWl according IQ ln$tNCtion$. 
m. On lerrnin3Iion or completion 0( the contract. you"";U i"IQI be entitled 10 ant further ~ OOn..-.ru 
or QI;>IIgaliorlS from 1/", Milli:.vy vi PutJli<; Woo1<~ l"."yund tho:>e "V"t-iflt:<J 'Il U~ OOOo.ll1..m:.. 
n During !he cour.;e at me corntaCl.. you wi~ be prcMded ... ..m Government looIs 10 issue 10 U"le 
Lengtrvnen trom time 10 time on 3 lemporary oasis. The toots is:;ued 10 you are as toCows (compI~e 
wiln number as appropnatel: 
0 ... .. .. 0 . ..... ..... .. . 0 . .. .. .. ... .... 0 
0 .... . .... . . .. D .. .. ... 0 . .. . . .. .. . . .. . 0 
o. You are responsible for any loss 0< CI,IInage of tools issued 10 you and lne COS! 0/ rep!aceme<": 01 
such loSS or Clamage will be CledUCIed trom your paymerns. 
p. wnen tools become wom OU'I. a.rrat"I9I!ments .,..;n be madoe lor replacern<mt t>y !he Ov~~. 
, ay signing the acceptance you indicate Illat you agree witn ;ne toregoing te~ and cond:tions d 
engagement under l11is contract. 
OMI ENGINEER ... . .. .... ......... ........ ..... DATE . .. ...... . ... . ..... 
I nave readJhave had read 10 me. ana I uooerstand the above terms. 
I hereoy aeeep( Ine terms. con<fllions ana OOIigalions o! tn;s HeaClrnan Comr.lC" ... 
SIGNA1tJRE OF CONTFIACT HEADMAN: .... . ....... ...... ..... .. .. .. . .... .. ..... ! 
To be completed in l1;plicate: Origina!lo Head.'T\3n, 
OupGc<ne ~o Overseer, 
TripiiC::lIe 10 U1e OMlE. 
\1192 
APPENDIX-H Routine maintenance (MRP-Road maintenance manual) 










I PRIORITY ACnVITY DESCRIPTION 
NUM BER 
I 
1 R2 ClEAN CULVERTS + INLq$/Ot..l'TrAllS 
2 I R, CLEAN MITRE DRAINS 11 
3 I R5 I ClEAN SIDE DRAJNS ~ , I R6 I R:::?AJR SCOUR CHECKS + $10= DRAIN C::::I.OSION 
1 I Rl I INS?=:CTlON & REMOV::: oesTRucnoNS 
2 I R2 I ClEAN CULV::::1TS & It~LS/Cl.lTi=A!..LS 
3 I P.5 I CLSAN 510=: DRAINS , I A6 I R=.?AJR SCOUR CHECKS + SIO =: OPAlN Er!.OSJON I! 
5 I R< I CLEAN MfTRE DRAINS ~ 
" 
" 
NOT TO 5= CA:;;;l=-:) CUT eN SOf.1E ROADS IN Dr.y AF.~';S 
TneSe priorities enSUf: thc.t ,he mcst important ac:.ivil!es ar~ tackled firs; 
in the pre·rains and rainy season. However e3ch ac.:iviry wiil be 
a:::;,ie'led ct some time 01 ;h; year 2S it rises in pricrr:y . 
'":':::".!~':...-:c:..:.::::";':':"~-=.:: .:.:.=:' :.~.:~:::.::.:..:" __ ::: •• 
PAODUCTIVI1l' STANDARDS FOR ROUTINE MAINTENANCE 
TASK DIFFICULTY 
ACTIVI1l' U/~IT 1 2 3 4 NOTES '---'-- ----
AS I 2 DAYS! 4 DAYS! 
DIFFICULTY a SILT DEPTH IN CULVERT · 1. UP TO VI 
f12A CLEAN CULVERT + II,ILETS 4 CULVERTS/Dft,Y CULVERT/ 2. VI TO VI 3. VI TO 0/1 , 4. OVER 0/, SI IOWN 
DAY 
CULVERT CULVERT 
TASKS FOR 600 DIA. CULVERTS WITH 7 RINGS ----,-, _ .. _-.- ------_._-
R28: CLEAI·j CULVERT 
IA/OAY ~O 25 DIFFICULTY a SILT DEPTH · 1. UP TO 10CM. OUHALlS 55 2.10 TO 20CM 3'. OVER 20CM 
I R3: REPAIR CULVERT 
No/DAY DIFFICULTY • TYPE OF REPAIR· 1. MINOR REPAIRS IIEADWALLS 7 4 2. MAJOR REPAIRS - _._. . ---1--. _ , -
Rt CLEAN MITRE DR~INS /NO AY 60 45 30 DIFFICULTY · SILT DEPTH · 1, UP TO 10CM. 
2. 10 TO 15CM ' 3, OVER l5CM "-
WET AREAS 65 45 30 
DIFFICULTY 0: SILT DEPTH · 1. UP TO 10CM AS: CLEAN SIDE DRAINS I,\/DAY DRY SOFT SOIL 55 40 30 
2. 10 TO 15CM 3, OVER 15CM. DRY HARD SOIL 30 23 18 
::.:==:u..-:,,=== :=-,"",,' :::::L::.-~r== -
RM: REPAIR SCOUR CHECI(S No/DAY 5 1 DIFFICULTY a TYPE OF SCOUR CHECK · 
1. WOOD 2, STONE 
R6B: REPAIR SIDE DRAIN 
M/DAY 
WET AREAS 100 80 60 DIFFICULTY = DEPTH OF EROSION · 
EROSION DRY AREAS 100 50 23 1. UP TO 15CM 2,15 TO 30CM 3, OVER 30CM ". = ----- .""- - - - -==r=e:= 
R7A: REPAIR SHOULDER 
M/DAY 100 80 DIFFICULTY III DEPTH OF EROSION· 1, UP TO 10CM 65 I • EROSION 2, 10 TO 15CM 3,1 OVER 15CM 
RIB: GRASS PLANTING M/DAY 100 00 65 DIFFICULTY = PLANTING WIDTH· 1. UP TO O.SM 
2.0.5 TO 1.0M 3. iOVER 1.0M 
-
RO,~: FILL POTHOLES Itl W,BRWS 
25 18 13 0 
DIFFICULTY I: HAULING DISTANCE· 1. NO HAUL 
CARRIAGEWAY /DAY 2. UP TO 100M 3. lOOM TO 200M 4, OVER 200M -
ROO: FILL RUTS It~ 
M/DAY 
WET AREAS 10 50 35 15 DIFFICULTY c HAULING DISTANCE· 1. NO HAUL 
CARRIAGEWA Y DRY AREAS 50 30 15 7 2. UP TO 100M 3. 100 TO 200M 4, OVER 200M - -- ---_ .. - -_ .. -
R9A.: GRUB EDGE OF 
WDAY 
WET AREAS 210 200 130 DIFFICULTY = WIDTH OF GRUBBING· 1, UP TO O.SM 
CARRIAGEWA Y DRY AREAS 190 120 10 2. 0.5 TO 1.0M 3. 'OVER 1,OM 
1198: RESHAPE CARRIAGEWAY' U/DAY 70 50 DIFFICULTY = TYPE OF RESHAPING · 1. LIGHT (UP TO 
75MM) 2. HEAVY (OVER 75MM) --,- '- ' - ::=-=:=?== =-==-"='7-- -'":'. 
LlGIH /.VDAY 
WET AREAS 425 260 190 RIO: GRASS 
DRY AREAS :lIO 230 170 DIFFICULTY · WIDTH OF GRASS CUTIING 
CUrrl1'IG --_._--- -- - _ .. _---...... _. . , .. _-- 1. UP TO LOM 2. 1.0 TO 2.0M 3. OVER 2,OM OEl'I:ir: I,\/D\Y :1 10 2~0 175 
".,. , '" ... .... _ ...... _,., .. ,_ .... ' " .. .... .. '. _- -.-... .. -_. " ...... ... , .. ..... .... ''', . ,,, .. ' .. _--_ .. -._--
HII : OlJSl1 I.Itl ll'l I,\/DAY <1:~ S 200 190 DIFFICULTY 11 WIDTH OF BUSH 
CI.EARllm 
._._- -- ,----_ .. -.. - . 
1. UP TO LOIA 2. 1.0 TO 2.01A 3. OVER 2.0M OEI·ISr: I,I/OAY 275 225 175 
.c .:.:u ~'Q.:c.~~~",r=,.IOW'U~ V'".-o~!'.mI-:.a'JX:l'11~:~ J..'tI r:nf, WJl1I'J'.m::'r..:..2 ...... 
• ALl, TASI(S EXCEPT RESHArU·/G ARE UEASURED Al.OHO O/~E SIDE OF THE ROAD ONLY 
















ACTIVITY RANGE PEA MANDAY UNITS TASK RATE 
INSPECTION AND REMOVE COMPlETE SECll0N 
OBSTRUCTIONS 
ClEAN CULVERTS + TO NO 
INlETS/OUTFAl1.S 
REPAIR CULVERT STONE TO CULVERTS 
HEADWAll.S 
CLEAN MrTRE DRAINS TO UN. M. 
ClEAN SIDE DRAINS TO ROAD M. 
REPAIR SCOUR CHECKS & TO ROAD M. 
SIDE DRAIN EROSION 
REPAIR EROSION ON TO ROAD M. 
SHOULDERS/PLANT GRASS 
FILL POlliOLES AND RlfTS TO ROAD M. 
IN CARRIAGEWAY 
GRUB EDGE & RESHAPE TO ROAD M. 
CARRIAGEWAY 
cur GRASS, SIDE DRAINS TO SO. M. I 
CLEAR BUSH TO ROAD M. 
1. ROAO M. denotes linear metres of road including both sides if 
applicable. 
2. Figures to be agreed between the OiG Maintenance and the 
Overseer. 
H4 Lengthman deployment form 
l£HG1lf14AN OEPLOYMENT PLAN, HIGH RAJNF.Al..L AREA MRP-M1A 
I= ············I~-···· ····· 
ZONE ••..••.••••.•••••••••••••.••••••••• ROADNo •••••••••• SeCT10Nkm ••• TOkm •.•.•.•• 
HIGH RAINFAll.; (RAJNFALl IN ALL MOtflHS > 25 MM) TOTAl (E) L.. __ ..J 
INsmucnONS: 
0eci0e....nic:n coIunv\s A.. 6 MIdkx C iN1I appIic:J.bIe 10 the r03d .....oer o:x>nsiOeraIiotI. In tne Mlee:e-d eoIumns ci'de a!! 
~ and ACD Ihem 10 \he BASIC INPUTS, the 100alI!l!::StimaIed requirelMfllS IQ( e~ ac:'lr..:y ut! tnc!n sun'IITII!d ... 
c:lI'-"'lVI 0 : PI.AN. 
CoIurTvI 0 is IKIOed vertic:3.L'y 10 ~ the es:.imaIed annual fTIa/'Kl.ayS pr!" km lor all rovolfle ma.r\ler~ ;ac:Mlies; E. 
ROAD LENGiH \r) ,I ____ ---'IIQA 
NUMaE~ OF DAYS PER YEAR lHAT CONTRACTORS ;WORK~"'.'(~G~) =I ==~_-,I(NOHI'WJ...Y 150) 
NUMBE .. 0;<" CCI'lTRl.CTORS REOUlA.=:D .. (F J[ ~;!G I 1.0 nil: N~;;:Si ..... 'HOl...!: HUMS;::;:' 
MOPW ;::0.2 l.mlOR ROADS PROGRAI.\I.~e. 
LalGTHMAN OEPLOYMENT Pl..AN, I.4EOHJM RAINFAll. AAEA MRP":, B 
I:"'·· .pP.p ppp p ·IRO>DNAMe:.se=~PTO"" ppp I 
• .. ....... , ..................... ROADNo. _ 
MEOIUM RAINFALL: (RAlllfAt.l. IN 8 MONTl1S :> 25 MM) TOTAL F-1 L-__ .J 
INsmucnoNS: 
Deciot -..f\ic"I coItnvu A.. a 'MldJot C VI al)plic3D!~ 10 IM roW unoe.- c:cr<sick~1o<l. 10 the seleaed cdu!Tr<s cirde:if 
fog.Mes and ADO ~ 10 the SASiC lNPlITS. me 10;<11 ~S1im~led r~~$" 101" ~ael a.e-.:..qr _ Itoen su:rrned n 
eok.nv'I 0: PLAN. 
Column 0 is 'laCed .... rucat.'"/ 10 00:= Ule ~im'l!ed annual m:lMays per km lot all rov.ins ~~ =-~ Eo 
AOAD ~GTH \r) LI ___ -'I ~.\ 
NUMBE .. OF OAYS P~~.:..R TI-V.T CONTRACTORS ;WO:"R:K~(G~) [==::;-____ 1 (NORI.v..u.Y 1~";) 
NUMB:;; OF CON'TRA.CTO;:'S R:CWl.EO • (i' ~ :}fG I ITO TH:;: NEAAEST ','/\-101.£ !I'JM=~ 
I.'OPW EO.2 MINOR RO:.!:S ?.!'lOGRA..,t.\~ 
LENGTHMAH DEPLOYMENT PLAN. LOW RAINFALL AREA MRP-M IC 
I:~ ...................... ········ IRO~NAME ························· · ··· .. · .. · .. I 
_ •••• • •••••••••••••.•.... .••••••••• • • ROAO No •••••••••• se:croON km •..• TO km ••••.••. _ 
LOW RAINFAlL: (RAINfAlL. IN' MON'nlS ). 25 MM) TOTAL'" L. ______ -J 
INSTRUCl10NS; 
Oecide wt;ich columns A. B ~Of C ~t ~ 10 lne '0010 unciI" ~ In tilt $tlec;ed ooIOOVl$ c::n;:!e ~ 
f9U'e5 and ADD \,hem 10 II1e BASIC INPUTS. Ill<! IQtal esI;maled .e-quirementS IOf eac:::'l aONify art tneo summea in 
eoIumn 0: PW'/. 
Column 0 is atlded vertiC3lly 10 ob:~ Vle =.:maIe<l ~.""1UaI ma<lC¥ pt. km lor all rOUline malfTIe:1."ICI! ~\TJes: C:. 
ROAD LENGTH (l") ,1 _____ .JIKM 
NUMB;:;! OF DAYS P91 "r"EAA THAT CON1lU.CTORS ;W:O~RK~~(G:)~I==:::; ___ JI (l.!O:> ,0 ISO MAXIMUM) 
NUMBSR Of COf.ITr\ACTOAS REOIJIREO .. IF J E)!G I Ira TH's NS!.R;:ST \'.fHOLE NUM9ErI 
NOTE: MA.XJMUM CON'TRACT LENGi'H TO BE 3.0 KM 
MOPW EO.2 M INOR ROhOS PROGAAI,lI.\: 
MAllHErJANCE I1NEIHORY FIELD BOOK 
0Z CHAINAGE b DIVISION DETAILS LENOTHMAN ~ ~ re ~~ ~ ~ ~ Wr 
SECTION 
CONTRACTORS ~~ Z~ • l ~ O~ ~~ o J 0 
NAME AND 6° 0° 
a: z a: 
0.. 
~ 
0 STMH END 0 STAnT I 2 3 4 END IDENTIF ICA nON ~ - - - _.-;-
- - - - - - - -
- - - - - --
-- '- - - - - - -
- - - - -
- ------ ,- ------- - - -
- - - - - - -
- '-- - 1- - -
--_ ... -- - -- -
._------ - - -
MOPW ED,2 
MINOR ROADS PROGRAMME 
H6 Overseer's monthly routine maintenance work 
OVERSEER'S M ONTHLY RounNE MAINTENANCE WORK PROGRAMME 
OCSTRICT: 
OVERSEER: .... 
TOTAl WORKING DAYS THtS MO~ ... 
OVERHEAD AND ADMINISTRATlON: 
MOTOACYCtE SERVICE .... •... . 
PAY DAY ..... ... ••...•....... 
PLANNING AND RE?OFmNG •••..••.•..... 
OTHERS (MEETINGS. P UBUC HOUOAYS. ETC.) 
TOTAl DAYS NOT AVAILABLE FOR INSPECTlON 
TOTAl DAYS AVAIlABLE FOR INSPECTION 
om ROADS TO INSPECT 
REMARKS: 
MONTH: ••••....•..••.... .... ...•.•• 
ZONE: •••. .• •.••..• .. ... . .... 
No. Of DAYS 
DATE ROADS TO INSPECT 
SIGN OVERSE:;:A; . ...... •... 
SIGN INSPECTOR: . •.. .• ••.. . ......... 
M RP • M7 
MOPW ED.1 MINOR ROADS PAOGr:tAMME 
H7 OIC's monthly routine maintenance work 
OIC MAINTENANCE MONTHLY MAINTENANCE WORK PROGRAMME MAP · MS 
DISTRICT: .. . -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . MON11-l: .. . ................ .... .... .... . ... 
OIC MAINTENANCE •..• • •... ..•• ......•. • .•...• ZONES: ................................ . ... 
No. OF OAYS 
rOTAL. WORKING DAYS THIS MONTH ..... .. ........ . . .... . .... .. I I 
OVERHEAO AND ADMINISTRATION: 
CA YS FOR PERlOOIC MAlNTENANCE .. . ... .. ... .... .. .. .. . ..... [ 
ORGANISAllON OF PAY DAY .. .... . . ..... ... . . ... .. . ... . .... [ 
PJ..Y DAY ......... ...... ........ ... .. ... .. ... . .... .. .. .. [ 
VEH1CLE SERVICE AND ADMINISTRATION ..... . .... . ..... ... [ 
PI..AHNING ANO REPOFmNG .•.• ... .. . ... ..... . ... . ..... [ 
OTliERS (MEETINGS. pueuc HOUDAYS. ETC.) .. .. . ... . . .... [ 
TOTAL. DAYS NOT AVAJLA8LE FOR INSPEcnON .... ... . I 
TOTAL. DAYS AVNLABLE 1'00 INSPECTION [ 





I i I ! I 
i I . ~ I 
I I I I 
I • I I • 
REMARKS. 
I SIGIlOIC .. .. . . ... .. .. 
SIGN OM1E ........... ... .. . . . .. . .. .. i 
H8 Routine maintenance road visit programme 
ROUTINE MAINTENANCE ROAD VISIT PROGRAMME MRP - M9 
DISTRICT . .. . .. ..... . . ........... .. . .... MONTH &. YEAfl . ...... ..... ..... .... .... . ...... 
ROADS TO SE VlSITEO 
DATE ZONE A ZONES ZONEC o,e 
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OIC MAINTENANCE . APPROVE!) OMIE .... 
DATE . OATE . 
MOPW EO.l MINOR ROADS PROG?AMME 
H9 Lenthmen costs and tools 
A. ANNUAL COSTS PER ·LENGTHMAN 
, "<-, " .. '" 
ITEM 
1. ANNUAL COST OF LENGTHMEN 
@ 3 OA YS/WEEK 50 WEEKS!YEAR 
PAYlvIENT RATE (KSHtOAY) = 50 
2. HEADMEN SUPERVISION 
@ 15% OF LENGTHMAN COSTS 
3. ALLOWANCE FOR URGENT WORKS (SPECIAL MTCE) 
TO BE ARRANGED ON AN AD HOC BASIS BY DMI ENGINEER, 
ASSUMING 10% OF CONTRACTORS PAYMENTS 
SUB TOTAL MANPOWER 
4. PROVISION OF HAND TOOLS PER CONTRAC TOR 
ITEM UNIT COST KSH EXPECTED LIFE 
MONTHS 
PANGA (BUSH KNIFE) 90 24 
GAASS SLASHER BO 2< 
JEMBE (HOE) lBO 2' 
SHOVEL 70 2' 
RAKE 70 2' 
WHE=:LBARROW (1) 800 60 
PLUS 10% FOR MISCElLANEOUS TOOLS 
ANNUAL COSTS/LENGTHMAN: 
NOTES: 
1. ONE WHEELBARROW FOR THREE CONTAACTORS. 
2. BASED ON 1992 WAGE AND PRICE LEVELS. 
3. EXCLUDES OVERHEADS OF OVERSE=:R. OiC, TRANSPORT AND 
ACCOMMODATION. 
B. DIRECT ANNUAL COST PER KM 
CONTRACT LENGTH (KM) 
DIRECT ANNUAL 
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195 162 11 , 
ITEM No. 
LENGTH MAN 
PANGA (8USHKNIFE) 1 
GRASS SLIl,SHER 1 
JEM8E (HOE) 1 
SHOVEL (ROUND NOSE) 1 
RAKE 1 
SHAAPS:NING FILE 1 
HEADMAN 
WHEELBARROW 3 
LONG HANDLE TROWEL 2 
LONG HANDLE SHOVEL 2 
HA."'D RAMMER , 
MASONS HAMMER 2 
D!TCH + SLOPE, SCOUR CHECK TEMPLATE 1 
SPIRIT lEVEl , 
KNOTTED ROPES FOR SETTING OUT 2 
APPENDIX-I Labour construction Unit (Extracts from contract documents) 
11 Productivity rates 
LCU Routine MainlenUlce ConlDCI 
Annu 1 
The undcrmcnlioncq prOductivity rates are agreed by both the Employer and Contractor ror use 
under this agreement. 
Code Activity Unit Produclivily 
(;:lIe, Unitlpd 
RM-I Inspection and removal of ObStrllclion To be agreed at the site 
RM-2 Disilting culvens. Cleaning Ctllven inlets and outlets culvert I - . 
RM-l Clean side, catch water and mitre drains Im 50· 100 
RM-4 Repair erosion on shoulders and in alt drains Im 60 · 100 
RM-S Repair I build scour checks "0 .-. 
RM-6 Grub road way Im 80 - 120 
RM-7 Fill potholes and ruts on the carriage way Im 80· 120 
RM-8 Reshape road and reinstate camber Im 50 - 100 
RM-9 Cut grass Im 80 - 120 
RM- IO Rebuild dry stone retaining wall m' 2.5· ] .5 
RM-12 Removal of protruding stones Im 40 - 100 
Excavate and load gravel m' U - 3 .0 
Excavate soi l m' 2.5 - 4 .0 
To facilitate the use of At1icle 4 . I(v), the followin$ rates have been agreed for gravel haulage. 
Ih ulage Unit Agreed unit rate, 
distance, km MlUnit 
0.5 - 4 m' 10.84 
'-6 m' 14.74 
6-' m' - . 18.64 
8 - 10 m' 23.30 
10 - 14 m' 29.69 
ANEX1·RL.WPD AI_2 
12 Contract data 
CONTRACT DATA 
RO:lIII included in Conu.I(( (all/le l .l) 
Repion In IIhkh worb are undcrukcn ... .. .... ....... . . .. ... .. . . . ... ... .. ... .... .... . .... 









Number of WOftr.ers to be 
employed on site 









" , tOv) 
... i ~~ 
. 
FROM K/'ti ,T O KM . ' 
M ...•......••.••.••.•.••.•.••...•...............•.. 
.. Monthly l.ump Sum M •.....•............ 
"Insurance M •••... •..•••.•.•••• One of 
payment on presentation of proof of 
purchase of Insurance poricy. 
.... Protective Cloth ing M ............. .... one 
olf payment on presentation of proof of 
supply of protective clothing 10 the 
worllers. 
*Leave Pay M ............... Reimeruiable 
, 
item on presentalion 01 proof 01 annual 
leave paymenllo the workers Illhe end 01 
Ihe Contrad. 
".levl 
*Cu,vel Haulage M .••••••••••••.•.••.•. _ •. 
PaymentlOf gravel haulage when 
Instructed by the Engineer 
7.t ... 1 .....•....•...•. I ................ . 
7.1 ..... ....................... ......... months 
3.3 i} .................................................... . 
ill· ···············.··· ......... : ....... ······· 
iii) ....................•.••.•.•............... 
Iv) ........ ................................. . 
v) ..............••.•.•.•.••.••••.•...•............•.•• 
7.1 i} •.•..•••.•.•.................•.•.•..•••.•.. months 
ii} ........................................ ... months 
Hi} .•..•.•....•.•.•..•.•.............•..•.•.• months 
]-2 January 1998 
I3 Monthly site instructions 
LCU Roul i~ Ma'nltn~ r>Ct Conlract MOnt hh SUt In~lrucuo"s a ll<! Achlt;"~"lI;m. I"u"" 
ANNEX 2 
RO UTINE MAINTEN"NCE MONTHlY Sllf INSTRUCTIONS " "0 " CHIEVEMENTS fORM {TRIPLlC"TE I 
REGION - 1'10"0 NAME - - - -R040HO. .... 
COHTRACTOlts NAME oltoIO "OORESS, 
COHTAACT ooll"TION. """_ TO ••••. 
------- INSTRUCTION I' ERIOO: fROM. - TO 
- --
WORI(JNGOAYS 
RQ.lO LENGTH: --- ~ NO. OF LABOURERS 1"1 . ,., '-' ' 0( THIS I'ERIOO _ _ - " 0 , 
TOT"L PERSON O"Y$ "V"ILA8lE THIS PERIOD (B XC· 01 _ "0 
0 , 
""" REPORT 
"'0' ~'MN UNIT o"""~ fROM: '" "CREEO U"""'lfO ... CTUo\1. OUlUflITY ''l U$K AA. TE(F) PERSON If) "CHIEVEO 
QA.Y$ Elf 
:~. " ~}I lOOc:xx '. f<J.'l'c.o 
, 
TOUl "" "" XXXlOOOCX .. ~ 
PLAN CERTIFIEO BV; MEASUIIEMENTS 
CERTIfIEO BY; 
SUPERIIISOR; NAME SIGN.oI.TURE .. " $UPEI'IIIISOR: 
CONTR.o\CTOR· N"ME SIGN.oI.TURE O"TE 
~, ---
,~" 0"1£ •. 
CQMI.IENTsn:tEIAARI(S. CONTRACTOR: 
~, 
--- ,~"---- o ... n 
..... _-
.....,· 19\18 
14 Contractor's handtools and equipment inventory form 
LCU ROUIlr>(: Mam,(n~oa: Conlra", Conlf3clor'S ~I~nd Tool ~nd Equ;pmcnl Invenlory Form 
ANN EX 3 
CONTRACTOR'S UANDTOOLS AND EQUIPMENT INVENTORY FORM 
'''~ 
_______________________________ DMed~-------------
Aoa<I N..,..... --______________________ ROIdNO: ____ _ 













A~: __________________________________________ ___ 
ANEXl·RI.WPO Al-' 
15 Drawings - typical cross-sections 
. 707AL V[j)71{ 01 10 RM710N f,Ol.OO .· 
.J "IDUi Of IIfJAiJ 6000 
r .J "1j)71{ Of yAAVU 5000 
8 T"-" , ~. 
~~r ' , 
,JtJ 1100 U l500 t lllXJ 
IN LOWLAND TERRAIN 
1. (a) 
t 
TOTAL "[011{ 01 FORIfA710N 8100 min. 
J ,,[j)7H. 01 ·Rf)AiJ 6000 
r "IDTI{ 01 §RAVU 
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APPENDIX-J Extracts from LeU annual report (1997-98) 
11 Volume of work carried out by contractors 
95/01 Bokang Mor~na 15.4 114,246 IS 939,3S3 0 0 1,053,629 
Consl . 
95,02 G. M. T. Civils 30.S 141 ,967 5.6 315,753 0 0 457,720 
9503 Tiro Const. 33.7 189,272 59,9S4 0 0 249.256 
95 :04 N u-Build Const. 18.4 107.902 0 0 0 0 107,902 
95 :05 !Vfolefe Brick Cons!. 19.1 100,833 2.4 152,996 0 0 253.829 
9506 Mocha Const. 23.4 113.122 0 0 0 0 113.222 
9507 !v10P$ Const. 19.8 1\ 8,251 1.2 75 ,095 0 0 193,346 
9508 Boss Cons!. 24.9 11 3.385 6 287,734 0 0 401.119 
9601 C hamp COnsl. 31.2 157,529 0 0 0 0 157.529 
960.2 Spectrum Const . 29. 1 161.483 0 0 0 0 161.48:; 
9603 T . M. ConsullatllS 25.8 108.530 0 0 0 0 108.530 
960..t Top Tcch Consl. 33 176,864 2.7 173,760 0 0 350.624 
9605 Tej Ch·jls pry hd 36.2 257.846' 7.4 369,305 0 0 627.151 
9606 Samco ply. Lld 35 162,910 4.5 2)4,595 0 0 718.21i 
9607 Maphir i Consl. 34.1 138,054 0 0 0 0 449.20.2 
9608 MEM COilS!. 20 )·R930 1 1.6 81,490 1.1 .39,155 9101 . 104 
9609 L~rmak Con st. 43 .5 199 . .:!6-1 0 0 0 0 J99 . .26J 
96 10 Gre-e-nlalld pty. Lld 27.7 157,4 .35 0 0 0 0 t~7.4.3: 
96 t 1 Elem Cons!. 31.5 171,794 0 0 0 0 171.79.l 
9701 Ke-da R..'v1 &. RB 34.1 161.618 0 0 0 0 16:! .61S 
9702 M.K.L. Civil 26.5 1.39.316 0 0 0 0 139.3 16 
&:'Build . 
97·03 Molisana Cons!. 29.9 163,-154 0 0 0 0 163A5J 
9704 Cons!. 18.7 107.705 0 0 0 0 107.70:' 
97/05 N .T.L Services 20 .0 118.817 0 0 0 0 118,8\7 
97:06 Ten Construction 17.2 158, 124) 0 0 0 0 158. 124 
97/07 Mamaebana Cons!. 19.8 11 16 0 0 0 0 110,816 
97'08 Tsunyane & Sons 38.1 187.505 0 0 0 0 187.505 
97/09 MeT Construction 23.3 137,739 0 0 0 0 137.739 
97 ' \ 0 Qhomane Const. 21.9 115.954 0 0 0 0 115,954 
97.' 11 Bafula Const. 17.6 66,075 0 0 0 0 66,075 
97/ 12 Cons!. 22 128,924 • 0 0 0 0 128,924 
Total 821.8 4.432, 764 ~ :SOA .:!,690.095 1.1 39.155 7.162,01 -' 
, - Includes maintenance of Manamaneng, ~antson rane and Lesobeng a irstrips 
I _ Includes maintenance of Sehonghong airstrip , 
- Includes maintenance ofQacha's Nek and Seh latebe airstrips .. Includes maintenance ofSemonkong airsrrip ,. 
Amounl does nOI include the va lue of all contractor .... orks for the last mOnlh of conlrac\ as il was paid 10 the new 
l"inancial 
--------------------------~; ' 
Dclails of capital development projects carried out by force account units 
LBO)/2 MatlaKeng -Ha Monase 12j 1 ,~~),170 UIRDF ~,9 26,6)0 1,)40,991 11.7 )D,D~ 1,190,9~~ 9/ 
MHO] Nollana -Ha Tllclsinyanc 1 ).4 2,7)1,000 KIW Oj 2,~9L 0 14,9 )),722 2,479,08) 100 
MIIO\ Ha Kori·Ha Tsiu 2l~ 4,]9),946 lA 9,6 ) 1,144 1,6)0,97) 12.4 )9,497 2,4)2,668 ) I 
MHI6 Shalanc·Ha Mocnn 14,0 2,)/0,o)~ lA J.8 n,~91 1,166,289 6,8 )8,0)9 2,4)6,91) 48 
! ,nnr, Ha KOlola . Pobcng 11.0 I ,429,9~2 UIRDF 4, I 9,6)7 6)8,677 I\.) n,49j 1,712,112 100 
M!( ni Tlokeng·Ha MoliKaliko I o , ~ ),9J4, I1I lA Q,O IIJ)4 96),8 \) 7j 48,9/0 ),]16,846 46 
I 1l~()~ R\\Kll\sO(\n~·lla MIlKO\SO 10,0 IA(n,\)()~ L1IRIW (d) 10.ln 7n,%O 10,0 22,922 IJ 10,~ I1 100 
\ 
IJ) Braakfonlein·Ha 12.4 1,7)),287 KIW 7,/ 11,910 1,602,2)) 7,7 11,910 1,2)8,446 62 
Moko\so 
~lOII Ila Malcla·Ha BarOllna ).4 )))JOO MOT 1,0 ),070 ) 10,)06 1.9 ),070 ) 10,506 ~~ 
011 SClihing·St. Bcrnnro 11.5 4,21~,806 LHRDF ~, I 46, I11 ),044')76 8, I 46,111 ),028,031 70 
Tolal 1)0,8 24,968,275 50,6 190,061 12,))6,844 92j )39,272 20,5)6,673 
;' ,,, ' 
, 





April May June July Aug Sept Qct Nov De< Jao Fob March 
1 997 1 998 
Staff Labour (FA) 11 Labour (Contractors) I 
, 
J3 Overall phys ical progress 
April 1997 - March 1998 
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--.- Upgrading/Construction (FA) 
......- Periodic Maintenance(Contracts) 
Od Nov De< Jan Feb Mar 
199 8 
~ Rehabilitation(contracts) 
